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STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1. Whether the trial court erred as a matter of law in concluding that the

Commissioner of the Department of Mental Retardation ("DMR"), in

exercising his statutory and regulatory authority over the Behavior Research

Institute ("BRI"), l clearly and directly violated unequivocal provisions of a

Settlement Agreement entered as a court order in this case in 1987.

2. Whether all of the trial court's factual findings--including findings

of bad faith, perjury, and attorney misconduct--which are adopted almost

verbatim from BRI's proposed findings and are entirely unsupported by the

evidence, are clearly erroneous.

3. Whether the trial court abused its discretion and intruded

impermissibly on the prerogatives of the executive and legislative branches

in appointing a receiver to assume all of DMR's regulatory authority over

BILl as well as other powers and immunities that exceed those of DMR and

of the court itself.

4. Whether the trial court abused its discretion and erred as a matter of

law in awarding over $1 million in attorneys' fees, without giving the

Commissioner an opportunity to review and respond to the fee applicants'

contemporaneous time records, and without making specific and detailed

findings as to the reasonableness of the time spent or the expenses incurred

by the 25 attorneys and paraiegals for whose services fees were awarded.

fin the fall of 1994, the plaintiff, formerly known as Behavior Research Institute

("BRI') changed its name to the Judge Rotenberg Educational Center ("JRC"). However,

to avoid confusion, it is referred to throughout as "BRI."
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is an appeal from a judgment of the trial court holding the

Commissioner of Mental Retardation in contempt of a 10-year-old Settlement

Agreement, entered as an order of the trial court, which was intended to

resolve then-pending litigation between BRI and the Office for Children

("OFC"). The contempt litigation itself is the culmination of a two-year

controversy as to whether DMR should continue to certi_, BRI to utilize

certain highly intrusive behavior modification procedures and, if so, under

what conditions. To put the issues presented by this appeal in context, it is

necessary to describe the ten-year history of the relationship between DMR

and BRI, both in court and out, in some detail.

Prior Proceedings

1. The Underlying Case

This case originally arose from a licensing dispute between the Office for

Children ("OFC") and its licensee, BRI, a private provider of services to

autistic and mentally retarded young people and adults, in September 1985,

OFC issued an order to show cause why BRI's license should not be

suspended or revoked for failure to comply with OFC regulations. App. 60.

At the same time, OFC issued an Emergency Order to Correct Deficiencies,

which required BRI to cease using certain behavior modification procedures

(i.e., vapor sprays, pinches, slaps, spanks, muscle squeezes, and the

"contingent food program") and to cease intake of new students. Appendix

("App.") 61.2

2A three-volume Appendix of pertinent parts of the trial court record is filed herewith,

pursuant to Mass. R. App. P. 18. Also filed herewith, in separately bound volumes, are:
(1) All trial exhibits ("Ex."). The exhibits are indexed and numbered as

follows: Uncontested Exhibits {U- I--U-235) (three volumes), Plaintiffs'

Exhibits (BRI-236--BRI-326, Parent- 1, and GAL- I ) (three volumes), and
(continued...)



On Febru_' 28, 1986, BRI and two parents of BRI students, who sought

to represent a class of all students at BRI and their parents and guardians,

filed a complaint in the Bristol Probate and Family Court 3 seeking to enjoin

OFC from enforcing its emergency order and from revoking BRI's license

without court approval. App. 52. On June 4, 1986, the trial court issued a

preliminary injunction, maintaining the status quo pending a trial on the

merits. App. 5, 115. A Single Justice of the Appeals Court denied OFC's

petition for interlocutory relief from that order. 4 App. 109.

_(...continued)

Defendant's Exhibits (DMR- I--DMR-80) (two volumes).
(2) The entire trial transcript ("Tr.")(15 volumes).
(3) An Addendum to Argument I11of this brief. That Addendum is organized

into 21 sections, corresponding to the 21 subsections of Argument III.B

of this brief. Each section of the Addendum contains, side-by-side, the
relevant trial court fmdings and the corresponding proposed findings of
BRI, followed bycopies of the pertinent transcriptpages and exhibits. All
documents reproduced in this Addendum are also contained in the
Appendix, Exhibits, or Transcriptvolumes listed above.

3After OFC contested the Probate Court's jurisdiction, the then-presiding judge

(Rotenberg, J.) obtained an orderspecially assigning him to sit as a Superior Court judge in
this case. App. 5. After Judge Rotenberg's death in 1993, another Probate Court judge
(LaStaiti, J.) assumed responsibility for the case and was also specially assigned as a
Superior Court judge for that purpose. App. 19.

4No appellate court ever examined the record underlying the preliminary injunction or

ruled on the merits of the trial court'sfindings of bad faith on the partofOFC. Cf App. 109
(Single Justice who denied interlocutory relief from preliminary injunction was unable to

read extensive trial court record before doing so). Although OFC had filed a notice of
appeal of the preliminary injunction to a full panel of the Appeals Court, that appeal was
voluntarily dismissed once the Settlement Agreement _vasentered into. App. 5.
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2. The Settlement Agreement _

On December 12, 1986, after a lengthy period of negotiations, a

Settlement Agreement was entered into by BRI, OFC, the Director of OFC,

and counsel for a "Class of All Students at BRI, Their Parents and

Guardians," App. 133, which class was certified as such that same day. 6

App. 118. The Settlement Agreement was approved by the court and entered

as a court order on January 7, 1987. Ex. U-4.

As stated in the Preamble to the Settlement Agreement, its purpose was

to "end the litigation" that was then pending between OFC, BRI, and the

parents. App. 120-21. By its terms, the Se,'tlement Agreement was to

terminate automatically after one year, unless the court ordered otherwise,

"'for good cause shown related to the terms or substance of th[e] agreement."

App. 132-33. In the meantime, i.e., "on or before July I, 1987," the

Settlement Agreement provided that "the licensing responsibility for B.R.I.

shall be transferred from O,F.C. to D.MH. [the Department of Mental

_For the Court's convenience, a copy of the Settlement Agreement is included in the

attached Addendum to this brief. It also appears in the Appendix at 120-33 and as Ex. U-2.

6Attorney Robert Sherman (who is presently one of BRI's counsel) signed the

Settlement Agreement on behalf of the "Class of All Students at BRI, Their Parents and

Guardians." App. 133. The Agreement was also signed by Marc Perlin and Max Volterra

as "Counsel for B.R.I. clients." App. 133.

Mr. Perlin and Mr. Volterra had been appointed by the court 1o represent individual

students in their individual guardianship cases and were also appointed, in the present case,

App. 3, to represent the "potential class of students," App. 208, which was never actually
certified. On November g, 1993, the court al!owed the motions of Mr. Perlin and Mr.

Volterra to withdraw' and appointed attorneys Paul Cataldo and Michcle Dorsey "as

successor counsel to the [never certified] class of students" in the present case. App. 22,

211. (By that time, first Kenneth Kumos and then Eugene Curry had succeeded Mr.

Sherman as counsel for the certified "class of all students, their parents and guardians."

App. 12, 1148, 1176.)

Other attorneys were appointed, through the Committee for Public Counsel Services,

to represent each of the individual students in the individual guardianship eases. These

attorneys' subsequent motion, on behalf of their individual clients, to intervene in the present

case, App. 27, was denied by the trial court. App. 38. Their appeal from the denial of that

motion is presently before this Court as SJC-06990.



Health]." App. 127. During the pendency of the Agreement, the court

retained jurisdiction over the case, but the rights of the parties were expressly

"limited to enforcement of the terms of this agreement." App. 132.

The Settlement Agreement imposed many obligations on BRI. 7 In return,

OFC agreed to restore BRI's licenses, to permit intake of new clients, to give

BRI equal consideration with other private providers in referring new clients

for placement at public expense, and to pay $580,605.25 in attorneys' fees.

App. 120-33.

Specifically, under Part A of the Agreement, BRI is obligated to

formulate a treatment plan for each client and, where the treatment plan calls

for aversive procedures, to obtain the authorization of the Probate Court,

"'utilizing the 'substituted judgment' criteria," prior to implementing the

treatment plan. App. 122, 123. The only obligation imposed on any state

agency by Part A is the requirement that the Department of Mental Health

("DMH") provide clinicans to evaluate BRI's proposed treatment plans and

provide their recommendations to the court, s App. 125. BRI is required to

cooperate full)' with these clinicians, ld.

Part B of the Agreement, as its title indicates, provides for "Monitoring

of Substituted Judgment Treatment Plans and B.R.I.'s Treatment Program."

App. 125. Paragraph 2 of Part B provides for the appointment of Dr. John

Daignault, a psychologist, as "a general monitor" of BRI's treatment and

educational program. App. 126. In this role, Dr. Daignault is "responsible

for overseeing B.R.I.'s compliance with all applicable state regulations,

7Although, in entering into the Se'alement Agreement, BKI did not concede the truth of

the findings made by OFC in its licensing orders, App. 121, the obligations assumed by BRI
under the Agreement are in the same areas in which OFC found BRI to be deficient, i.e.,
lack of staff training and excessive use of physical aversives and mechanical restraint.

Verified Complaint, App. 52, Exhibits D, E.

sin a later order, dated December 29, 1988, the court clarified that, although these

clinicians were to be provided by DMH, they were not intended to report to or speak for
DMH (or its successor, DMR): "The Court reiterates that the D.M.R. experts are not
partisan witnesses, that their evaluations are for the Court." Ex. U-13.; see also Ex. BRI -
317.



except to the extent that those regulations involve treatment procedures

authorized by the Court in accordance with Paragraph A. ''_ ld As part of his

role under Part B, ¶ 2, the general monitor is required to make reports to the

court and "arbitrate" disputes between the parties, ld The term of Dr.

Daignault's initial appointment was six months, id, by which time it was

anticipated that DMH would assume the function of monitoring BRrs

compliance with its regulations. App. 127. _°

Pan C of the Agreement provides that the licenses for BRI's residential

facilities, which had been suspended by OFC, be restored and "not be

revoked without the approval of the Court or until such time as D.M.H.

licenses B.R.I." App. 127. It further provides that intake of new clients,

which had been closed by OFC, be reopened and "not be impermissibly

obstructed during the pendency of this agreement." ld.

Pan D of the Agreement imposes the following additional requirements

on BRi: to retain at least one additional doctoral level psychologist to assist

in designing, implementing, and modifying treatment plans; to provide staff

training and supervision by doctoral level psychologists; to comply with

Department of Education standards regarding certification of staff, to assign

clients to staff, classrooms, and residences so as to assure consistency and

continuity of care; to employ specified treatment approaches as a means of

minimizing the use of restrictive procedures; to comply with DMH

regulations concerning restraint and human fights committees; to continue its

use of a developmental disabilities review committee; and to follow all

applicable regulations concerning periodic review of individualized

educational and service plans. App. 127-29.

9As to the scope of this exception to the general monitor's authority, see Arguments I.A.

and I.C, infra.

1°1"hisunderstanding of the temporary nature of the monitor's role was shared by Or.

Israel (BRI's Executive Director) and by Dr. Daignault himself. See Ex. DMR-26 at 2;
DMR-27 at 163, 182-83.
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PartF" of theAgreementrequiresDMII, OFC,andall stateplacement
and funding agenciesto "give B.R.1.equalconsiderationwith all other
privateproviderstbr new clientsreferredfor privateplacementby state
agencies.''u Finally,PartL of theAgreement provides that "each party shall

discharge its obligations under the terms of this agreement, in good faith."

App. 133.

By order dated June 22, 1987, the court extended the Settlement

Agreement for six months, App. 135. as contemplated by Part K of the

Agreement. App. 132. At the second six-month review, on January 7, 1988,

the court extended the Agreement for another six months, based solely on the

fact that BRI had not yet been licensed by DMH. App. 136.

Effective July 1, 1987, the responsibility for licensing BRI was

transferred, by statute, from DMH to DMR. St. 1986, c. 599. Based on that

fact and on the fact that DMR was then in the process of considering BRI's

pending application for licensure, DMR ("as successor to... DMH") moved

to amend the Settlement Agreement, on October 24, 1988, to substitute the

words "Department of Mental Retardation" for the words "Department of

Mental Health," wherever the latter words appear in the Settlement

Agreement, _ and to modify the requirement concerning the provision of

clinicians to make it less burdensome to DMR. Ex. U-IO. By order dated

December 29, 1988, the trial court treated DMR's motion to amend as a

l iPart E and other parts of the Agreement not described here have no bearing on the

issues presented by this appeal.

L'AIthough BRI relied on Part F in a previous contempt complaint against DMR and the

Director of OFC, App. 138, see subsection 3, infra, B RI did not claim any violation of this

provision in the contempt complaint that gave rise to the present appeal. App. 344, 1212.

13The Settlement Agreement referred to only three obligations of DMH (which was not

a part)' to the Agreement, App. 133): (I) to provide clinicians to assist the Probate Court in

reviewing treatment plans in the individual guardianship cases, App. 125; (2) to enter into

an interagency agreement transferring licensing responsibility over BRI from OFC to DMH,

App. 127; and (3) to give BRI equal consideration for referrals of new clients. App. 130.

The second obligation was discharged by DMH on March 19, 1987, prior to the creation of
DMR. Ex. U-5, U-6.



motion to intervene in the underlying case, allowed the motion, and

"v_elcome[d] DMR as a party under the Settlement Agreenlent. ''_ Ex. U-13.

Although DMH was not a party and DMR had never sought to become "a

part3"' to the case or to the Settlement Agreement, DMR did not appeal from

the court's interlocutor':, "allowance" of its motion to amend? s

BR.1 was ultimately licensed by DMR effective March 1, 1990. In light

of this, DMR's General Counsel asked Dr. Daignault's advice "as to how we

should proceed at this point, as it seems appropriate under the terms of the

settlement agreement that it now be terminated." Ex, U-29. However, to

date, no party has formally moved for termination of the Agreement.

3. Prior Contempt Complaints and Other Litigation

No sooner was DMR made a party to the Settlement Agreement, than it

was named as a defendant in several successive actions brought by BRI) 6 On

Februa-D' 27, 1989, BRI sought a"preliminary injunction" from the trial court

14As will be seen below, the incongruency between what DMR sought and what the

courtallowed is a source of continuingconfusion and disagreement as to the scope of DMR's
responsibilities under the Senlement Agreement.

151nhis answer and motion to dismiss the contempt complaint that gave rise to the

present appeal, the Commissioner asserted, as one of 12affirmative defenses, that he "is not
a proper party to this case." App. 361,486. However, that defense was not pressed in the
trialcourt, App. 374-75 (memorandum in support of motinn to dismiss assumes DMR is a
party but reserves the right to raise issue at later time), and is not raised as an issue in

the present appeal. See Argument IILB.I, infra.

lain none of these cases did BEE seek arbitration of the disputed issues by the court

monitor under the Senlement Agreement prior to filing its complaints in court. This pattern
of conduct by BEE militates against the broad interpretation of the arbitration clause
advanced by BEEin the current litigation, requiring arbitration of all disputes between BEE
and DMR on any subject. See Argument I.C, infra.

BEE's successive actions in 1989 and 1990, alleging bad faith by the previous
Commissioner of DMR and by other state agencies, also seriously undermine one of the
central themes of BEE's most recent contempt complaint and the trial court's findings
thereon--that the regulatory actions taken by DMR over the past two years were motivated

by Commissioner Campbell's personal bias against BEE.
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in this case (and in the gu_dianship case of David McKnight, a BRI student)

requiring DMR to pay BRI for the continued care of Mr. McKnight, App. 15,

who had been placed at BRI by another state that was no longer willing to

fund the placement. In granting the requested relief, the court (Rotenberg, J.)

relied, in part, on a finding that DMWs failure to fund this student's

placement at BRI constituted a violation of the good faith provision of the

Settlement Agreement in this case. DMR appealed from that order, and this

Court vacated it. In the Matter of McKnight, 406 Mass. 787, 791 (1990)

(finding "nothing in th[e] settlement agreement that justified entry of the

preliminary injunction").17

A few months later, on July 7, 1989, while the McKnight appeal was

pending, BRI filed a contempt complaint against DMR and the Director of

OFC, alleging that they had violated Parts F(2) and L of the Settlement

Agreement by failing to give BRI equal consideration with other providers

for referrals of new clients. App. 138-46. After 15 months of discover)',

App. 16-19, BRI did nothing further to prosecute that complaint.

In 1990, BRI and the parents of two BRI students sued DMR, three other

state agencies, and the Commonwealth in Bristol Probate and Family Court _s

seeking an order requiring that BRI be reimbursed at the FY 1991 per-student

rate of $153,351, despite legislation freezing rates for private special

education schools at the lower FY 1990 rate. BRI claimed, inter alia, that,

by refusing to reimburse the school at the higher rate, DMR and the other

state agencies were reneging on a settlement of an administrative appeal. The

Probate Court (Rotenberg, J.) reported the case, and this Court ruled that BRI

17Onceagain, because this Court vacated the order on other grounds, no appellate court
addressed the merits of the trial court's findings of bad faith.

_SThedefendants contested the Probate Court's jurisdiction over this rate-setting case;

but, after the Probate Court reported the case to the Appeals Court, this Court granted direct

appellate re'_iew and resolved the merits of the case in defendants' favor without addressing
the jurisdictional issue. BRI, Inc. v. Secretary of Administration, 411 Mass. 73 (I 991 ).
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hadnoconstitutional,statutory,or contractualright to bepaidatthehigher
rate. BRL Inc. v. Secretary of Administration, 411 Mass. 73 (1991). t9

On September 3, 1993, BRI filed another contempt complaint, alleging

various violations of the Settlement Agreement relating to DMR's processing

of BRrs then-pending application for renewal of its certification to utilize

aversive behavior modification procedures. App. 19. Among the contentions

in that complaint were allegations that DMR had violated Part B of the

Settlement Agreement by failing to submit various matters to Dr. Daignault,

the court monitor, for arbitration. Shortly thereafter, BR1 noticed a series of

depositions, as did DMR? ° App. 20. On October 26, 1993, BRI moved to

amend its contempt complaint, App. 21; and, on November 1, 1993, the court

allowed that motion and issued a contempt summons. App. 22.

4. Mediation, 1993-94

In the meantime, in August 1993, the attorneys who were then

representing DMR in tiffs case learned from BRI's attorneys that Dr.

Daignault, the court monitor, who had been functioning as a mediator in this

case, was working with BRI's law firm as a consultant in other, nonspecified,

cases. Ex. U-85, U-86. Shortly thereafter, DMR's attorneys discovered,

more specifically, that Dr. Daignault had prepared affidavits that were filed

by BRI's law firm on behalf of the fu-m's other clients in another case against

DMR. Ex. DMR-41. Because this information raised questions as to the

court monitor's neutrality, DMR sought further information from Dr.

Daignault as to his financial relationships with BRI's attorneys and their other

19During this same time period, BRI also litigated, as a defendant, its right to restrain

and treat a student against his will. Because the student was found competent and his

guardianship was therefore discharged, this Court dismissed the student's appeal in that case

as moot, v,'ithout addressing the merits. In the Matter ofSturtz, 410 Mass. 58 (I 991 ).

2°Among the nine depositions noticed by DMR at that time was that of Dr. Daignault,

Ex. U-I I I, who took that deposition notice as "an at'tempt to impugn [him]." Tr. 11:172.

See Argument III.B.5, infra_
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clients, first by letter dated August 24, 1993, Ex. U-86, and then by motion.

App. 185, 195, 197. Dr. Daignault did not provide the requested information,

and the court did not act on DMR's motion to require disclosure. '_

On September 24, 1993, Dr. Daignault filed a report to the court stating

that his efforts to mediate a dispute between BRI and DMR had been

unsuccessful. Ex. BRI-250. His report contained no decision or

recommendation on the matter then in controversy, 22 i.e., DMR's

communications with out-of-state agencies lhnding students at BR1.

Shortly thereafter, on October 22, 1993, "[i]n order to remove this

distraction [i.e., DMR's questions as to his impartiality] from the real issues

of dispute or concern," Dr. Daignault moved that the responsibility "to

conduct mediation/arbitration under the Settlement Agreement," App. 183,

184, be assigned to someone else. The court allowed that motion on

November 1, 1993, App. 194, 2_ and, by orders dated November 19 and

December 6, 1993, appointed Judge George Hurd, Jr. (ret.) as "mediator

under the settlement agreement," in place of Dr. Daignault, and directed the

parties to submit outstanding issues to him, App. 213, 214, which they did.

App. 26-27, 229-53.

21Byletter dated November 17, 1993, DMR requested a hearing on this motion, but the

hearing was continued indefinitely until such time as Dr. Daignault's previously filed request
for court-appointed counsel was resolved. Ex. DMR-42. The court eventually granted Dr.
Daignanlt's request for court-appointed counsel on April 13, 1994, but still did not rule on
DMR's motion for disclosure, which was renewed by DMR on February 21, 1995, App. 272,
App. 269, in response to Dr. Daignanlt's motion to ¢onfwm his responsibilities under the
Settlement Agreement. When DMR later noticed Dr. Daignanlt'sdeposition in connection
with the present contempt proceedings, his court-appointed counsel sought and obtained a
protective order, barring questions on the subject of his financial relationships with BRI's
attorneys and their other clients. App. 36. In effect, this protective order constituted a
denial, without a hearing, of DMR's long.pending motion for disclosure.

22Cf.Settlement Agreement, Par'.B.¶ 2. App. 126 (requiring that matters be submitted

to the court "in the event that any party disagrees with any decision or recommendation of
Dr. Daignault," emphasis added).

2_Dr. Daignault retained the other responsibilities of"general monitor" under Part B of

the Settlement Agreement, as the €ourt la_*rconfirmed. App. 194.
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By motion dated Februm)' 22, 1994, DMR sought a temporary protective

order staying discovery on BRI's amended contempt complaint, pending

consideration by Judge Hurd of the issues presented to him by the parties.

App. 218. That motion was denied, and discover)' and medialion occurred

concurrently through April of 1994. App. 24-26.

5. Second and Third Amended Contempt Complaints

On April 25, 1994, BR1 moved for leave to file a second amended

contempt complaint and sought a trial date on that complaint. App. 26.

DMR opposed BRI's motion foran immediate trial on the grounds, in/eralia,

that it would serve the interests of judicial economy to narrow the issues by

further discovery and by potentially dispositive motions, rather than have a

lengthy trial on the broad range of legal and factual issues raised by BRI's

wide-ranging, 41-page proposed complaint. App. 254-60. Neither the

motion to amend nor the motion for a trial date was acted upon by the court.

The litigation was relatively quiet until March 24, 1995, when BRI filed

a motion for leave to file a third amended contempt complaint and sought a

preliminary injunction enjoining the Commissioner of DMR from revoking

BRI's certification to use aversive behavior modification procedures. 24 App.

32. The proposed third amended complaint alleged, in essence, that the

Commissioher's decertification decision and the two-year process leading up

to that decision violated various provisions of the Settlement Agreement.

App. 284-355.

6. The Preliminary Injunction

That same day, the court allowed BRI's motion to amend the complaint

and issued a preliminary injunction enjoining the Commissioner from:

24As discussed more fully in the Statement of Facts, section A.6, infra, the Commissioner

had issued a decision the preceding day, March 23, 1995, revoking BRI's certification,

effective July I, 1995, based on BRI's outright refusal to comply with the conditions

contained in his previous certification decision of January 20, 1995. Ex. U-179.
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enforcing decenification of Behavior Research Institute, Inc.

(sometimes called the Judge Rotenberg Educational Center,
Inc.) as set forth in a letter dated March 23, 1995 provided:
a. that during the terms of this order or any extensions

thereof, the BRI, alias, shall comply with the
conditions contained in the Commissioner's letter

dated January 20, 1995 granting conditionl
certification to said BRI, alias; and

b. that any changes in treatment plans to be made shall

be subject to the approval of the Court in a substituted
judgment proceeding after due notice and an
opportunity to be heard.

App. 283.

Shortly after the issuance of the preliminary injunction, it appeared, from

correspondence between the parties and comments made by the court at a

subsequent hearing, that the Commissioner's interpretation of the injunction

might differ from that of BRI and, perhaps, that of the court itself. 2_

Therefore, the Conunissioner attempted to obtain clarification of the

injunction by filing a motion to clarify it. App. 356-57. However, by letter

dated April 18, 1995, the Clerk returned that motion and supporting

memorandum to the Commissioner's counsel "in accordance with Judge

LaStaiti's request." App. 406. The court allowed DMR's subsequent motion

to require the clerk to docket its motion for clarification, App. 400, 409, but

never acted on the motion for clarification itself. 26 In the absence of the

25The precise issue in dispute was whether the preliminary injunction required BRI to

comply with all of the conditions in the Commissioner's January 20th letter, including

particularly the requirement that BRI cease using the "specialized fond program," a food

deprivation program under v.hich a student may receive as little as 20 percent of his daily

calorie requirement, depending on his behavior during the day. Ex. U- 166 at 12.

26Clarification of the preliminary injunction was subsequently provided by a Single

Justice of the Appeals Court, who modified the preliminary injunction, pending appeal, in
the manner requested by the Commissioner in his petition for relief under G.L.c. 23 I, § I I8,

¶ 1. BRI's appeal from the Single Justice's order modifying the preliminary injunction is

presently pending before this Court as SJC-07045.
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requested clarification from the trial court, DMR appealed from the

preliminary injunction, pursuant to G.L.c. 231, § 118, ¶ 2. App. 36. That

appeal is presently pending before this Court as SJC-06956.

7. Pre-trial Proceedings

On April 20, 1995, the Commissioner moved to dismiss the third

amended contempt complaint on the ground (among many others) that the

facts alleged in BRI's 72-page complaint, even if entirely true, failed to state

a claim for contempt of the Settlement Agreement. App. 359. Rather than

rule on this potentially dispositive motion as proposed by DMR's counsel,

App. 277, the court scheduled a trial on the contempt complaint, preceded by

a brief period of discovery. The court ultimately denied the motion to

dismiss immediately prior to the commencement of the trial on June 26,

1995, on the grounds that "to insure judicial economy, a full evidentiary

heating must be held on this Complaint for Contempt." App. 544.

In a pre-trial order, dated April 25, 1995, the court directed the parties to

pre-mark and bind a compilation of all "uncontested" exhibits. By including

exhibits in the uncontested binder, the parties waived all evidentiary

objections except relevance. App. 415. Pursuant to this order, the parties

ultimately stipulated to 235 uncontested exhibits, U-1-- U-235, which were

submitted to the court by BRI at the commencement of the trial on June 26,

1995. Tr. 1:93.

In an order issued after the pre-trial conference, the court announced that

the trial would begin on June 26, 1995, and estimated that it would last

approximately five weeks. App. 506. The court further directed the parties

to file complete ,,fitness lists by June 12 and advised them that any witnesses

not listed would not be permitted to testify? 7 ld BRI listed 45 potential

witnesses, App. 533-35; and DMR listed 128, App. 445-47, many of whom

were also included on BRI's list.

27That order was later enforced against the Commissioner, Tr. X1:240-43, but not

against BRI. Tr. V11:152-53.
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On June 5, 1995, the Commissioner filed an answer and counterclaim to

the third amended contempt complaint. App. 458-504. BRI failed to respond

to the counterclaim until June 30, 1995, the fifth day of trial, App. 42,547-

62, after the Commissioner had moved, unsuccessfully, for default judgment

on his counterclaim. App. 41.

8. The Contempt Trial

The trial commenced on June 26 and concluded on July 14, 1995, thirteen

trial days later. Tr. I-XIII. During the trial BRI called seven witnesses, the

parents called four witnesses, and the Commissioner called six witnesses. Id

In addition to the 235 uncontested exhibits, BRI introduced 90 exhibits, the

parents and the Guardian ad Litem each introduced 1 exhibit, and DMR

introduced 80 exhibits.

Prior to opening statements, counsel for the Commissioner objected to the

participation of counsel for the class of students, parents, and guardians and

counsel for the student members of the class on the grounds that their clients

were not parties to the contempt proceedings? s Tr. 1:81-82. Without

expressly ruling on their party/non-party status, the court permitted them to

participate as parties in the trial? 9 Tr. 1:84. The court also permitted Bettina

28The contempt complaint was brought only by BRI, App. 284 ("NOW COMES the

Plaintiff, The Judge Rotenberg Educational Center. lnc .... and hereby files its . . .
Complaint for Contempt"); was signed only by BILl's counsel, App. 354; and was verified
only by Dr. Israel. App. 355.

29Counsel for the class of students, parents, and guardians called four witnesses, Tr.

IX:60-115, X:4-15, all of whom were also on BRI's and DMR's witness lists. Counsel for

the student members of_he class did not call any witnesses but examined several witnesses
called by the other parties and occasionally raised evidentiary objections to questions asked
and documents offered by the Commissioner. For their relatively minimal participation in
this case, the court awarded these attorneys over $200,000 in at'tomeys' fees. App. 1321. See
Argument IV.B.3.a. infra.
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Briggs, another non-party, 3° to examine a vdtness, Tr. VIII:195-96; introduce

an exhibit, Tr. X111:129; and argue as to the admissibility of evidence, Tr.

II:138; and further pem_itted the court monitor, Dr. Daignault, to testify as a

witness over the Commissioner's objectionsfl Tr. 11:19, 23; App. 545.

3°On April 29, 1986, prior to the entry of the Settlement Agreement, the court appointed

Ms. Briggs as "Guardian ad Litem to serve as an independent investigator for the Court."
App. 3. Although the Settlement Agreement is silent as to any continuing role for a

guardian ad litem in this case, Ms. Briggs signed the motion for a preliminary injunction and

filed an appellee's brief in the McKnight case, 406 Mass. at 788, and (along with Dr.

Daignault, the court monitor) has submitted reports to the court from time to time. App. 32,
39.

One such report was admitted into evidence in the contempt trial, over the

Commissioner's objections. Tr. 11:98, 104-06. The requests of the Commissioner's counsel

to obtain a copy of this report, both before and after its admission into evidence, Tr. 11:98,

106. were initially denied by the court because "there's only so much that the Court can do
in the midst of this trial." Tr. 11:106. After the lunch break, the Commissioner's counsel

renewed her request for a copy of the report, and the court again denied this request:

MS. YOGStAN: Your Honor, with respect to the joint report [of]
the Court Monitor and the Guardian Ad Litem that's been introduced into

evidence, may we have a cop)' at this point?

THE COURT: It is my practice to deny copies of GAL and

Monitor reports and I will do so in this case. Thank you.

Ms. YO6MAN: It's in evidence? I can't have a copy of it?

]'HE COURT: That's correct. You may not, nor may any other

part), to this proceeding.

Tr. 11:128. For this reason, no copy of that report is contained in the record appendix.

31The grounds for the Commissioner's objections were (1) that, as a mediator or

arbitrator, Dr. Daignault was disqualified from testifying as a witness, and (2) that his

testimony as to the content of mediation discussions would have a chilling effect on the

parties' willingness to be candid and to compromise in future mediations in this case. App.
545.
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9. Contempt Findings and Conclusions

At the close of trial, the court directed all parties to file proposed findings

and conclusions by July 24, 1995, n Tr. X111:133, which they did. App. 634-

1130. On October 6, 1995, the court issued its Findings and Conclusions,

App. 1207-1321, which were taken, almost verbatim, from BRrs proposed

findings and conclusions. See Argument II1, infra, and Addendum to

Argument I11, a separately bound volume filed herewith.

The court made 304 _3 findings of fact? 4 App. 1207-93. On the basis of

those findings, the court concluded that the Commissioner "is in contempt

having clearly and undoubtedly disobeyed the Order of this Court. ''3_ App.

1302. The court's findings and conclusions did not specify what conduct of

the Commissioner violated what provision(s) of the Settlement Agreement

or other order(s) of the court. At the same time, the court issued an order

"denying" the Commissioner's counterclaim. App. 1322.

32This directive was followed by a telephone call from the Assistant Register requesting

that the proposed fmdings and conclusions be submitted both in hard copy and on computer
disk.

3JThe court's last two findings are both numbered "303."

_41naddition to its contempt findings, the court also made 25 "Corollary Findings" of

"Improper Conduct by DMR and Its Attorneys," App. 1287, which the court referred to the

Board of Bar Overseers. App. 1293. The Board of Bar Overseers has deferred its

consideration of this matter pending this appeal. As discussed in Arguments I and III, infra,

virtually all of those findings are both immaterial and clearly erroneous.

35Later, in its order denying the Commissioner's motion for a stay pending appeal (in

_hich the Commissioner had pointed out this lack of specificity), the court belatedly made

some links between its findings and conclusions, by adopting, almost verbatim, large

portions of BRI's memorandum in opposition to the stay. App. 1432, 1377.
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10. Receivership and Injunctive Relief

As a remedy for this contempt, the court appointed a receiver s6 to

"exercise all powers presently held by DMR as well as any additional powers

as may be necessary and appropriate. DMR's powers, as they relate to [BR1],

its students and families, shall be totally superseded by the Receiver." App.

1342. Among the powers expressly granted to the receiver are the following:

to "control all the funds and revenues of DMR as the), relate to JRC,"

App. 1342;

to "review... all adverse regulatory decisions and actions taken by

DMR against [BRI] and affirm, modify or rescind those regulatory

decisions and actions as required," App. 1343;

to "conduct a de novo review of any outstanding regulatory decisions

including the Defendant's decisions regarding [BRI]'s Level 111

certification.., and make a decision on [BRI]'s application," App.

1344;

to "develop and improve DMR's management systems, personnel

standards, [and] employee relations," App. 1344;

- to "direct, control, manage, administer and operate the properly,

funds and staffof DMR," App. 1345;

to "apply for and accept funds on behalfofDMR from any public or

private entity or person for any lawful purposes," App. 1345;

to "contract on behalf of DMR with any public or private entity or

person for any lawful purpose," App. 1345;

to "approve and execute all contracts that DMR enters into," App.

1345;

3rThe Court appointed Judge James Nixon (Ret.) as the receiver. App. 49. The Court

also appointed Judge George N Assack (Ret.) as a special master. App. 1342. The five

court-appointed quasi-judicial officers in this case--Dr. Daignault, the court monitor;

Bettina Briggs, the guardian ad litem; Judge Hurd, the court mediator; Judge Nixon, the
receiver; and Judge Assack, the master--are all permitted to have ex parte communication

with the parties and _'ith the court. App. 1350. This quasi-judicial superstructure

contributes to the unorthodox nature of the proceedings in this case.
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to "disaft]rm, reject or discontinue at any time any executor)' or

partially-executed contract.., entered into before the date of this

Order, including but not limited to employment, consultant, personal

or professional services and material contracts," App. 1346;

to "direct, supervise and oversee all employees of DMR, including

without limitation, the Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner, the

legal department, the investigations unit, area directors and service

coordinators," App. 1346;

to '_create, abolish, and transfer positions, establish the duties of such

positions, establish lines of authority and reporting, and otherwise

reorganize the structure and responsibilities of DMR staff," App.

1346;

to "hire, promote, transfer, discipline, suspend or discharge all

employees of DMR, and establish systems to evaluate periodically

the performance of each employee and to establish and enforce

standards of employee productivity," App. 1346;

to "file and prosecute suits or commence other legal actions in the

name and on behalf of DMR," App. 1346;

to "defend, compromise and settle any legal action or administrative

proceeding to which DMR is a party," App. 1346; mad

to disaffu'm, reject, discontinue, amend, revise, or rescind any internal

rule, regulation, policy, custom or practice of DMR," App. 1347.

The trial court's order further requires DMR to compensate not only the

receiver, at an hourly rate of $150, but also any lawyers, accountants, or other

professional consultants that the receiver finds necessary for the performance

of his duties. App. 1343, 1347-48. Furthermore, the court's order immunizes

the receiver in his capacity as receiver from any suit, legal action, or

administrative proceeding in any court or forum arising from any action taken

by him in the performance of the above duties, unless the trial court expressly

consents to such suits. App. 1347, 1349. Under no circumstances can the

receiver be held personally liable for any action taken in the performance of

his duties. App. 1350. In addition to these receivership orders, the court also

enjoined the Commissioner, "his agents, attorneys, employees, and anyone
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acting in concert with them," App. 1341; from "tak[ing] an), action to

obstruct, frustrate or interfere with the Receiver in the performance of his

duties," App. 1348; from "taking any retaliatory action against the Plaintiffs,

their counsel, the Court Monitor or the Guardian ad litem"; and from

"seek[ing] to accomplish through the Individual Guardianship proceedings

what they are enjoined from doing herein." App. 1341-42.

11. Attorneys' Fees

At the close of trial, the court directed all counsel to submit "affidavit[s]

of counsel fees and costs incurred in connection with the trial," Tr. XIII:43,

which they did. App. 563-627, 1131-1200. When BRI's counsel submitted

his affidavit, the Commissioner objected on the ground that the affidavit did

not contain any contemporaneous time records. Tr. XIII:46. BRI's counsel

thereupon submitted a memorandum, arguing that their time records are

protected by attorney-client privilege. Tr. XIII:46.47. The court declined to

rule on the Commissioner's objection at that time. Id.

In the Commissioner's proposed findings and conclusions, he reiterated

his objection to BRI's fee affidavit) 7 App. 700, 737. Thereafter, the court

issued an order instructing the parties "to submit and file in camera their

respective existing unredacted legal bills that underly [sic] their Affidavits

heretofore submitted on this issue." App. 1201. In that order, the court

stated "that such in camera review is necessary and appropriate in order to

inspect and consider the confidential billing information under the

circumstances of this litigation where attorney-client privilege applies." ld

In his response to that order, the Commissioner objected to the court's in

camera consideration of opposing counsel's billing records without service

37The affidavits of Kenneth Kumos and Eugene Curry (counsel for the class of students,

parents, and guardians) and Michele Dorsey (counsel for the student members of the class)

share the same int'trmity. App. 1148, 1173, 1176.
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on the Commissioner, the party who would be charged with paying an)' fees

awarded on the basis of those records? _

On the basis of counsel's fee affidavits and the court's in camera

inspection of the underlying billing records, the court awarded a total of

S1,098,087.50 in attorneys' fees and expenses to the 25 attorneys and

paralegals who worked on this case on behalf of BRI, the parents, and the

students, App. 1286. This total amount was bused on the full amount of time

purportedly spent and the amount of expenses purportedly incurred by

counsel for the various parties, as stated in their respective affidavits. App.

1321. Apart from the conclusory statements that the anlount awarded was

"fair," App. 1314, "necessary and reasonable," App. 1286, and a list of the

factors considered by the court in reaching this conclusion, App. 1314-15, the

court made no findings as 1o the reasonableness of the time spent by

particular attorneys on particular tasks or as to the reasonable necessity of the

$71,017.34 in expenses incurred.

12. Motions for Stay Pending Appeal

The Commissioner filed a notice of appeal from the contempt judgment, 39

App. 1353, and unsuccessfully sought a stay pending appeal of the court's

injunctive and receivership orders 4° from the trial court, App. 1355, 1430; a

Single Justice of the Appeals Court, App. 1357, 1454; a Single Justice of the

3SBecause the Commissioner's response to the court's order calling for in camera

inspection of billing records was impounded by the court, along with the billing records

themselves, App. 1206, no copies of these documents are included in the appendix. The

Commissioner's subsequent motion to terminate or modify the court's sua sponte

impoundment order was denied.

39After the appeal was docketed in the Appeals Court, this Court granted the

Commissioner's application for direct appellate review.

4°As recognized by the trial court, the court's award of attorneys' fees is automatically

stayed pending appeal pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 62(a). App. 1432-33.
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Supreme Judicial Court, App. 1456, 1465; and, finally, from this Court. 4_

App. 1469, 1471. Therefore, pending this appeal, the Commissioner's powers

to regulate BRI remain entirely supplanted by those of the Receiver.

Statement of Facts

For at least the last ten years, BILl has aggressively challenged various

aspects of state regulation of its program, as described in the Prior

Proceedings, supra. In the contempt complaint that gave rise to the present

appeal, BRI focuses on the period from 1991 to the present and claims that

DMR's regulation of BRI in three areas-certification to use aversive

procedures, licensing of its group homes, and setting of its tuition

rates-violated various provisions of the ten-year-old Settlement Agreement

in this case. Throughout this five-year period, despite almost constant

controversy between the parties, DMR has continued to certify, license, and

fund BRI. Accordingly, BRI's contempt claims are addressed primarily to the

regulatory process, ratl,=r than to the substance of DMR's regulatory actions.

41In its order denying the Commissioner's motion for a stay pending appeal and

dismissing his appeal from the Single Justice's denial of such relief under G.L.c. 21 I, § 3,

this Court permitted the Commissioner to renew his request for a stay in the present brief,

v, hich he does in Argument IV.A.4, infra.
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A. Certification Process

The facts underlying the present appeal primarily concern the process that

resulted in the renewal of BRI's certification to utilize Level III aversive

behavior modification treatments, 4_"subject to certain specified conditions,

and the subsequent revocation of that certification because of BRI's refusal

to comply with those conditions. That process is governed by DMR's

behavior modification regulations. 104 C.M.R. § 20.15.43

!. Initial Recommendations of Field Review Team

BRI submitted its application to renew its certification on July 31, 1991.

Ex. BRI-236. George Casey, a DMR attorney, and Dr. Kevin Reilly, a DMR

psychologist, were assigned to review the application and make a

recommendation to the Commissioner. Ex. U-34. Accordingly, Attorney

Case)' and Dr. Reilly visited BR1 in November 1991, Ex. BRI-36, where they

interviewed staff, reviewed records, and toured the day program. They did

not observe any aversive treatments, medical care, or stafftraining; nor did

42Under DMR's behavior modification regulations, "Level lit Interventions" are defined

as follows:

I. Any intervention which involves the contingent application of physical contact

aversive stimuli such as spanking, slapping or hitting.

2. Time out wherein an individual is placed in a room alone for a period of time

exceeding 15 minutes.

3. Any Intervention not listed in 104 CMR 20.00 as a Level 1 or level 11

Intervention which is highly intrusive and/or highly restrictive of freedom of

movement.

4. Any Intervention which alone, in combination with other Interventions, or as
a result of multiple applications of the same Intervention poses a significant

risk of physical or psychological harm to the individual.

104 C.M.R. § 20.15t,3)(d).

43Effective December I, 1995, these regulations were re-promulgated and recodified

as 115 C.M.R.§ 5.14. To avoid confusion, this brief will cite only to 104 C.M.R. §20.15, the

codification that was cited below. Copies of these regulations are contained in the attached
Addendum to this brief.
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the)' tour the group home component of BRl's program. Tr. I:104-07, 147-

48, 182-83, 186; Ex. U-37. Based on their review of BRI's application and

on their visit to BRI, Attorney Case)' and Dr. Reilly recommended that BRI

be re-certified with five conditions, all relating to the composition and

operation of BRI's Human Rights Committee. Ex. U-37. By letter dated

June 10, 1992, Amanda Chalmers, the Commissioner's designee, notified

BRI that, prior to being re-cerlified, BRI would have to remedy the human

rights deficiencies identified by Attorney Casey and Dr. Reilly. Ex. U-43.

Shortly thereafter, first by telephone and then by two follow-up letters,

DMR inlbrmed BRI that it lacked sufficient information about the specialized

food program and the "GED" program to act on BRI's renewal application at

that time. 44 Ex. U-46, U-51; see also Ex. U-53 (explaining in more detail

why DMR was seeking additional information on those two programs).

DMR therefore requested additional information from BRI and indicated that

it would add a nutritionist, a cardiologist, and an internist to the team

reviewing BRI's application, who would make another visit to BRI to review

these two programs. Ex. U-46. In mid-September 1992, BRI provided some

general information in response to DMR's earlier requests. Ex. U-53.

Because that information was insufficiently specific, DMR requested more

detailed information by letter dated November 3, 1992, followed by a

reminder dated December 21, 1992. Ex. U-57. BRI eventually responded to

these requests on January 6, 1993, by providing additional information about

the specialized food program. U-64. However, BILl declined to provide

detailed information about the GED device, unless DMR first entered into a

confidentiality agreement with respect to that information. Ex. U-66.

At about this same time, DMR became aware, through papers filed by

BRI in the individual guardianship cases (in which DMR was not actively

participating at the time) that BRI continued to experience some difficulties

44As explained earlier, the specialized food program is a food deprivation program

under which a student may receive as litlle as 20 percent of his daily caloric requirement,

depending on his behavior during the day. Ex. U-166 at 12. The GED (graduated electronic
decelerator) is a device used to administer electric shocks to BRI clients as a means of

eliminating targeted behaviors. Ex. U-37 at 3.
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xdth "misfirings'" of the GED. 4_ Ex. U-58; Tr. 1:188-90. (The problems _ith

misfirings were twofold, Sometimes the GED did not emit a shock when

activitated, and sometimes it shocked a student without being activated.) Tr.

1:188; Ex. U-74. Also during the same time period, the Commissioner

received several letters from members of DMR's lfuman Rights Advisory

Committee expressing their concerns about the specialized food progranl.

Ex. U-42, U-59, U-60, U-62.

After DMR signed the confidentiality agreement requested by BR1 and

various scheduling problems were worked out, the review team re-visited

BRI on May 5. 1993. Ex. U-66, U-68; Tr. 1:185-86. During that visit, the

team again spoke to various BRI staff members and reviewed additional

documents but did not observe the use of any aversive procedures, including

the GED or the specialized food program. Tr. I:186-87. After this visit, in

the course of v_xiting its report, the review team requested further information

from BRI concerning the specialized food program and the GED, Ex. U-70,

U-74, which BRI then provided. Tr. 1:124; Ex. BR1-237.

On the basis of the information provided by BRI, the review team

submitted a report on July 15, 1993, containing its findings and conclusions

with respect to the specialized food progranl and the GED-4 (a more

powerful version of the GED) and again recommending that BRI be re-

certified to use Level I11 aversives, subject to two conditions requiring

additional reports on BRI's use of these two procedures. Ex. U-75.

Although, on the basis of the information available to them, the review team

"could discern no adverse health consequences of the specialized food

program," id at 6, it recommended that BRI be required to compile and

provide additional data in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

program and the degree of health risk involved for particular students, ld at

6,11.

4_During his visit to BRI in December 1991, Attorney Casey had been told by BRI staff

that previous problems with GED misfirings had been corrected, Tr. 1:189; but the papers

filed by BRI in the individual guardianship cases demonstrated that the problems were

continuing. Ex. U-58.
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Similarly. with respect to the GED, while the physicians on the team

opined, based on the information provided to them by BRI, that the GED-4

protocol "does not present a danger to the students at BRI" and that "there are

no medical contraindications to using this device for behavior modification,"

the team noted that the problems with misfirings "could affect the clinical

effectiveness of the program." Id. at 6-7. The team was unable to comment

further on the clinical effectiveness of the GED because the psychologist on

the team, Dr. Reilly, had resigned from DMR and left the state vfthout seeing

the information provided by BRI concerning misfirings, ld at 7 n. 18.

Because of the misfirings and because the GED-4 was a new device whose

"'safety parameters.., are still not clearly established" and "could present

unknown problems," the team recommended that BRI be required to furnish

additional information on an)' changes in the design or use of this device and

an analysis of the effectiveness of all GED devices then in use or proposed

for future use. ld. at 11.

2. The Commissioner's Letter of August 6, 1993

Based on his general counsel's analysis of the review team's report, Tr.

V:53, and also on concerns raised both by DMR's Human Rights Advisor)'

Committee, Ex. U-42, U-59, U-60, U-62, and by Dr. Paul Jansen (a

psychologist who had evaluated some BRI students in connection with their

individual substituted judgment proceedings), Ex. U-81, the Commissioner

decided to gather further information prior to taking final action on BRI's

application for re-certification, rather than immediately re-certify BRI as

recommended by the review team. Tr. V:53. Accordingly, on August 6,

1993, the Commissioner sent a letter to Dr. Israel, BRI's Executive Director,

outlining his concerns, requesting further information, and granting BRI

interim certification for 25 days, pending receipt of the infornmtion

requested. Ex. I_'-82. BRI responded to this letter on August 28, 1993, by

criticizing the certification process, contesting the factual statements and

legal conclusions set forth in the Commissioner's August 6th letter and in the
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letterfromDr.Jansen,andprovidinginformationanddocumentsin response
to theCommissioner'srequests.Ex.DMR-17.

In order to assist him in gatheringand assessingthe additional
inlbrmation neededto nmke a final decisionon BRI's applicationfor
rccertification,theCommissionerassembledlargeandsmall"BRI working
groups,"_vhichmetonTuesdaymorningsin hisoffice. Ex.BRI-257,BRI-
258. Although the primary purpose of these groups was to consider BRI's re-

certification application, the groups also discussed other BRl-related subjects.

including, e.g., rate-setting, public relations, investigations, and legal issues.

Tr. V:104-06, as indicated by the workplans (which served as agendas for

those meetings) and by the notes of the participants. Ex. U-190--U-225,

BRI-293--BR1-305, BRI-320_BRI-322. 46

3. Interim Certification Letters, 1993

The information provided by BRI in response to the Commissioner's

August 6th letter did not entirely alleviate the Commissioner's concerns and

raised some additional questions, particularly about BRI's use of mechanical

restraints. Ex. DMR- 17 at 20-21. Nevertheless, the Commissioner extended

BRI's interim certification for an additional 25 days, by letter dated August

31, 1993, with certain conditions, in order to give BRI an opporttmity to

provide further information. Ex. U-91. In that letter, the Commissioner

explained the factual and legal basis for each of the stated conditions. 1d at

7-8.

Among those conditions were requirements that BRI notify DMR if it

proposed to use other aversive procedures in addition to those currently in

use, id at 3, and that BILl comply with DMR's regulations concerning the use

of mechanical restraints, ld Another condition required BRI to cooperate

with an independent performance and program review of BRl to be arranged

by DMR. ld at 7. That review was ultimately performed by the Rivendell

Group, which issued a comprehensive report on BRI's program, Ex. DMR-2.

46See Argument III.B.13, infra.
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Condition 10 of the August 31 letter required BRI to inform out-of-state

agencies that fund students at BRI of the requirement that those agencies

have in place "an emergency plan for each resident to address the funding and

logistics of any unexpected medical, personal or progran_matic situations

which BR1 deems are beyond the capacity of BRl to address." Ex. U-91 at

5. As explained in the letter, that condition was intended to address

situations, which had occurred in the past, in which BRI determined that it

was no longer able to meet the needs of an out-of-state client, and the state

that had placed the student at BRI had no contingency plans in place, leaving

DMR forced to serve the client in the interim, ld at 8; Tr. V:78-79; Ex.

DMR-18. After BRI objected to this condition, the Commissioner agreed to

amend it in the manner proposed by BRI. Ex. U-99, U-106. Although BRI

feared that this condition would discourage funding agencies from placing

students at BRI, when notified of this condition, representatives of agencies

funding four BILl clients stated "that their state had emergency services for

all of their clients and that an emergency plan should not be an issue." Ex.

DMR-34 at 3.

Condition 11 of the same letter required BRI to give DMR and any other

funding agency at least 60 days' notice before withdrawing any or all

essential services from any client. Ex. U-91 at 5. As explained in the letter,

that condition, like Condition 10, was intended to address emergencies

created by BRI. ld.; Tr. XI11:75. In imposing this requirement, the

Commissioner sought to avoid what he had been told had occurred in

response to OFC's orders in 1985, i.e., that while OFC had ordered only that

certain specified treatments be stopped, BRI had stopped all treatments,

thereby creating a crisis. Tr. XII1:65.

In order to enable out-of-state agencies to better understand the status of

BRI's application for re-certification, the Commissioner sent them copies of

his August 6 and 31 letters, along with a copy of BRI's 52-page response to

the August 6 letter. Ex. U-105. In his cover letter, dated September 24,

1993, the Commissioner reassured these agencies that the conditions

contained in his letters "are not intended to imply that the Department intends

to take any action that would negatively affect the treatment of an)'
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consumer." M On the preceding day, Dr. Israel, BRI's Executive Director,

had also sent letters to these same agencies reassuring them that BILl's

"program has never been stronger." Ex. DMR-33. The Commissioner also

corresponded and met with the parents of BRI students to keep them

informed and allay their anxieties. Ex. U-92, U-109; Tr. V:82-91.

By letters dated September 24, 1993, and December 15, 1993, DMR

again extended BRI's interim certification to utilize Level Ill aversive

behavior modification procedures, with substantially the same conditions,

while the DMR working groups gathered and evaluated additional

information from various sources. Ex. U-106, U-128, U-190--U-225.

4. Certification Letter of February 9, 1994

By letter dated February 9, 1994, the Commissioner continued BRI's

certification for another six months and indicated that, if BRI complied with

the stated conditions by May 8, 1994, the certification would be effective for

two years from that date. Ex. U-139. Among the conditions contained in that

letter was a requirement that BRI develop a written treatment plan for each

client that fully complies with DMR regulations, since the sample plan

previously provided by BRI did not. Id at 3. Two other conditions, to which

BRI particularly objected, required independent psychiatric and medical

evaluations of BRI's clients, in order to determine if the clients' behavior

problems might be due to the existence ofunmet medical or psychiatric needs

that could be addressed with less restrictive treatments, ld at 8-1 I.

Although, as stated at the close of that letter, BRI had a right to seek

administrative and judicial review of the Commissioner's decision, id. at 18.

BRI did not do so.

As the May 8 deadline for compliance with the conditions for further

certification approached, it became apparent that BRI would fail to achieve

compliance by that date. However, rather than decertify BRI, DMR instead

offered to suspend the May 8 deadline and enter into a period of intensive

discussions with BRI in order to attempt to reach agreement as to how and

when BRI would comply with each of the conditions for certification. Ex. U-
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150. BRI agreedto participatein suchdiscussions,id, which commenced

on May 9, 1994, and continued almost daily until the end of June 1994. ld

Through these intensive discussions, BRI and DMR reached agreement

as to precisely how and by what dates BRI would comply with each of the

conditions contained in the Commissioner's February 9, 1994, letter. Ex. U-

150. Accordingly, by letter dated July 5, 1994, the Commissioner further

extended BRI's certification to December 31, 1994, and stated that, if BRI in

fhct implemented its agreements to comply vAth each of the conditions and

with the underlying DMR regulations, a two-year certification to use the

aversive procedures would be issued, ld.

5. Certification Letter of January 20, 1995

From July 1994 through December 1994, DMR closely monitored BRI's

compliance with the requirements of DMR's behavior modification

regulations and the conditions contained in the Commissioner's February 9,

and July 5, 1994, certification letlers. Tr, VI:46-47, Ex. U-166, DMR-23. As

part of that monitoring process, five DMR psychologists, Ex. DMR-

10---DMR-14, evaluated the implementation of the treatment plans of six

individuals, pursuant to the parties' agreement on Condition 1 of the February

9 letter, Ex. U-152, and prepared detailed reports on each student's treatment.

Ex. DMR-3--DMR-8. Based on these reports and on other information

gathered during the certification process, DMR staff prepared a

comprehensive Report on Compliance by [BR1] with the Requirements of the

Behavior Modification Regulations and the Terms of Certification to Use

Level lllAversives. Ex. DMR-23.

Based on all of the above information, the Commissioner determined that

BRI had not fully complied with the certification conditions or with the

applicable DMR regulations. Nevertheless, by letter dated January 20, 1995,

the Commissioner certified BRI to utilize Level III aversives through May 8,

1996, subject to five remaining conditions. Ex. U-166.

Among the conditions imposed by the Commissioner on January 20,

1995, and the one most vigorously opposed by BR1, was the requirement that
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BRI ceaseutilizing certainspecifiedLevel111intereentions,includingthe
specializedfoodprogram.Ex. U-166at 12. Thisconditionwasbasedon
DMR'sdeterminationthatthereisnoprofessionalliteraturetosupporttheuse
of theseproceduresastreatmentfor humanbeingsin generalor for the
problemse.'xhibitedby BRIclientsin particular,andthatthespecializedfood
programdeprivesa clientof basicsustenance,ld

6. Certification Revocation

As stated at the close ofthe Januai), 20th letter, BRI had a right to seek

administrative and then, if necessary, judicial review of the certification

conditions, pursuant to 104 C.M.R. § 20.15 (4)(t")(8); G. L. c. 19B, § 15(d);

and G. L. c. 30A, § 13. Id at 13. Howevei, rather than utilize these available

remedies, Tr. VIIl:I05, BR1 unilaterally refused to comply with the

conditions. Ex. U-168, U-171, U-172. On that basis and on the basis of

DMR's own monitoring, which confirmed that BRI was not complying with

certain conditions, the Commissioner notified BRI, by letter dated March 23,

1995, that its certification would be revoked effective July 1, 1995. Ex. U-

179. Immediately thereatter, again without seeking judicial or administrative

review, BRI filed the third amended contempt complaint that gave rise to this

appeal, ld

B. Licensing Process

Because BILl's program has a residental component, it is also subject to

the DMR regulations governing licensing of group homesY In the fall of

1994, DMR conducted a survey of BRI's group homes to determine whether

its licenses to operate those homes should be renewed. Tr. X:33-35. As a

result of that survey, called "QUEST" (Quality Enhancement Survey Tool),

47Licensing of group homes is a separate process, governed by different regulations,

than certification to use aversive behavior modification procedures, 115CM.R, §§8.00

et seq.
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the surveyors concluded that BRI had "not achieved" or had only "partially

achieved" ntany of the licensing criteria, including those relating to the

physical safety and hLunan rights of BRl's clients. Ex. U-164. In April 1995,

DMR indicated that it would give BRt at least 90 days to rectify the

deficiencies identified in that survey. Ex. U-183. As of the time of trial, in

early July, 1995 DMR had taken no action to revoke or suspend BRI's group

home licenses. Ex. U-188; Tr. X:35. As explained in a letter from DMR's

Director of Survey and Certification, if this survey process eventually results

in BRrs group home licenses being revoked or suspended, BRI will have an

opportunity to appeal any such action pursuant to 115 C.M.R. §§ 8.21(4),

8.33(1)(b), and 8.34, and to seek judicial review of any adverse

administrative decision pursuant to G.L.c. 30A, § 14. Ex. U-183.

C. Rate-Setting Process

In recent years, BRI's tuition rates for Massachusetts clients have been set

by the Divisiott of Purchased Services ("DPS"), pursuant to that agency's

authority to set rates for private schools serving school-aged children with

special educational needs. Ex. BRI-292; Tr. V:112, V111:165-67. Based on

a provider's average per-student costs, DPS sets a fiat per-student rate (about

$161,000 for BRI in 1994-95, Tr. VII1:167), regardless of the level of

services provided to each individual client. Ex. BRI-292; Tr. V:112. This is

not the method generally used by DMR and other state agencies to establish

the amotmts paid to providers of services to adult clients. 4s Rather, these

amounts are usually set by negotiated contracts specific to each client for

whom services are provided. Tr. 11I:270, V:113-17.

4SFor this reason, in January 1994, in the context of the rate-setting proceedings on BRI's

FY 1995 tuition rate, DMR questioned whether DPS should continue to set BRI's rate, in that

BRI was then serving no Massachusetts students under the age of 22. Ex. BRI-262 at 4; Tr.
111:266-70.
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As of the time of trial, at the turn of the 1995-96 fiscal )'ear, DMR and

BRI had not entered into either an agreement to use the DPS rates or any

other contractual arrangement for fiscal year 1996. ** Therefore, it was

unclear, at the time of trial, what the legal mechanism for payment to BRI

would be for the coming year. Nevertheless, the Commissioner stipulated

that DMR intended to pay HRI for any services rendered to DMR clients

during fiscal )'ear 1996. Tr, XIII:132.

By letter dated June 30, 1995, the last day of the fiscal year, DMR

"prequalified" BRI to enter into a contract with DMR for fiscal year 1996, on

the condition that BRI cooperate with DPS's then-pending request for

information concerning BRI's legal expenses. Ex. BRI-267. DPS had sought

that information in order to determine whether BRI's rate for prior fiscal years

should be reduced, retroactively, to account for nonreimbursable expenditures

for lobbying and for legal fees incurred in suing the Commonwealth. s° l'x.

BRI-267. s_ As stated in that decision, if, based on the requested information,

DPS determined that a downward adjustment of BRrs rates was warranted,

BRI would have an opportunity to appeal any such determination, ld

'_'_DMR attempted to initiate contract negotiations in September, October, and December

of 1994, but BRI did not come to the negotiating table until mid-June 1995. Tr. X1:264-67;
Ex. DMR.60, U-161.

5°In an audit conducted in 1993, the State Auditor also questioned the reimbursability

of BRI's legal expenses but was unable to reach any definitive conclusions on this issue,

because BRI refused to provide sufficient documentation of its legal and lobbying expenses
to the Auditor. Ex. BR1-267.

StUpon receipt of DPS's request for information, BRI subpoenaed Michael Kan, the

Assistant Commissioner of DPS, to testify in the contempt trial. Tr. VI: 161-68. However,

BRI ultimately decided not to call him, because they could produce no evidence linking his

request for information to any allegedly contumacious conduct by DMR, Tr. IX:56-57,

v,'hich the court had required as a precondition for admitting evidence on this subject. "l-r.
V1:168-69.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

This is a contempt case. Even if the trial court's findings of fact were

grounded in the evidence, they would not support a judgment of contempt,

because they do not show any "clear and undoubted disobedience of a clear

and unequivocal commaJld." The Settlement Agreement does not bar DMR

from regulating BRI, or from denying, conditioning, or revoking its

certification or licenses. On the contrary, the Settlement Agreement

expressly requires BRI to comply with all applicable state regulations and

authorizes DMtl, DMR's predecessor, to revoke BRI's licenses without court

approval. Thus, DMR's decisions regarding BRI's certification and licenses

cannot be the basis for a judgment of contempt. Afortiori, the

Commissioner's subjective motivations for making those decisions, which are

the principal subject of the trial court's factual findings, cannot constitute

contempt. (pp. 37-43)

The requirement in Part A of the Settlement Agreement that BRI obtain

authorization for the use of aversive procedures through individual

substituted judgment proceedings does not bar DMR from regulating BRI's

use of such procedures. That requirement imposes obligations on BRI, not

on DMR. Moreover, the authorization provided by substituted judgment

does not require BRI to use all procedures authorized but only supplies the

substituted consent of the ward to receive them. Thus, regulatory constraints

imposed by DMR on BRI's use of such procedures do not conflict with an)'

orders issued by the Probate Court in the individual cases. (pp. 43-46)

Part B, ¶ 2, of the Settlement Agreement, which describes the

responsibilities of the court monitor, does not by its terms impose any

obligations on DMR, still less any "clear and unequivocal command." If the

direction that the court monitor "oversee" BRI's compliance with "all

applicable state regulations," except those governing behavior modification

procedures, and "arbitrate any disputes between the parties" imposes any

obligation at all on DMR, that obligation is too ambiguous to be enforceable

by contempt. Moreover, nothing in the Agreement even mentions mediation.

Thus, the trial court's findings that DMR refused three requests to mediate
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over the ten-yearhistoryof the Agreementdo not supportits contempt
jt,dgmen:.(pp.46-51)

PartC,_,3,of:he SettlementAgreement, providing that "intake at B.R.I.

lbr new clients shall be reopened and shall not be impermissibly obstructed,"

also by its terms imposes no obligation on DMR. The context of the case

shows that this provision related specifically to rescission of OFC's 1985

order and OFC's activity pending DMtt's assumption of licensing

responsibility. Even if this provision has any implication for I)MR, it

expresses no constraint whatever on action relating to BRI's current students.

Even as to new students, it is far from "clear and unequivocal," since it does

not indicate what obstruction would be "impermissible." The trial court

made no finding that DMR ever closed or obstructed intake. Its findings that

DMR's communications with referring agencies in other states adversely

affected BRI's reputation are too attentuated to support a judgment of

contempt of this provision. (pp.51-53).

The final sentence of the Agreement, providing that "each party shall

discharge its obligations under the terms of this agreement, in good faith,"

does not in and of itself provide the clear and unequivocal command

necessar7 to support a contempt judgment. By its terms, this provision is

limited to the performance of obligations stated elsewhere in the agreement;

it imposes no general duty of good faith. Moreover, the phrase "good faith"

is inherently subjective and ambiguous. The trial court's findings of "bad

faith" action by DMR involve conduct entirely independent of an)'

substantive obligations under the Agreement; indeed, these findings for the

most part relate not to any actions at all, but to discussions, motivations,

plans, and desires. Suchfindingscannotsupportacontemptjudgment. (pp.

53-61)

Even if findings of the sort entered here could support a contempt

judgment, and even if the evidence supported the findings, the trial court

record is so replete with evidentiary errors that a new trial would be required.

Among the most egregious of those errors is the admission of evidence as to

BRI's financial condition, despite BRI's having failed to produce a witness

knowledgeable on that subject in response to a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition. A
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similarly prejudicialerroris thecourt'srefilsal to permit I)MR's expertto
cx,'tmincthestudentswho,accordingto witnessescalledby theparents,had
beenharmedby cessationof thespecializedfoodprogramafterthecloseof
discovery.Thecourt'sruling thattheevidenceto beobtainedthroughsuch
examinationwouldbeirrelevantdirectlycontradictsits rulingadmittingthe
parents'evidenceon thesamepoint. (pp,62-69)

l'ven on the recordas developedthroughtheseunfairly prejudicial
evidentiaryrulings,thetrial court'sfactualfindingsareentirelyunsupported
andclearlyerroneous.This Court should scrutinize the findings particularly

closel)', because they are adopted nearly verbatim from the proposed findings

submitted by BRI. Such scrutiny reveals that each and every one of the trial

court's findings, and most particularly those involving bad faith, perjury.

misrepresentations, and misconduct of various kinds, lacks any support in the

record. Where the findings bear any connection to the trial transcript at all,

the)' reflect not actual testimony, but mischaracterizations of testimony

contained in questions posed by BRI's counsel. In numerous instat_ces, the

only pertinent evidence in the record directly contradicts the court's findings.

(pp. 70-149)

Even if a judgment of contempt were warranted on the record, the

extraordinary relief entered far exceeds the bounds of the trial court's

discretion. Rather than exercise the caution required in imposing equitable

remedies, particularly against an agency of a co-ordinate branch of state

government, the trial court completely deprived DMR of its statutorily

granted role. Further, the court conferred on the receiver powers and

inunanities far beyond any even possessed by DMR. In doing so, the court

not only abused its discretion but intruded unconstitutionally into the

authority ofthe legislative and executive branches. The harm resulting from

this intrusion affects not only DMR but a host of other state agencies and

officials, as well as third parties, including DMR employees, vendors, unions,

and clients. Most important, the harm affects BRI students, by depriving

them of the protection of effective oversight of the application to them of the

most intrusive treatments permitted by law. The high likelihood that this

Court will reverse the contempt judgment and vacate the trial court's
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injunction,andreceivershiporders,andthesubstantialharmthatwouldllow
fromthoseorderspendingdecision,warrantsimmediateemryof astay. (pp.
149-163)

Thetrialcotuaerredandabuseditsdiscretioninawardingover$I million
in attorneys'fees. The court failed to conductan)' ex,'uninationof the
reasonablenessof thetimespentbythe25 attorneys and paralegals for whom

it a',',arded fees or of the expenses claimed. Perhaps even more egregious, the

court denied the Commissioner an)' opportunity to review and respond to the

time records submitted in support of the lee applications. The trial court's

receipt of those records in camera and its sun sponte impoundment of them

were erroneous, since no privilege applies to billing records used to support

a fee claim. Moreover, even the limited docunlentation that was provided to

the Commissioner shows that the aJnoant awarded included some items that

are patently unreasonable, such as time spent on lobbying, preparing public

records requests, and responding to abuse investigations. In addition, the

nearly $200,000 awarded to attorneys for the parents and students, whose

contribution to the proceedings was minimal, was unwarranted. (pp. 164.

16 7)

ARGUMENT

I. TIlE TRIAL COURT ERRED AS A MATrER OF LAW IN

HOLDING THE COMMISSIONER IN CONTEMPT OF TIlE

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

In order to hold a part), in contempt, the court must find "a clear and

undoubted disobedience of a clear and unequivocal command." E.g., Warren

Gardens Housing Co-op. v. Clark, 420 Mass. 699, 700 (1995). Under that

standard, this Court has upheld contempt findings of clear and specific

orders, where such orders were undoubtedly violated. E.g., Commonwealth

v. One 1987 Ford Econoline Van, 413 Mass. 407,409, 411 (1992) (despite
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courtorder to "return [a] van." was not returned)/2 tlowever, where the

order is ambiguous or the disobedience is indirect or doubtful, this Court has

not hesitated to reverse contempt findings on appeal. See. e.g., Warren

Gardens, supra (reversing finding of contempt of an order requiring tenants

to "adequately supervise" their children, which the Court characterized as

insufficiently "clear," to form the basis for a contempt sanction); U.S. Time

Corp, v. G.E.M. of Boston, hlc., 345 Mass. 279, 282-83 (1963) (reversing

finding of contempt of an order requiring defendant to refrain from selling

watches below list prices at premises under his "control," where such control

was proved only indirectly, under a theory of implied agency). 53

In the present case, nowhere in the court's voluminous findings of fact or

conclusions of law is there any finding or conclusion as to what conduct by

the Commissioner constituted "clear and undoubted disobedience" of what

"clear and unequivocal" provision(s) of the settlement agreement. Rather, the

court's entire application of the law of contempt to the facts of this case

appear_ in the following two conclusory sentences:

The provisions of the court-ordered Settlement Agreement
are clear and unequivocal commands which are binding on
the defendant.

The defendant is in contempt having clearly and
undoubtedly disobeyed the Order of this Court.

52See also Allen v. School Committee of Boston, 400 Mass. 193, 194 (1987) (order

required school committee to provide "reliable, timely, and substantially uninterrupted

transportation," and no transportation was provided to thousands of students for up to 12

days): Town of Manchester v. DEQE, 381 Mass. 208, 212 (1980) (order required town to

hire an engineer and submit final operating plans for dump by specific dates, and to,an failed

to take these actions until more than a year later); United Factory Outlet, Inc. v. dag"s Stores,

Inc., 361 Mass. 35, 36 (1972) (order prohibited stores from using the words "Mammoth

Mart," and stores used those words in newspaper advertisements).

53See also Hinds v. Hinds, 4 Mass. App. Ct. 63, 66-67 (1976) (reversing finding of

contempt for failure to convey house where order did not specify date for conveyance);

Burke v. Guiney, 700 F.2d 767, 770 (lst Cir. 1983) (reversing finding of contempt of gag

order where statement made to press, "while perhaps implying more," did not "directly" state

what the order prohibited).
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App. 1302. Rather than identify which office 304 findings of fact constitute

clear and undoubted violations of which purportedly clear and unequivocal

commands, the court simply states: "The numerous muhiple violations of

DMR are set forth in the Findings of Fact and need not be repeated here." ld

ttowever, reference to the Findings of Fact is equally unavailing, because

those findings contain no indication as to the relevance of any finding to an)'

provision of the Settlement AgreementP

In any event, even if every one of the court's 304 findings were factually

correct (which _ill be strenuously contested, infra) the court erred as a matter

of law in concluding that these facts constitute a direct violation of any clear

and unequivocal provision of the Settlement Agreement. As will be shown

in the following _,ubsections, neither the Settlement Agreement as a whole

nor an)' of the four provisions relied upon by BRI in its third amended

contempt complaint is sufficiently unambiguous to form the basis tbr a

contempt citation. Nor are the court's findings (even if they were factually

correct) sufficient as a matter of law to establish that the Commissioner

clearly and directly violated any of the provisions in question.

A. The Settlement Agreement Does Not Prohibit

DMR from Regulating BRI.

The Settlement Agreement in this case contains no "unequivocal

command" that the Com,-:fissioner refrain from regulating BRI in general"

S'_l"hetrial court's belated attempt to b')lster its contempt findings and conclusions in its

order denying the Commissioner's motion: for a stay pending appeal, App. 1432, adds

nothing of substance to the court's original cot tempt findings.

SSlndeed, it is doubtful that any state agency would have the authority to enter into an

agreement abdicating the regulatory duties conferred upon it by the Legislature through the
political process. Boston v. Back Bay Culturaltlssoc., 418 Mass. 175, 184 ( t 994) ("officers

of governmental agencies have authority to bind their governmental bodies only to the extent

conferred by the conl_rolling statute"); Evans v. City of Chicago, I0 F.3d 474, 478 (7th Cir.

1993) ("[T]emporary officeholders may not contract away the basic powers of government

•.. in the same way natural persons may make enduring promises about their own future

(continued...)
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or from conditioning or revoking BRI's certification to utilize l.evel Ill

aversives or licenses to operate group homes in particular, Nor does the

Agreement require I)MR to certify or license BRI by any particular dates or

for an t' particular duration. To the contrary, while no mention is made in the

Agreement of "certification," the Agreement expressly authorizes DMII

(I)MR's predecessor agency) to revoke BRI's licenses without court approval,

once BRI became licensed by DMtt. App. 127.

Far from insulating BRI from state regulation, the Settlement Agreement

expressly requires BRI to comply with all applicable state regula'.ions,

including those of DMII. App. 126, 128-29. Moreover, the Settlement

Agreement expressly excludes from the general monitor's responsibilities the

duty to monitor BRrs compliance with regulations governing the use of

behavior modification procedures: "Dr. Daignault shall be responsible for

overseeing B.R.I.'s compliance with all applicable state regulations, except

to the extent that those regulations involve treatment procedures authorized

by the Court in accordance with Paragraph A." App. 126.

The "treatment procedures" referred to in this exception to the general

monitor's oversight responsibility are the "aversive procedures" defined in

Pan A of the Agreement to include "all aversive procedures which are

presently used or may be proposed for use at B.R.I. with [specified]

exception[s]." App. 121. At the time the Settlement Agreement was entered

into, "state regulations" "applicable" to these "treatment procedures" had not

yet been finalized. Ex. U-9, DMR-27 at 27. Such regulations, 104 C.M.R.

§ 20.15, were eventually promulgated and are now administered by DMR.

Subsection 20.15 (4)(e) of those regulations, requires all providers (including

BRI and DMR itself) who propose to use Level III aversives on incompetent

individuals to obtain authorization of the Probate Court in substituted

judgment proceedings prior to doing so. However, DMR's behavior

ss(...continued)

behavior."), cert denied, 114 S. Ct. 1831 (1994). Certainly, no such unenforceable

requirement should be read into the Agreement. Berger v. Siegel, 329 Mass. 74, 77-78

(1952) (avoiding construction rende_'ing contract unenforceable).
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modification regulations contain nlany additional requirementsS6--including

tile requirements pertaining to certification--that also "involve [I,evel Ill

avcrsivc] treatment procedures" and are therefore excepted from the general

nlonitor's oversight authority under Part B, ¶ 2. Those regulations are

administered exclusively by DMR itself, not by the monitor or by the Probate

Court. Indeed, the very fact that the Agreement refers to "regulations

involving treatment procedures authorized by the ('ot_rt "demonstrates that

where such procedures (i,e., Level 111 aversives) were concerned, the parties

did not contemplate exclusive court control. Rather the)' contemplated a role

for the Probate Court (i.e., substituted judgment proceedings), a role for tile

court monitor (i.e., temporarily monitoring BRI's compliance with

regulations, other than behavior modification regulations), and a role for

DMII/I)MR. (i,e,, administering its own behavior modification regulations

once promulgated).

From the outset, it was understood by all parties to the Settlenlent

Agreement that BRI would be subject to the behavior modification

regulations once promulgated, including the certification requirements

contained in those regulations, and that those regulations would be

administered and enforced by DMH itself, not by the court monitor or the

Probate Court, In a letter to the parents of BRl students shortly after entry of

the Settlement Agreement, Dr. Israel, BRI's Executive Director, advised the

parents that "[a]n independent court monitor will regulate BRI (taking the

place of OFC) between now and July 1, 1987, when the Department of

Mental ttealth takes over the licensing of BRI.'" Ex. DMR-26 at 2. In order

to make BRI's "position concerning monitoring quite clear," he stated:

We recognize the need for programs such as ours to be

subject to thorough regulatory scrutiny, and we look foward

5_'For example, these regulations require providers who use Level lit aversi','es to have

human rights committees and peer review committees, 104 C,M.R. § 20.15 (4Xd)(3) and (5);

to obtain qualified medical review to determine that the treatment plan is not

contraindicated, 104 C,MR, § 20.15 (4)(d)(4); to submit to a program inspection by DMR

representatives and to provide inspection staff with access to the program and its records.
104 C.M.R.§ 20.14 (4)(0(6).
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[sic] to the new relationship with the Commonwealth that will

be created as we come u,_der the licensing authority of the

Massachusetts Department of Mental llealth. We are

heartened that this Department will be the new monitoring

agency for BRI.

hi. at 6.

Similarly, six months after entry of the Settlement Agreement, Dr. Israel

testified that he had been invited to comment on DMIt's then-proposed

behavior modification regulations, and that he felt that the current draft was

"one that we believe we can live with." DMR-27 at 27. At the same hearing,

counsel for DMH similarly testified that these regulations would be

applicable to BRI just as to all other providers using behavior modification

treatments; that DMII and DMR (not yet a separate entity) would be

overseeing compliance with those regulations by all providers, including

BRI; and that he thought BRI would "have no trouble whatsoever in meeting

its responsibilities under the regulation and under the Settlement Agreement

[which he viewed as "consistent" with each other], once that regulation is

promulgated." ld at 134-36. Dr. Daignault, the court monitor, consistently

described his monitoring role as limited to "overseeing compliance of B.R.I.

with State licensing regulations during the transition period from the Office

for Children licensure to the Department of Mental Health licensure?' ld at

163. In their trial testimony, both Dr. Israel and Dr. Daignault reaffirmed

their understanding that BRI is subject to DMR's behavior modification

regulations, including particularly the certification requirements. Tr. VIli:9-

24. IX:4-9.

Because virtually all of the court's factual findings relate to DMR's

certification or licensing processes, App. 1207-93, which are governed by

DMR regulations, and not by the Settlement Agreement, all of those findings

are immaterial to the only issue properly before the court in this contempt

proceeding, i.e., whether the Commissioner directly violated any unequivocal

provision of the Settlement Agreement. Moreover, even if the

Commissioner's licensing or c _rtification decisions were somehow relevant

to some obligation of his under the Settlement Agreement, the trial court,
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properly,madenofindingsanddrewnoconclusionsasto the merits of those

decisions/7 Rather, the court's findings focus not on the merits of the

Commissioner's regulator)' actions but on the subjective motivations

underlying them. As will be discussed in Argument I.E.I, it_a, if the

substance of the Commissioner's certification and licensing decisions cannot

tbrm the basis for contempt sanctions, then, afortiori, his subjective

motivations for making such decisions certainly cannot be punishable as

contempt.

B, The Commissioner's Regulator,:' Actions Do Not

Constitute Contempt of Part A of the Setllemen!

Agreement or of the Probate Court's Rulings in

Individual Substituted Judgment Proceedings.

To the extent that the court's contempt judgment is premised on an

(unstated) conclusion that the Commissioner's regulator)' actions constitute

contempt of Part A of the Settlement Agreement or of the Probate Court's

orders in substituted judgment proceedings involving individual students at

BRI, _8any such conclusion is incorrect as a matter of law. Part A of the

Settlement Agreement imposes no obligations on DMR, except to provide

clinicians to assist the court in reviewing treatment plans, App. 125, Ex. U-

13; and there are no allegations or findings that DMR failed to comply with

that requirement. Nor do the Probate Court's orders in the substituted

judgment proceedings, conducted pursuant to Part A, even run against DMR.

See, e.g., Ex. BRI-239 at 8-9, BRI-240 at 9.

57The court was precluded from doing so by BRI's failure to seek administrative and,

if necessary, judicial review of those decisions in a timely manner. East Chop Tennis Club,

lncv. MCAD, 364 Mass. 444 (1973).

5SSee Judgment and Order, ¶¶ 8, I0 (enjoining DMR attorneys from "seek[ing] to

accomplish through the Individual Guardianship proceedings what the)' are enjoined from

doing herein" and enjoining the Commissioner from "issuing any orders or directives which

interfere with outstanding treatment orders or decisions issued by this Court"). App. 1342.
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Rather, under Part A of the Settlement Agreement, BRI is required to

obtain authorization from the Probate Court in substituted judgment

proceedings prior to using aversive behavior modification techniques on any

individual student. App. 121-23. l.ike DMR's own regulations, 104 C.M.R.

§ 20.15(4)(e)(3), the Settlement Agreement permits BRI to use Level III

aversives only when authorized to do so by the Probate Court utilizing

substitnted judgment criteria. App. 121-23. ltowever, simply because a

treatment plan providing for the use of such avetsives is approved by the

Probate Court for a particular individual, BRI is not thereby insulated from

I)MR's other regulator)' requirements, including the requirement that BRI be

certified by DMR "to utilize such procedures. 104 C.M.R. § 20.15(4)(0.

As indicated by the term "substituted judgment," those proceedings

function only as a substitute for a ward's own informed consent.

Commonwealth v, Dell'erde. 398 Mass. 288, 294-95 (1986); Superintemtent

of Belchertown State School v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728,752 (1977); b_ the

Matter of Jane A., 36 Mass, App. Ct. 236 (1994) (in substituted judgment

proceeding, Probate Court's function is to "determine[] whether [ward], if

competent, would choose" the treatment in question). Just as a competent

adult's consent would not empower BRI to administer treatments in violation

of DMR's other regulator)' requirements, a substituted judgment order

sinfilarly has no such legal effect. See Commonwealth v. DelVerde. 398

Mass. at 294 (recognizing that substituted judgment of incompetent ward has

no more legal effect than does competent adult's consent); cf. Rutherford v,

United States, 616 F.2d 455,457 (10th Cir. 1980) ("decision by the patient

whether to have a treatment or not is a protected right; but his selection of a

particular treatment . . . is within the area of governmental interest in

protecting public health"), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 937 (1980). _9

_gCf also Custody ofa ,_,hnor. 375 Mass, 733,737 (1978) (parental choice of medical

treatment, i.e., to treat child with laetrile, "not absolute, and may be limited '.shere... "it

appears that parental decisions s_ill jeopardize the health or safety of [their] child'"}:

Custody of a Minor No. 3, 378 Mass. 732,744 (1979) ("the law presently appears to impose
certain limitations on such rights in competent adults, [i,e,,] to make personal health care

(continued...)
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In other words, a determination that a ward, if competent, would consent

to aversive treatment is a necessar)', but not a sufficient, condition for the

utilization of such treatment under state law. DMR's other regulator).'

requirements must still be met. See 104 CM.R. § 20.15(4)(d) and (e) (listing

other required approvals, in addition to a client's consem or substituted

judgment), t_,y analogy, the fact that a particular medical procedure was

approved by a Probate Court in substituted judgment proceedings would not

"legalize" the use of an otherwise illegal procedure or the administration of

that procedure by a physician or hospital that did not meet state licensing

requirements, as determined by the appropriate state regulator)' agency.

Thus. the tact that some of the certification conditions imposed by the

Commissioner require BRI to cease utilizing certain aversive treatments to

_hich the Probate Court consented on behalf of incompetent studt._ts 6° does

not, as a matter of law, constitute contempt of Part A of the Settlement

Agreetnent. _ Nor do such certification conditions "violate" or even frustrate

the Probate Court's orders in those individual cases. While a particular Level

II1 aversive cannot be used without Probate Court approval, the converse is

not true. The Probate Court's determination that a ward, if competent, would

consent to the use of the treatments contained in his treatment plan, does not

require that BRI utilize every treatment contained in the plan and approved

-'9(...continued)

decisions and to choose or reject medical treatment").

6°Eg., U-166 at 12 (requiring BRI to cease using the specialized food program and

other specified p_ocedures_.

619,qaen setting the ground roles for relevance at the outset of the trial, the court appeared

to recognize that treatment issues were immaterial to the contempt proceedings. Tr. 1:6.

"You v, ill be held to issues of contempt. Treatment issues are not part of this litigation."

The court nevertheless permitted BRI _ _d the parents to introduce evidence on treatment
issues (i.e., the effect on BRI students of ceasing the specialized food program), over the

objections of the Commissioner's counsel, Tr. V11:64-65, IX:96-97, X:6-7, and then

proceeded to base its findings and conclusions, at least in part, on treatment issues. F. 298,

App.1284-85 See Argument liB, infra.
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by the Probate Court, _2 and does not legalize any procedures that violate

DMR regulations. The Probate Court's substituted judgment rulings do not

purport to, and that court would have no jurisdiction to, either invalidate

DMR's behavior modification regulations or overturn DMR's administrative

determinations that BPd was not in compF, ance with those regulations.

Simply put, the substituted judgment proceedings do not resolve the entire

universe of legal issues related to the use and regulation of aversive

procedures. 63

C. The Commissioner's Actions, As Found by the

Court, Do Not Constitute Contempt of the

Arbitration Provision of the Settlement

Agreement.

Part B, ¶ 2, of the Settlement Agreement, authorizes Dr. Daignault to

"undertake general monitoring of B.R.I.'s treatment and educational

program" (emphasis added). App. 126. As general monitor, Dr. Daignault

is "responsible for overseeing B.R.I.'s compliance with all applicable state

regulations" exceg: DMR's behavior modification regulations, as discussed

above. (Emplmsis added.) ld. Under the same paragraph, he is further

required to report to the court any health or safety issues he deems necessary

and to "arbitrate any disputes between the parties. "_ ld "[l]n the event that

62As Dr. Israel himself acknowledged, BRI need not (and does not) seek Probate Court

approval before discontinuing the use of procedures contained in a previously approved

treatment plan. Tr. VIII:40.

63Cf Dale), v. Board of Appeal on Motor Vehicle Liability Policies and Bonds, 406

Mass. 857, 860 (1990) (fact that court imposed driv©r's license suspension as sentence does

not preclude Regis'o'ar from ;reposing longer suspension, pursuant to independent statutory

authority).

64By orders dated November 1 and 19, 1993, the responsibility for conducting

arbitrations was reassigned to Judge George Herd (ret.) at Dr. Daignautt's request. App. 194,
213.
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an;,, part)' disagrees with any decision or recommendation of Dr. Daignault,"

Part B, ¶ 2, further provides that "the matter shall be submitted to the Court

for resolution."

Rather than impose any clear and unequivocal obligation on anyone,

much less the Commissioner in particular, this paragraph is inherently

ambiguous in five significant respects. First, it is unclear what are the

"applicable state regulations" Dr. Daignault is charged with overseeing.

Even Dr. Daignauit himself was unable to give a direct answer to this

question when asked:

Q. [W]hat agency regulation[s] do you oversee BRI's

compliance [with] other than with the Department of
Mental Retardation regulations?

A. Any that would apply.
Q. And what are those?

A. Any that would apply that would be brought to my
attention, [in] my capacity of overseeing the
compliance with them.

Tr. IX:16.

Second, as to the meaning of "overseeing," Dr. Daignault resorted to

"Webster's Dictionary," which, he said, defines this word to mean

"supervising or watching out for. ''6_ Tr. IX:I7. Although the title of Part B,

App. 125 ("Monitoring of Substituted Judgment Treatment Plans and B.R.1. 's

Treatment Program," emphasis added), and the language of paragraph 2 in

particular, App. 126 ("monitoring of B.R.I.'s... program's; "overseeing

B.R.I.'s compliance"), would seem to require Dr. Daignault to oversee BR/,

he testified that this provision requires him to "oversee[] the work of what

others [without specifying who] are doing to enforce regulations. ''_ Tr.

651n fact, Webster's New World Dictionary (3rd college ed. 1991) defines "oversee" in

a range of more and less intnasive senses, including: "to watch over and manage; supervise;

superintend;.., to survey; watch; [or] to examine; inspect."

_Afier the court reassigned Dr. Daignanlt's arbitration functions to Judge Hurd, Dr.

Daignault sought "confirmation" from the court of his remaining duties as court monitor.

App. 269. The court's tautological ruling on this motion provided no further guidance to

him or the parties beyond the language of the Agreement itself, since the court simply found

(continued...)
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IX:lT. If Dr. Daignault's interpretation of his role is correct, it is certainly not

"unequivocally" so.

Third, the arbitration provision of Part B, ¶ 2, falls particularly short of

imposing any unequivocal obligations on the Commissioner. While Dr.

Daignault is required to "arbitrate" disputes and, apparently, to make

"arbitration decision[s] or recommendations," App. 126, nothing in the

Agreement requires him to undertake the quite different role of "mediating"

disputes or requires others to utilize him in the latter role? 7 Thus, although

DMR and other parties voluntarily submitted disputes to Dr. Daignault or

Judge Hard for mediation on numerous occasions, see, e.g., Ex. U-98, U- 113,

U-182, DMR-79, the Settlement Agreement cannot be read as giving clear

and unequivocal notice to DMR that failure to seek or agree to mediation

would be punishable as contempt. All of the court's findings concerning

BRI's requests for mediation and DMR's responses thereto, e.g., App. 1229-

31, 1236, 1241, 1270-71, 1275-76, are therefore entirely immaterial.

Fourth, it is also unclear whose disputes this provision requires Dr.

Daignault to arbitrate. As discussed above, at the time the Settlement

Agreement was entered into, both BRI and Dr. Dalgnault himself anticipated

that Dr. Daignault's role as general monitor would end once DMH took over

the regulation of BRl from OFC. Thus, Dr. Daignanlt's obligation to arbitrate

"disputes between the parties" was apparently designed to cover any

continuing disputes between BRI and OFC in the interim period, rather than

_(...continued)

"that Dr. Daignault's responsibilities are confirmed as set forth in the Settlement

Agreement." App. 420.

67Thewords "mediate," "mediator," or "mediation" appear nowhere in the Agreement.

As recognized by Dr. Daignaul_himself, the words"arbitration" and "mediation" have very
different meanings. Tr. IX: 20 ("mediation involves the parties an'iving at the decisions
themselves without being dictated to as is the case in arbitration"). Compare Joseph R.
Nolan & Jacqueline M. Nolan-Haley, Black's Law Dictionary (6th ed. 1990) at 105 (defining
"Arbitralion" as a "process of dispute resolution in which a neutral third party (arbitrator)
renders a decision") and iv/.at 981 (def'ming"Mediation" as a "[plrivate, informal dispute
resolution process in which a neutral third person, the mediator, helps disputing parties to

reach an agreement. The mediator has no power to impose a decision on the parties.").
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an)' subsequent disputes between BRI and its new licensor, DMH. Although

several years later, after DMR took over licensing authority from DMH, the

court made DMR a "party" to this case, it is far from clear that doing so was

intended to expand the substantive scope of this provision, particularly since

the court's order making DMR a party was rendered by way of"allowing"

DMR's more limited request to substitute itself for DMH, wherever DMH

was mentioned in the Agreement. Ex. U-10, U-13. See Prior Proceedings,

subsection 2, supra.

Fifth, since the early days of ,,he Settlement Agreemet_t, it has been

particularly unclear what subject matter(s) are arbitrable under this provision.

At a hearing six months after entry of the Agreement, counsel for two of the

individual wards alerted the court that then: might "need to be, in short order,

some clarification as to what types of disputes are appropriate for submission

to the Monitor and which are not." Ex. DMR-27 at 122. No such

clarification was forthcoming, and the scope of the arbitration clause has

continued to be unclear. See, e.g., Ex. BRI-246, BRI-276, U-96, U-110, U-90

("the historical understanding of the Settlement Agreement--including in

[the Attorney General's] office--is not what [Attorney MacLeish's] letter sets

forth").

This lack of clarity stems, in part, from an internal inconsistency in thc

provision itself. While the overall scope of the general monitor's authority

is defined to exclude oversight of BRI's compliance with behavior

modification regulations, the dispute-resolution component of this oversight

function is described to cover "any" dispute between the parties. App. 126.

While Dr. Daignault focuses on the word "any," as broadly defining the

scope of his authority to resolve disputes, 68Tr. IX:21; and BRI has also

6Sinpractice, Dr. Daignaultsometimes took a narrower view of the scope of his dispute-

resolution authority. For example, when DMR asked him to approve its use ofthe Rivendell
Team to perform an independent review of BRI's prograJn as part of the certification
process, Dr. Daignault declined on the ground that to do so was outside the scope of his
authority under Part B, ¶ 2. Ex. U-103, U-104. Dr. Daignaulfs anempt, on cross-
examination, to harmonize this earlier, more limited view of his authority with the broader
view he now espouses was, at best, unconvincing. Tr. IX:21-24.
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broadly construed that provision, at least in recent years, 69Ex. BRI-245, Ex.

BRI-246; DMR's understanding is that disputes over behavior modification

treatments fall within the express exception to Dr. Daignault's general

monitoring authority. Ex. U-90, U-182; App. 379-80, 413.

For these reasons, it is far from "unequivocal" that the arbitration

provision applies to the few specific instances where the court found that

DMR refused to mediate. F. 116, App. 1237; F. 129, App. 1241; F. 282,

App. 245. In each of these instances, the subject that BRI sought to mediate

concerned BRI's certification to use aversive behavior modification

procedures 7°and therefore, at least arguably, tell within the express exception

to the monitor's authority under Part B, ¶ 2.

Moreover, even if the arbitration provision meant what BRI construes it

to mean, and were sufficiently unambiguous to support a contempt citation,

the court's factual findings are insufficient as a matter of law to establish

contempt. The court cited only three instances in the ten-year tenure of the

Settlement Agreement in which DMR refused to mediate. F. 116, App. 1237;

F. 129, App. 1241; F. 282, App. 245. On many other occasions, while DMR

reserved the right to argue that arbitration or mediation was not legally

required, it nevertheless agreed to mediate such disputes and frequently

engaged in such mediation at BRI's request. E.g., F. 114-15, App. 1236-37;

Ex. U-98, U-113, U-i 14, U-182, DMRo79. Therefore, even if this provision

of the Settlement Agreement "clearly and unequivocally" required DMR to

arbitrate disputes involving behavior modification procedures, the court's

findings indicate that the Commissioner's conduct fell far short of

69As discussed in the Prior Proceedings, supra, in 1989 and 1990. BKI filed three

complaints against DMR and other stateagencies in the Bristol Probate Court without first
seeking arbitrationwith the court monitor.

r_.. 116, App. 1237 (sending copies of certification letters to out-of-state agencies); F.

129, App. 1241 (requiting BRI to appoint Commissioner's designee to its Human Rights
Comminee as a condition of interim certification to use Level II1 ave_sives); and F. 245,

App. 244 (requiting BR| to submit to a review of _'ea_aent plan implementation pursuant
to a celXificationcondition). In any event, as shown in Argument IILB.8, 10, 17, in_a, the

court's findings that DMR refused to mediate are clearly effoneous.
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constitutinga"clearandundoubted"disobedienceof anysuchrequirement.
To thecontrary,thecourt'sown findingsestablishthai DMR, at thevery
least,"substa.,atiallycomplied,"with thisprovision. Town of Manchester v.

DEQE, 381 Muss. at 214-15 (applying the "substantial compliance" standard

for civil contempt). Accordingly, to the extent that the court's contempt

finding was premised on a violation of this provision, it was incorrect as a

matter of law.

D. The Commissioner's Actions, as Found by the

Court, Do Not Constitute Contempt of the

Provision of the Settlement Agreement Prohibiting

BRI's Intake t_f New Clients from Being

"Impermissibly Obstructed."

Part C, ¶ 3, of the Settlement Agreement provides, in pertinent part, that

"intake at B.R.I. for new clients shall be reopened and shall not be

impermissibly obstructed during the pendency of this agreement." App. 127.

It is not clear on the face of this provision, which is in the passive voice, who

had the obligation to open intake of new st_ldents and not to "impermissibly"

obstruct it during the pendency of the Se_lement Agreement, which ,,vas

anticipated to terminate automatically one year after its execution. App. 132.

Hov,'ever, since it was OFC that closed intake in the first place, Tr. VI!!:73-

74, App. 52, it is reasonable to assume that this provision was intended to

impose a requirement on OFC, rather than any other party. In any event, this

provision does not clearly and unequivocally impose any such obligation on

DMR, or even DMH, DMR's predecessor as licensor of BRI.

Furthermore, on its face, this provision does not unequivocally prohibit

all interference with the intake of new clients but rather provides only that

such intake shall not be "impermissibly obstructed." Since this provision

thus provides no clear and unequivocal notice of what conduct might be

deemed to be an "impermissible obstruction" of intake, this provision is not
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enforceable by contempt. 7j Cf. Warren Gardens, 420 Mass. at 701 (phrase

"adequately supervise" not enforceable by contempt for this reason).

Nor does this provision provide clear and unequivocal notice to the

Commissioner that his conduct with respect to existing students at BRI could

lx punishable as contempt of this provision, which expressly relates only to

"intake at B.R.I. for new clients" (emphasis added). To the extent that the

court's contempt finding holds the Commissioner responsible for any indirect

effect of his conduct on other funding agencies' decisions not to refer new

students to BRI, any such indirect effect would not be punishable as

contempt, which requires a direct violation of a court order. 7: Burke v.

Guiney, 700 F.2d at 770.

Nowhere does the court find that the Commissioner ever entered any

order closing or in any way limiting or obstlucting BRI's right to take in new

students. In fact, as admitted by BRI's Executive Director, no one at DMR

ever issued such an order. Tr. Viii:74.

Even if this provision could be deemed to provide clear and unequivocal

notice to the Commissioner that he could be held in contempt for conduct

adversely affecting referrals of new students to BPA by other agencies, the

court's findings are insufficient to support a conclusion tha' the

Commissioner directly and undoubtedly violated this provision. The only

findings even remotely relating to intake of new students are those describing

the Commissioner's communications with state and local agencies in other

7_lf"impcrmissible" in this context means in violation of some generally applicable law

or regulation, then any such obstructions would be tedressable pursuant to the administrative
and judicial remedies available for violations of the wovision(s) in question, rather than by

contempt. Such a construction would be generally consistent with the provision in the same

part of the Agreement that, once DMIt took over the licensing function, it could revoke

BRI's license without prior court approval. App. 127.

_2Another provision of the Settlement Agreement, Part F, App. 130, relatesmore directly

to referrals by parentsand state agencies to BRI. However, this provision was not cited by

BR] or by the trial court asa basis for holding the Commissioner in contempt in the present

case. Cf Prior Proceedings, subsection 3, infra.
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states, which, according to the court, adversely affected BRI's reputation? 3

F. 118, App. 1238. Although the court infers a causal connection between

this damage to BRI's reputation and its declining enrollment, F. 290, App.

1282, it makes no findings to support an inference that the Commissioner's

conduct directly caused other agencies not to refer new students. TM Thus, to

the extent that the court's contempt holding was based on a conclusion that

the Commissioner undoubtedly violated an unequivocal provision concerning

intake of new students, that holding is incorrect as a matter of law.

E. The Commissioner's Actions, as Found by the

Court, Do Not Constitute Contempt of the

Good Faith Provision of the Settlement

Agreement.

Ii The Good Faith Provision Is Too Ambiguous to

Form the Basis for Contempt Findings or

Sanctions.

The concluding sentence of the Settlement Agreement, Part L, provides

that "each party shall discharge its obligations under the terms of this

agreement, in good faith." App. 133. By its own terms, this good faith

73As shown in Argument lll.B.8.a and 15, infra, those findings are also clearly

elToneous.

74"1"othe €onWaty, the uncontradicted evidence at trial showed that out-of-state agencies

in general and New York State in particular have policies and/or legislation favoring in-state

over out-of-state placements, which policies have motivated their efforts to find alternative

in-state placements for BRI clients and to place newly eligible clients in state rather than

refer them to BRI. Tr. IV:66, VIII:90, 94-95, IX:I I 1-12; Ex. DMR-80. Despite these

policies, BRI continues to take in new students, including four between January and June
of 1995, two of whom came from New York State. Tr. Vi11:85-86. In fact, BRI's student

enrollment in the summer of 1994 was at least 57 (the number of students who underwent

medical evaluations at that time), Ex. BRI-285, precisely the same number of students

enrolled at BRI in July 1991, when BRI first submitted its application for re-certification.
Ex. BRI-236 at 1.
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provisionapplies only to the parties' "obligations under the [Settlement

A]greement." ld Therefore, to hold the Commissioner in contempt of this

provision, the trial court would have to identify an "obligation under the

terms of this agreement." that the Commissioner has failed to discharge in

good faith. As discussed above, the Agreement imposes no obligation on the

Commissioner to refrain from regulating BRI and the Commissioner's

conduct did not, as a matter of law, constitute contempt of any of the other

provisions cited by BRI as a basis for their contempt complaint. Therefore,

any implicit finding of contempt based on a violation of the good faith

provision alone should be reversed as a matter of law. See UniledStates v.

Board of Education of Ckicago, 744 F.2d 1300, 1307 (7th Cir. 1984) (where

party found not in violation of substantive requirement of consent decree,

part)' could not be found in contempt of requirement to use good faith efforts

to comply with that provision), cerl. denied, 471 U.S. 1116 (1985); Boardof

Education of Chicago, 799 F.2d 281,292 (Tth Cir. 1986) (good faith "not a

term that exists in a vacuum"; nature and circumstances of underlying

obligation must be considered in determining good faith compliance)."

751he other cases cited by BRI in its proposed conclusions of law, App. 1013, and

adopted by the cou_ App. t304, are not to the €on_a_y. In Murphy v. Timberlane, $55 F.

Supp. 498 (D.N.H 1994), the defendant school district was not held in contempt for its "bad

faith" standing alone, nor was a bad faixh requirement "implied" by the court as the trial

court states in its Conclusions of Law. App. 1304. Rather, the defendant school district in

that case was sanctioned for its noncompliance with a prior court order, which required the

parties to establish a compensatory education plan for the plaintiff in accordance with the

procedures set forth in the applicable statute and warned that delays in this process resulting

from bad faith would b¢ addressed by the coup's exercise of its equitable powers. Id at 501.

It was only after finding that the defendant had intentionally delayed the process, in violation

of the court's prior order, that the court held the defendant in contempt, ld at 517-18.

In citing the district court's unpublished opinion in Bates v. Johnson, App. 1304-05 the

trial court neglects to cite the decision on appeal in that case, holding that the district court's

oral order was unenforceable and therefore dismissing defendant's appeal from the substance

of order. 901 F.2d 1424, 1426 (7th Cir. 1990). On another point, rather than support the

trial court's broad interpt_,_tion of the Settlement Agreement, the court of appeals decision
in that case takes a much more limited view of the effect of consent decrees on the

regulatory powers of state officials. /d at 1426 ("A state's right to make fresh choices about

domestic policy as political officials may even be an implied term in a consent decree, given
(continued...)
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As recognized by this Court, in the absence of any substantive

reqt_:ement that public officials act in good faith, the "'acts of admiuistrative

officers cannot be attacked in judicial proceedings on the ground that in fact

those officers were not governed by the highest standards of impartial and

unselfish performance of public duty.'" Brennan v. The Governor, 405 Mass.

390, 398 (1989) (affirming grant of summary judgment for defendants

despite plaintiffs' desire to conduct discover), on defendants' state of mind in

selecting prison site) (quoting Kelley v. School Committee of Watertown, 330

Mass. 150, 154 (1953)). "The general rule is that courts do not sit in

judgment on the motives of administrative officers, acting in purely

administrative matters, and overturn action found to have been taken in 'bad

faith.'" Wilson v. Brookline Housing AuthoriO,, 383 Mass. 878, 879 (1981)

(rescript)J +

Moreover, even if the good faith language in Part L of the Settlement

Agreement could be constr**ed as requiring the Commissioner generally to

act "in good faith" (apart from any specific obligations under the Settlement

Agreement), the inherent subjectivity and ambiguity of that phrase precludes

the imposition of contempt sanctions for a violation of this provision. This

phrase cannot be characterized as an "unequivocal command" to do or refrain

from doing any particular act." United States v. Board of Education of

7_C.continued )

the norm that public officials may not bind their successors.").

76See also Municipal Light Co. of Ashburnham v. Commonwealth, 34 Mass. App. Ct.

162, 168 (1993) (refusing to address claims that state officials' opposition to nuclear power
plant was politically motivated; "it is their actions that matter, not their states of mind"),

review denied, 415 Mass. 1102, cert. denied, I 14 S. Ct. 187 ( 1993); Barnes v. Secretary of

Administration. 411 Mass. 822,828 (1992) (refusing to determin¢ Governor's mntivcs for
otherwise permissible veto).

7_Even where the phrase "good faith" is statutorily defined, its meaning remains

sufficiently elusive to provoke appellate litigation. See, e.g, lndustrialNat'l Bank of Rhode

Islam v. Leo's Used Car Exchange, Inc., 362 Mass. 797, 801 (1973) (refusing to read into

statutory definition of"good faith" an implied obligation to exercise due care to be in good

faith); New Bedford Institution/'or Savings v. Gildeoy, 36 Mass. App. Ct. 647, 652,

(continued...)
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Chicago, 717 F.2d 378, 382 (7th Cir. 1983) (good faith provision not

unambiguous); Board of Education, 799 F.2d at 289, 291 (good faith

provision "inherently nebulous" and "ambiguous" and therefore not

enforceable by contempt sanctions, absent prior judicial clarification and

opportunity to comply with provision as judicially clarified); cf Warren

Gardens, 420 Mass. at 700 ("adequate supervision" too ambiguous a term to

form basis for contempt finding).

The central legal issues underlying the present controversy--involving

the respective authority of the Department of Mental Retardation and the

Probate Court to regulate BRI's provision of services to its clients--are novel

and complex ones that have not yet been fully addressed by an appellate

court. In the absence of a clear ruling, even by the trial court, 7s as to the

limiting effect, if any, of the Settlement Agreement on the Commissioner's

otherwise broad statutory authority to regulate the provision of services to the

mentally retarded, G.L.c. 19B, § 1; 104 C.MR. § 20.15, he should not have

77(...continued)
review denied, 418 Mass. 1106 (1994) (citing string of cases construing "good faith"under
ucc).

7Sprior to its final decision in the contempt proceeding, the trial court issued no

opinions, either on the allowance of BRrs application for a preliminary injunction or on the
denial of DMR's motion to dismiss. When it became apparent that the parties disagreed as

to the meaning of the prelhninary injunction, DMR filed a motion for clarification, App.

356, which the clerk at first refused to docket (until DMR sought and obtained a court order
requiring that the motion be docketed), App. 36, 406, 409, and which the court never ruled
upon. App. 36. Ultimately, the preliminary injunction was clarified, in accordance with
DMR's interpretation,by a Single Justice of the Appeals Court; and a Single Justice of the
Supreme Judicial Court found that clarification to be a supportable exercise of discretion.
In light of this procedural history, it is particularly inequitable for the trial court to hold the
Commissioner in contempt contemporaneously with the trial court's first explication of the
Commissioner's obligations under the Settlement Agreement.
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been held in contempt, even if he exercised bad judgment _9or overstepped

the boundaries of his authority, which he did not. a°

Particularly where, as here, the defendant is a state official, w_o is

attempting to carry out his statutory duties as he understands them, contempt

sanctions are not an appropriate means of redressing any violation of his

obligation to act in good faith. United States v. Board of Education, 717F.2d

at 385. Indeed, imposing such sanctions on the Commissioner for the making

of policy decisions in the exercise of his statutory authority raises serious

separation of powers problems, sj /at at 383; 799 F.2d at 289. Accordingly,

even if the Commissioner's interpretation of his authority is held to be

erroneous, rather than impose contempt sanctions, the court should have

assumed that, as a public official, he would henceforth act in accordance with

79Even in the commercial context, where presumptions of good faith and separation of

powers concerns are absent, "[w]ant of good faith involves more than bad judgment,

negligence or insufficient zeal. It carries an implication of a dishonest purpose, conscious

doing of wrong, or breach of duty through motive of self-interest or ill will." Hartford

Accident & Indemnity Co. v. Millis Roofing & _eet Metal, Inc., l I Mass. App. CI. 998, 999-

1000 (1981) (rescript).

S°Any such errors in judgment, ultra vires actions, or abuses of discretion would be

redress,able through the ordinary course of adminislrative and judicial review established by
the Legislature, G.L.c. lgB, § 15; €. 30A, §§ 13, 14, which BRI chose not to pursue with

respect to the regulatory actions at issue here. By, instead, holding the Commissioner in

contempt for what the court found to be improperly motivated regulatot_,, actions, the court

sharply diverged from the ordinary relationship between the judicial, the legislative, and
executive branches, in which executive decisions are reviewed by the judiciary based solely

on legal standards set by the Legislature, not on the subjective motivations of the
decisionmaker. Brennan v. The Governor, 405 Mass. at 397-98; Wilson v. Brookline

Housing Authority, 383 Mass. at 879. Such a gross departure from the ordinary separation

of powers should be supported by a far clearer statement than an agreement to carry out

certain obligations in "good faith."

8_deed, to the extent that the Agreement can be construed to prevent the Commissioner

from exercising his statutory anthodty, it is doubtful that the officials who entered into this

Agreement had the authority to bind him to that extent. See Bates v. Johnson, 901 F.2d at
1426 (state official cannot, by consent decree, preclude successors from making "fresh"

policy choices); Evans v. City of Chicago, l0 F.3d at 480 (same). See also Argument IV.A,

infra.
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the law as judicially construed. United States v. Board of Education, 717

F.2d at 384; Ah'es v. Town of Braintree, 341 Mass. 6, 12 (1960); cf Attorney

General v. SheriffofWorcester Count),, 382 Mass. 57, 63 (1980) (ordinarily

court wiU not issue injunctive order against public official when declaratory

judgment of official's legal duties will be sufficient to accomplish

compliance).

2. The Court Impermissibly Shifted the Burden

of Proof onto the Commissioner to Prove His

Good Faith.

In a contempt case, "the burden [is] upon the petitioner to prove [the

respondent's clear and undoubted disobedience of an unequivocal court

order], not upon the respondent to disprove it." US Time, 345 Mass. at 279.

Because of the presumption that public officials act in good faith, LaPointe

v. License Board of Worcester, 389 Mass. 454, 459 (1983). BRI had a

particularly heavy burden in proving contempt of the good faith provision of

the Settlement Agreement. And that burden could not be met merely by

persuading the court to disbelieve the Commissioner and other DMR

wimesses, seeAtkinson v. Rosenthal, 33 Mass. App. Ct. 219, 223-24 (1992)

(disbelieving evidence presented by one party does not satisfy the opposing

party's burden of establishing the contrary proposition), or to reject their

explanations for the challenged conduct, cf. St. Mary's Honor Center v.

Hicks, 113 S. Ct. 2742, 2750-54 (1993) (in employment discrimination ease,

court's disbelief of employer's asserted reasons for challenged action, not

sufficient to satisfy employee's burden of establishing discriminatory

motive). Rather, it was incumbent on BRI to prove, by its own affirmative

evidence, that the Commissioner acted in bad faith.

Contrary to these well-sealed principles, the cotm's comments during the

trial and its findings thereafter demonstrate that it impermissibly imposed the

burden on the Commissioner to prove that he acted in good faith. On the

very first day of trial, in the midst of the direct testimony of BRI's first

witness, the court interrupted BRI's counsel's direct examination to instruct
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the Commissioner's counsel that the court expected the Commissioner to

explain the good faith basis for the conduct being testified to by BRI's

witness. Tr. !:180-81. Similarly, throughout its findings, the court repeatedly

draws inferences of bad faith solely from findings that the Commissioner was

unable to prove the good faith basis for his facially permissible actions to the

court's satisfaction, s:

While it may be difficult, if not impossible, for a contempt petitioner to

satisfy its burden of proving something as subjective as good faith, see

Hartforddccident & Indemnity Co., 11 Mass. App. Ct. at 1000 (plaintiffs

expressions of belief, not based on personal knowledge, insufficient to show

defendant's lack of good faith), that does not justify shifting the burden to the

respondent. Rather, this further highlights why a party's lack of"good faith"

cannot be the basis for holding him in contempt.

S2See,e.g, F. 68, App. 1226 ("Commissioner Campbell was unable to show that"he had

asked BRI for certain information); F. 92, App. 1231 ("Commissioner Campbell attempted
to justify" the amount of lagal resources devoted to certification process); F. 118, App. 1238
("Commissioner Campbell could not offer an explanation as to why" he kept out-of-state
agencies informed of certification process); F. 140, App. 1242-43 ("norcould [the Assistant
Commissioner] provide an explanation" for IO-day deadline for bids to perform program
review of BRI); F. 184, App. 1253 ("Inabilityof the Commissioner to offer any justification
[for conducting title searches of BRI'sproperties]demonstrates his bad faith.");F. 230, App.
1268 ("Commissioner Campbell could not identify any credible reason for the imposition
of a condition regardingmedical evaluations."). Even if the Commissioner had the burden
of explaining his otherwise unobjectionable actions, each of the above findings, as to his
failureto provide such explanations, is clearly erroneous, as sho_al in Argum-.ntIll.B, infra.
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s The Court's Findings of Subjective "Bad

Faith," Even If True, Are Insufficient, As a

Matter of l.aw, to Constitute a "Direct" and

"Undoubted" Violation of the Good Faith

Provision of the Settlement AgreemenL

Even if the good faith provision could be broadly construed to require the

Commissioner to act in good faith in some general sense, to conclude that the

Commissioner "directly" and "undoubtedly" violated this provision would

require findings that the Commissioner acted in bad faith, not simply that his

subjective motivations were improper. See United States v. Board of

Education, 744 F.2d at 1307; 799 F.2d at 292. Here, virtually all of the

court's findings of bad faith relate only to the Commissioner's "plans,"

"desires," and "intentions," rather to any concrete actions on his part. s3

Most of the actions that are cited as evidence of this improper intent are

not, and could not reasonably be, characterized as improper in themselves, s4

And, even as to those actions that are themselves characterized as improper,

there are no findings that those actions, in fact, caused the "desired" effects;

indeed, the court's findings are either directly to the contrary or noticeably

83Eg, F. 52, App. 1222 ("bad faithpurposeof.., discussions"); F. 62, App. 1224

("Campbell's concern as to how his agency might be depicted in the upcoming CBS

television program"); F. 112, App. 1236 ("plan to place JRC in receivership or to close JRC

down"); F. 166, App. 1248 ("DMR'splan to get a biased review of JRC... in time for the

December 15 deadline, which is the date DMRplannedto de-certify JRC"); F. 167, App.

1248 ("desire not to certify JRC... consistent with DMR's overall plan to put JRC out of

business"); F. 186, App. 1254 ("plan to disrupt financial operations of JRC"); F. 188, App.

1255 (DMR "targeting €losure BRI" by discussing potential receivership action); F. 230,

App. 1268 ("condition regarding medical evaluations.., designedto disrupt the operation

of JRC"). (Emphases added.) In addition, as shown in Argument Ill.B, infra, each of these

findings is clearly erroneous.

ShE.g., F. 62, 63, 195-96; App. 1251-54, 1259, 1262 (taking various actions in

anticipation of a nationwide television documentary concerning DMR and BRI); F. 176-85,

203,207; App. 1251-54, 1259-62 (discussing matters other than certification at DMR staff

met'linKs concerning BRI); F. 187, 207; App. 1254, 1261-2 (establishing contacts with other

states' mental retardation agencies).
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silent in that regard, s_ The connections that the court does draw between the

Commissioner's conduct and BRI's purportedly adverse circumstances are fat

too attenuated to be characterized as "direct" for purposes of drawing a legal

conclusion of contempt. _ US. Time Corp., 345 Mass. at 282-83; Burke v.

GuineA', 700 F.2d at 770.

When all was said and done, despite whatever the Commissioner and his

staff may have discussed, planned, or desired, they did not close do_a BRI,

put it into receivership, or put it out of business. To the contrary, from

August 1993 to July 1994 the Commissioner repeatedly extended BRI's

interim certification to use Level Ill aversives and, on January 20, 1995,

ultimately granted final certification effective until May 9, 1996. Ex. U-82,

U-91, U-106, U-128, U-139, U-152, U-166. And, despite BRI's fears of

impending doom, it not only remains in business but enjoys a surplus of

$520,000. F. 302, App. 1285.

In sum, the court erred as a matter of law in concluding that the

Commissioner's motivations and actions were direct and undoubted

violations of any clear and unequivocal provisions of the Settlement

Agreement. Absent these necessary prerequisites for contempt sanctions, the

contempt judgment should be reversed, as a matter of law, without reaching

any of the other independently sufficient grounds for reversal that are

discussed in the remainder of this brief.

aSE.g, F. 112, App. 1236 (no finding that DMR took any action to place BRI into

receivership); F. 166, App. 1248 (no finding that report prepared by Rivendell was, in fact,

biased, or was used to justify any adverse action by DMR); F. 184, App. 1253 (no finding

that title search of BRI's properties revealed any related party transactions or was othen_ise

used against BRI) F. 197-201, App. [258-59 (DMR's "attempt... to interfere" with BRI*s

tuition rate proved unsuccessful); F. 302, App. 1285 (despite actions "intended" to put BRI

out of business, BKI still has a surplus of over $500,000).

_E.g., F. 285, 288, 291; App. 1280-82 (DMR's regulatory activity resulted in increased

legal costs for BRI, which resulted in layoffs of BRI staff, which resulted in higher

student/staffratios, which resulted in decrease in quantity and quality of services provided

to students).
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II. THROUGHOUT THE COURSE OF THE TRIAL, THE TRIAl,

COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN RULING ON

EVIDENTIARY [SSUES_ TO THE SUBSTANTIAL PREJUDICE OF

THE COMMISSIONER.

The trial record is replete with evidentiary errors, only the most egregious

and prejudicial of which are raised here. Taken together they demonstrate a

consistent pattern of abuse of discretion, legal error, and lack of even-

handedness that so taints the proceedings as to warrant reversal of the court's

contempt judgment in tote or, at the very least, a new trial.

A. The Trial Court Abused Its Discretion in Allowing

BRI to Present Evidence as to BRI's Financial

Condition, after BRI Failed to Produce Anyone

with Knowledge of This Subject in Response to the

Commissioner's Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition Notice.

During the discovery period, DMR notified counsel of record of its intent

to take the deposition of BR1, pursuant to Mass. R. Cir. P. 30(b)(6), by the

person with the most knowledge of the factual basis of the allegations

contained in the third amended contempt complaint. App. 510. In response

to this notice, BRI produced Dr. Matthew Israel, its Executive Director, as its

sole witness. App. 512, 521-22.

In the course of that deposition, on May 3 and 10, 1995, counsel for the

Commissioner questioned Dr. Israel as to the factual basis for various

allegations contained in the third amended contempt complaint (which he

alone had verified under oath), including allegations concerning BPd's

financial condition, t7 In response to questions about BRI's financial status,

staffing, and student census, Dr. Israel repeatedly claimed a lack of

sTE.g., App. 520 (asking for factual basis of allegation contained in Third Amended

Complaint, _ 62, that Commissioner's conduct is "threatening [BRI]'s viability as a going

concern, '_ App. 31 I, and receiving the answer, "I'm not sure of the economic status at this

moment.").
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knowledge. App. 514-30. After exhausting Dr. Israel's knowledge or

memor)' as to the factual basis for the the allegations in the complaint, the

Commissioner's counsel stated that, if there were more time, she would seek

an order requiting BRI to produce additional witnesses, g8 The deposition was

then suspended, but not completed. App. 531-32.

At the pre-trial conference on May 18, 1995, BRI filed a pre-trial

memorandum listing three BKI employees as witnesses who are "expected

to testify as to the financial impact the actions of DMR have had on [BRI],

including as well, intake and consensus [sic] information which show the loss

of clientele and referrals which [BRI] has suffered," App. 436, the vet)' areas

as to which Dr. Israel claimed lack of knowledge or memory at the Rule

30(b)(6) deposition of BRI. After reading BRI's pre-trial memorandum

(which had been served in hand that day), counsel for DMR orally requested

that the May 18, 1995, discover), deadline be extended to permit the

Department to complete its Rule 30Co)(6) deposition by deposing additional

witnesses, including those listed by BRI as potential trial witnesses, with

knowledge of these subjects. App. 540. That request was denied by the court

from the bench. 19 ld.

At trial, when BRI called its accountant, Arthur Mullen, to "testify with

respect to [BRI] financial condition and the effect in terms of prior to DMR's

actions and the current financial situation," Tr. V!II:159-60, the

Commissioner's counsel reiterated her pre-trial objection to his testimony,

based on BRI's failure to produce a knowledgeable witness on this subject in

response to the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition notice of BRI. Tr. V111:160-61.

SSThe discovery deadline was May 18, 1995, App. 417, and other depositions had

already been scheduled for all available dates in the interim.

Sgln a telephone conversation following the conference, the Commissioner's counsel was

advised by the Assistant Register that counsers request for additional discovery and the

court's denial thereof would not appear on the court's docket unless this request were made

by v,xitten motion. Tr. VIII: 161. Accordingly, a written motion was filed on June 13, 1995,

App. 40, 508, but was not acted upon by the court until the first day of trial, on June 26,

1995, at which time it was denied on the ground that the motion was untimely. App. 540.
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That objection was overruled, Tr. V11:162; and Mr. Mullen was permitted to

testify at length on this subject. Tr. V111:163-96.

Permitting Mr. Mullen to testify as to BRI's financial status was

extremely prejudicial to the Commissioner, since the extraordinary relief

ultimately granted by the court was premised almost exclusively on the

financial harm to BRI that the court found was caused by DMR's regulator),

actions. App. 1283-86, 1312-13. The court's findings of such financial harm

were based expressly, App. 1285, and (presumably) solely on Mr. MuUen's

testimony, since he was the only _itness who testified on this subject.

Absent any opportunity to depose BRI on the subjects of Mr. Mnllen's

testimony, the Commissioner's cross-examination of this vdmess was

necessarily abbreviated and limited to questions concerning the witness's

experience and the bases for his direct testimony. Tr. VIII:185-94.

By allowing this testimony over the Commissioner's objections, the court

abused its discretion under the applicable rules. Under Mass. R. Cir. P.

30(b)(6), a party may notice the deposition of a corporation and describe

"with reasonable particularity" the matlcr on which examination is requested.

In response to such a notice, the corporation is required to "designate one or

more.., persons who consent to testify on its behalf .... The persons so

designated [are required to] testify as to matters known or reasonably

available to the organization." This rule was "designed to... avoid the

possibility that several officers and managing agents might be deposed in

turn, with each disclaiming personal knowledge of facts that are clearly

known to persons within the organization and thus to the organization itself."

8A Charles A. Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure §

2103 (1994 ed.); see also Notes of Advisory Committee on Rules, 1963
Amendment to Fed. R. Cir. P. 30.

A Rule 30(b)(6) deposition notice satisfies the "reasonable particularity"

requirement as long as it is "sufficient to inform [the organization] of the

matters which will be inquired into at the deposition so that [the organization]

can determine the identity and number of persons whose presence will be

necessary to provide an adequate response to any.., potential questions."

Mitsui & Co. v. Puerto Rico Water Resources Authority, 93 F.R.D. 62, 66
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(D.P.R. 1981). In this case the Department described the subject matter on

which testimony was requested as "the factual basis for the allegations

contained in rite Third Amended Contempt Complaint." App. 510. If this

description lacks "particularity," that is the fault of the drafters of the

voluminous and wide-ranging complaint, 9°not of the Commissioner, who had

to prepare to respond to all of those allegations at trial. See AMP, Inc. v.

Fujitsu Microelectronics, lnc., 853 F. Supp. 808, 831 (M.D. Pa. 1994), app.

dismissed, 47 F.3d 1180 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (where subject of deposition notice

included certain contentions contained in the company's counterclaims and

answer, "lilt is not unreasonable to conclude that someone at [the company]

believed there were factual bases for such assertions").

An organization receiving such a notice "must not only produce such

number of persous as will satisfy the request, but more importantly, prepare

them so that they may give complete, know, ledgeable and binding answers on

behalf of" the corporation." Marker v. Union Fidelity Life Ins. Co., 125

F.R.D. 121o 126 (M.D.N.C. 1989). If it becomes apparent, in the course of

a depostion, that there are gaps in the witness's knowledge or memory, the

organization must immediately substitute other witness(es) who are able to

answer fully and completely the questions posed. /d.; Amherst Leasing Corp.

v. Emhart Corp., 65 F.R.D. 121, 122-23 (D. Conn. 1974); 8A Charles A.

Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure § 2103 (1994 ed.).

In the present case, by producing only Dr. Israel, who repeatedly claimed

lack of knowledge or memory of the factual basis for many of the factual

allegations contained in the complaint, including particularly the allegations

of financial harm, and then by failing to produce any other, more

knowledgeable witnesses, BRI failed to comply with its obligations under

this rule. Where, as here, a corporation served with a Rule 30(b)(6)

deposition notice fails to comply with its obligation to produce witnesses

who are able to answer the questions posed fully and completely, this

9°As raised in the Commissioner's motion to dismiss, which was denied on the grounds

of"judicial economy," App. 54I, 544, the contempt complaint should have been summarily
dismissed on this ground, i.e., failure to comply with the requirements that a complaint,
particularly one for eonlempl, be short, plain, and concise. Mass. R. Civ. P. 8 and 65.3.
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amounts to a failure to attend the deposition, for which sanctions are

appropriate under Mass. R. Cir. P. 37(d). Mitsui, 93 F.R.D. at 67; Marker,

125 F.R.D. at 126.

In the circumstances of the present case, having denied the

Commissioner's request for an order requiring BRI to produce additional,

knowiedgeable witnesses to be deposed prior to trial, cf. Mitsui, supra;

Marker, supra; AMP, 853 F. Supp. at 831, the only available remedy

remaining was to preclude BRI from introducing any evidence at trial in

support of the factual allegations in the complaint as to which Dr. Israel

claimed lack of knowledge or memory. Cf. Worthington Pump Corp. v.

Hoffert Afarine. Inc., 34 Fed. g. Serv.2d 855, 8:57 (D.N.J. 1982) (latter

sanction imposed "in order to insure that these [defendants] cannot attempt

in the future to use that which they refuse to disclose now").

Failing to impose this remedy in these circumstances constituted a clear

abuse of the court's discretion, which operated to the extreme prejudice of the

Commissioner. Since, if Mr. Mullen's testimony is disregarded, there is no

basis for the court's findings of financial harm or for the relief that was

granted to remedy that harm, this abuse aione warrants vacating the court's

remedial orders, including its award of attorneys' fees.

B. The Court Abused Its Discretion in Excluding

Evidence that Should Have Been Admitted Under

the Curative Admissibility Doctrine.

Under the doclrine of curative admissibility, colloquially known as the

"fight fire with fire" doctrine, if one party is permitted to introduce evidence

on a particular subject, which is prejudicial to the opposing party, the

opposing party should be permitted to rebut that evidence, even if the rebuttal

evidence would otherwise be inadmissible. Commonwealth v. Ruffen, 399

Mass. 811,813 (1987) (reversing conviction for failure to admit evidence
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underthisdoctrine).9_In thepresentcase,thecourtrepeatedlyviolatedthis
doctrinebypermittingBR1tointroduceevidenceonaparticularsubjectand
thenexcludingrebuttalevidenceonthesamesubjectv,'hen proffered by the

Commissioner.

One particularly prejudicial example of this type of abuse of discretion

involved evidence as to the effect on the students at BRI of eliminating the

specialized food program (one of the conditions imposed by the

Conunissioner in his conditional certification letter of January 20, 1995, Ex.

U-166 at 12). At the outset of the trial, in setting the grounds for relevance,

the court repeatedly cautioned all parties that "[t]reatment issues are not part

of this litigation"; that "the overall debate as to the use ofaversive therapies

is not part of this litigation," Tr. 1:6; and that "the issues before the

Court...do not directly affect students." Tr. 1:90. Despite these caveats, the

court permitted BRI and the parents to introduce expert and lay testimony,

over the Commissiooer's objections, as to the purportedly adverse effect on

two of the students of ceasing the specialized food program. Tr. VI1:64-65,

IX:96-97, X:6-7. How'ever, when the Commissioner moved for an order

requiring the guardians of those two students to consent to having the

students examined by the Commissioner's expert, so that the Commissioner

could present rebuttal testimony on this issue, Tr. X:22-25, that motion was

denied on the grounds that "[t]his is a treatment decision v:hich belongs in the

substituted judgment process; it doesn't belong here. ''92 Tr. X:25-26. When

the Commissioner's counsel then asked that the evidence previously

91See also Commonwealth r. Amirault, 404 Mass. 221,236 (1989) (applying this

doctrine to permit otherwise impermissible cominents on defendant's post-arrest silence);

Commonweahh v. Smith, 342 Mass. 180, 185-86 (1961) (applying this doctrine to permit

otherwise impermissible closing argument, "to correct the erroneous impression for which

the defendant himself was responsible").

92BRI's argument in opposition to the Commissioner's motion, that any such

examinations "should have been done during discovery," Tr. X:25, which was not addressed

by the court, was entirely unfounded, since BRI did r_ot cease using the specialized food

program until ordered to do so by a Single Justice of the Appeals Court in mid-June 1995,

a month after the close of discovery. Tr. X:25, App. 417.
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presented by the parents on this same issue be stricken on the same ground,

that motion was also denied. Tr. X:26.

The court's refusal to permit the Commissioner's expert to examine these

two students and to provide expert testimony on this issue was seriously

prejudicial, since the court's finding that these two students "are currently

suffering a dramatic increase in their health-dangerous behaviors," F. 298,

App. 1284-85, is the court's only finding of concrete, physical harm to any

students resulting from the Commissioner's conduct. As discussed in

Argument IV.A, infra, there is no way that the remaining findings of

harm--economic harm to BRI and resulting decrease in special rewards and

individual attention to smdents93---_ould justify the drastic injunctive and

receivership relief imposed by the court. Accordingly, the court's failure to

permit the Commissioner to introduce evidence on this subject warrants

vacating this relief.

Another example of the prejudicial exclusion of rebuttal evidence was the

court's disparate treatment of evidence concerning DMR's regulation of

providers other than BRI. One of the central themes of BRrs case was that

BRI was treated differently from other providers, App. 987-90; and BRI was

permitted to ask many questions as to DMR's ordinary practices with respect

to other providers. E.g., Tr. !II:11, 154, 190, 193, i 94, 200, 209, 226, 250,

258, 265; IV:35, 46, 84, 211-12; VI:I09-10, 171,192. However, when DMR

attempted to introduce evidence as to DMR's usual investigation practices in

order to rebut BRI's evidence of disparate treatment, BRI objected on the

grounds of relevance. Tr. XIIA:I41. Those objections were sustained, and

the court repeatedly instructed the Commissioner's counsel to limit her

questions solely to DMR's investigations concerning BRI students. Tr.

XIIA:141-43, 148, 149. _ Since the court made many findings that DMR

treated BRI differently from other providers, particularly with respect to

93Moreover, as shown in Argument III.B.21, infra, all of these findings of harm are

dearly erroneous, even on the existing record.

94See also Tr. X:34-35 (excluding proffer of testimony that the licensing standards

applied to BRI were the same stan_dards applied to all other providers).
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investigations, e.g, F. 118, App. 1238; F. 132, App. 1241; F. 204, App.

1260; and F. 206, App. 1260-61, and presumably relied on those findings to

it,fer bad faith on the part of the Commissioner, the court's refusal to permit

the Commissioner to introduce rebuttal evidence on this subject was seriously

prejudicial.

The above two examples are illustrative of the court's pervasive pattern

of ruling in favor of BRI and against DMR on the very same evidentiary

issues. 9s This pattern casts significant doubt on the court's fairness in

exercising its discretion throughout this proceeding.

9SSee also Argument III.B.5 at 92 n+ 131, infra (BRI allowed to introduce deposition

notice of Dr, Daignault; DMR not allowed to introduce other deposition notices to provide

context); Argument I II+B.12.e at 119 n. 174, infia (BRI's counsel allowed to use inaccurate

notes of prior testimony to impeach; DIvlR's counsel not allowed to use actual _mscript for

same purpose); Argument lII.B.14 at 13 I, infl'a (Commissioner's objections to questions as
calling for speculation, overruled; BRI+s objections on same ground to questions of same

witness on same subject, sustained).
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111. THE TRIAL COURT)S FACTUAL FINDINGS----INCLUDING

FINDI_GS OF BAD FAITH, PERJURY, AND ATTORNEY

MISCONDUCT--WHICH ARE ADOPTED ALMOST VERBATIM

FROM BR[)s PROPOSED FINDINGS AND ARE ENTIRELY

UNSUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE, ARE CLEARLY

ERRONEOUS.

AI This Court Should Strictly Scrutinize the Trial

Court's Factual Findings to Ensure that They Are

Supported by the Evidence in the Record.

1, Where, as Here, the Trial Court's Factual Findings

Are Taken Almost Verbatim from the Prevailing

Party's Proposed Findings, the Appellate Court

Must Scrutinize the Entire Record with Particular

Care.

Under Mass. R. Cir. P. 52(a), a trial court's findings of fact will not be set

aside by an appellate court "unless clearly erroneous." Cox v. New England

Tel. & Tel Co., 414 Mass. 374, 384 (1993). However, "there is and should

be certain leeway in applying the standard to varying cases," Louts Dreyfus

& Cie. v. Panama Canal Co., 298 F.2d 733, 738 (Sth Cir. 1962), cited with

approval in Cormier v. Carry, 381 Mass. 234, 236 n. 4 (1980); see also

Markell v. Sidney B. Pfeifer Foundation, Inc., 9 Mass. App. Ct. 412, 417

(1980), in light of the underlying purposes of requiring fact finding by the

trial court. Those purposes are to: (1) insure the quality of a judge's decision

making process by requiring simultaneous articulation of the judge's

underlying reasoning; (2) assure the parties that their claims have been fully

and fairly considered; and (3) inform an appellate court of the basis on which

a decision has been reached. Cormier, 381 Mass. at 236.

As repeatedly recognized by this Court, the practice followed by the trial

court in this case, of adopting almost verbatim the proposed findings of the
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prevailing part)', "defeat[s] each of these three underlying purposes.'"

Cormier, id.; see also Commonwealth v. Hawkesworth, 405 Mass. 664, 669

(1989); Lewis v. _._nerson, 391 Mass. 517, 524 (1984); Anthony's Pier Four,

Inc. v. HBCAssoc., 411 Mass. 451,465 (1991). It is particularly problematic

for a trial court to adopt verbatim a party's proposed findings on the

credibility of _sitnesses, "in view of both the need for such assessments to be

made dispassionately and the difficulty an appellate court necessarily

encounters when forced to assess the credibility ofwimesses solely on the

basis of a 'cold' record." Cormier, 381 Mass. at 237 n. 7. Where this

disfavored practice is followed, the appellate court is faced with the increased

burden of conducting a painstaking review of the entire record of the lower

court proceedings, in order to ensure that the trial court's findings are actually

supported by the underlying evidence. First Pa. Mort. Trust v. Dorchester

Savings Bank, 395 Mass. 614, 622 n. 12 (1985); Anthony's Pier Four, 41 I

Mass. at 465; Edinburg v. Cavers, 22 Mass. App. Ct. 212, 219 (1991), review

denied, 398 Mass. 1101 (1986).

Moreover, the maximum doubt as to the independence of the trial court's

findings, and hence the most intrusive appellate scrutiny, is warranted where,

as here, the adopted findings are numerous, _s complex, s7 subjective, s*

9€"l'hecourt makes 86 pages of factualfindings, including 304 contempt fmdings plus

25 "Corollary Findings," vin'ually all of which are based on BRrs proposed findings. See
Addendum to Argument ill

97Thecourt's findings cover a broadrange of subjects covering a ten-year time period.

The court's choice of subjects and orderof discussion tracks that of BRrs proposed findings.

9aEven the court's credibility findings are adopted essentially verbatim fi'om BRrs

proposed findings. Compare. e.g., F. 152, App. 1245, and BRI'sProp. F. 239, App. 703-04
("Dr. Cerreto's statement.., is also false"); F. 176, App. 1251, and Bgl's Prop. F. 262, App.
848 ("This Court concludes that the Commissioner... testified falsely under oath..."); F.
13 (counterclaims), App. 1325, and BRrs Prop. F. 12, App. 1051 ("This Court also
discounts the testimony of Dr. Carol Upshuf' who 'did not testify in a credible fashion
before the Court."); F. 53 (counterclaims), App. 1335, and BRI's Prop. F. 5, App. 1068
("First, the Court notes with great skepticism the testimony which was given by Attorney
Cohen on July 13th.").
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hyperbolic," tendentious/°° contested) °_ and largely immaterial _°2 to the

central legal issues) °3 In such cases, much less deference is appropriately

accorded to the trial court's findings, including findings of credibility; and the

findings must be rejected or disregarded if, as will be shown here, they are

not supported by the evidence in the record. Marrv. Back Bay Architectural

Commission, 23 Mass. App. Ct. 679, 681, review denied, 399 Mass. 1105

0987) (rejecting findings that consisted, for the most part, "of nothing more

than a retyping of the proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law which

99_e court's hyperbolic adjectives and adverbs are taken verbatim from BRl's proposed

findings. Compare, e.g, F. 97, App. 1233, and BRI's Prop. F. 140, App. 676 ("blatant[],"

"untruthful," "enormous," "unlawful"); F. 120, App. 1239, and BRI's Prop. F. 180-81,

App. 687 ('unsolicited," "blatant false statements and material omissions," "express purpose

of creating the false impression"); F. 79 n. 2 l, App. 1229, and BRi's Prop. F. 125, App. 670-
71 ("completely contrary fashion"); F. 208 n. 49, App. 1262 and BRI's Prop. F. 314, App.

873 C'h_q_ocritical," "abuse of governmental power in an effort to intimidate court officials

and remove individuals from the case that the Department regarded as obstructionist or road
blocks...").

I_Compare, e.g., Corollary F. 23, App. 1293, and BPd's Prop. F. 418, App. 917 ("The

sophistry of the Department's counsel," "This Court is appalled,"); Corollary F. 22, App.

1292, and BRI's Prop. F. 417 (The Court "felt the need on numerous occasions, after

repeated inst&rtces of contradictory sworn testimony, to remind witnesses that they were
under oath," or "had to tell the truth.").

_°lVirtually all of Bgrs proposed findings, which were adopted by the court, are

directly antithetical to DMR's proposed findings on the same subjects. Compare App. 742-
998, 1207-93, and634-741.

1°2As shown in Argument I, supra, virtually all of the €ourt's factual findings are

immaterial to the legal issues of whether the Commissioner clearly and directly violated any

clear and unequivocal provision of the Settlement Agreement.

l°3Cf. Hawkesworth, 405 Mass. at 671 (upholding adopted findings that "carefully

avoided hyperbole and tendentiousness"); Morkell, 9 Mass. App. Ct. at 418 (where decision

depends on two or three clearly drawn factual issues, appellate court may assume trial court

found facts independently); Edinburg, 22 Mass. App. Ct. at 219 (upholding verbatim

adoption of "neutral" facts that "simply recount the procedural history of the case [or]

present uncontested facts.").
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had been submitted by counsel for the plaintiff" and "transparent[ly]

refuse[d] to consider any of the contentions of the [defendant]")) °4

As can be seen by comparing BRI's proposed findings with the court's

findings, _°5virtually all of the trial court's findings are taken almost verbatim

from BRI's proposed findings. Although some subsidiary proposed findings

are omitted, some paragraphs are moved around, and some minor changes are

made in wording or punctuation, the trial court made virtually no changes of

any substance in adopting these findings. The same is true of the trial court's

corollary findings and conclusions of law. _°_ Cf. Lewis v. Emerson, 391

Mass. at 524 ("to be proper a judgment must give evidence of independent

judicial consideration of the issues, not merely a slavish reliance on a party's

view of the law"). Even typographical errors in dates and quotations in the

proposed findings and inapt case citations in the proposed conclusions are

adopted verbatim by the court) °7 Thus, the court's findings lack the

"evidence of independent judicial consideration of the issues," Lewis v.

Emerson, 391 Mass. at 524, that is the necessary predicate for the ordinary,

more deferential level of appellate review under the clearly erroneous

standard.

W41ndeetL as indicated in the introduction to the coutqs findings, the court's findings cite

only to the uncontested exhibits and those introduced by BRI, and not to a single one of

DMR's 80 exhibits. App. 1208 n. 2.

1°SCognizant of this Court's warning that an appellate court need not assume that the

trial court has adopted a party's proposed findings verbatim where proposed findings are not

contained in the record appendix, Cormier, 381 Mass. at 236 n. 4, the Commissioner has

included all parties' proposed findings in the Appendix, App. 634-1130. In addition, in a

separately bound Addendum to Argument Ill, the Commissioner has reproduced, side-by-

side, the proposed findings of BRI and the corresponding findings of the trial court.

J°6Compare App. 1287-93 and App. 904-17; App. 1294-1320 andApp. 1020.

1°7See infra at 78 n. 113 (misciting cases); 83 n. 118 (misciting cases); 91 n. 129

(inaccurate date); 94 n. 137 (inaccurate date); 96 n. 140 (inaccurate quotation).
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2. Strict Scrutiny of the Trial Court's Factual

Findings Is Warranted for Other Reasons as

Well

Apart from the verbatim adoption problem discussed above, there are

several additional circumstances that require this Court to take a particularly

hard look at the trial court's factual findings in this case. First, because the

evidence in this ease was largely documentary--and even the oral testimony

consisted largely of descriptions and explanations of documents contained in

the record*°8--this Court is free to draw its own conclusions from the

evidence. Markell, 9 Mass. App. Ct. at 418; see also Strand v. Herrick &

Smith, 396 Mass. 783, 789 n. 6 (1986) (reserving question whether clearly

erroneous standard applies to appellate review of findings based on

documentary evidence). Moreover, to the extent that the trial court's

'Tmdings of fact" are, instead, unsupported characterizations or inferences,

which is largely the case here, they "are entitled to no weight from this

court." Simon v. Weymouth Agricultural & Industrial Society, 389 Mass.

146, 148 (1983); see also Heinrich _: Silvernail, 23 Mass. App. Ct. 218, 229

(1986), review denied, 399 Mass. 1101 (1987) (rejecting characterizations

and inferences not based on "solid foundation of established facts"). And, of

course, this court is not bound by the trial court's conclusions of law, Simon,

389 Mass. at 149, 151, even if characterized as findings of"fact" by the

judge. Strand, 396 Mass. at 783 n. 5 (in determining applicable standard of

appellate review, reviewing court may disregard form of trial court's

"findings" and "conclusions").

More substantively, a closer than usual look at the trial court's findings

is warranted here because of the subject matter of the findings and the

severity of the relief predicated upon them. As discussed above, the trial

court's legal conclusion of contempt was based largely on findings of bad

l°SAs recognized by the trial court, "This litigation was somewhat unusual due to the

fact that the actions of all parties are fully documented in the[I exhibits," App. 1208 n. 2,
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faith on the part of the Commissioner and his staff: Because "It]here is ever,:'

presumption in favor of the honesty and sufficiency of the motives actuating

public officers in actions ostensibly taken for the general welfare," LaPointe,

389 Mass. at 459, this Court should carefully scrutinize the evidence

underlying the trial court's findings of bad faith to ensure that there was an

adequate basis for overcoming this presumption to the contrary. If not, those

findings should be overturned. Cf. Stamper v. Stanwood, 339 Mass. 549, 553

(1959) (relying, in large part, on presumption that marriage was entered into

in good faith, appellate court rejects trial court's factual finding to the

contrary as based on "meager" evidence).

Similarly, because of the far-reaching receivership relief imposed by the

trial court, it is particularly important for this Court to scrutinize the factual

findings on which that relief was predicated, to ensure that such a drastic

remedy was, in fact, warranted by the underlying evidence. See Arguments

III.B.21 and IV.A.I, infra. As this Court has repeatedly warned, "[P]articular

care must be exercised...in order to ascertain that facts exist which

justify...the appointment of a temporary or permanent receiver." Lopez v.

Medford CommuniO, Center, Inc., 384 Mass. 163, 169 (1981) (quoting

George Altman, Inc. v. Vogue lnternationale, Inc., 366 Mass. 176, 179

(1974)).

B. Careful Scrutiny of the Record Reveals That All of

the Trial Court's Adverse Factual Findings Are

Clearly Erroneous.

For the reasons discussed in Argument I, supra, virtually all of the court's

factual findings are immaterial to the legal issues that were properly before

the court in this contempt proceeding--i.e., whether the Commissioner

directly and undoubtedly violated any clear and unequivocal provision of the

Settlement Agreement. However, because the court's findings of misconduct

are so serious on their face and so personally damaging to the Commissioner

and other public officials, the Commissioner asks this Court to take the

additional step of carefully scrutinizing those findings and comparing them
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to the underlying evidence in the record, under the standards articulated

aboveJ 09

Accordingly, this section points out the evidence, if any, that is pertinent

to the trial court's findings on various subjects, roughly in the order that those

subjects were addressed by the trial court, and shows that there is no evidence

whatsoever to support the factual findings made or inferences drawn by the

trial court. In many cases, this argument will shov,' that other evidence in the

record, which was disregarded by the trial court, unequivocally establishes

the oppositeofwhatthecourt found. "° In order to assist the Court in

undertaking this review, the Commissioner has filed herewith a separately

bound Addendum to Argument Ill. That Addendum is organized into 21

sections, corresponding to the following 21 subsections ofArgument III.B.

Each section of the Addendum contains, side-by-side, the relevant trial court

findings and the corresponsing proposed findings of BRI, from which the

I°gE','en the introductory paragraphs and the Procedural Back_'ound section of the

court's findings, App. 1207-09, which were also adopted from Bgl's proposed findings, App.
"148-50, contain factual errors that, while immaterial to this appeal, indicate the pervasive

extent of the court's errors. For example: (I) While the court finds that the contempt

complaint was"brought by [BRI] and the parents and guardians of students at IBR1]," F. I,

App. 1207, in fact, the contempt complaint was brought only by BRI. App. 1207. (2) While
the court finds that "DMR voluntarily entered into the Settlement Agreement," F. 3, App.

1208, in fact, DMR did not seek to become a "party" but moved only to substitute itself for

DMH (which was not a party to the Senlement Agreement but nevertheless had certain

limited obligations thereunder). App. 1208. (3) While the court found that the preliminary

injunction and the supporting findings entered by the court in 1988 were "affirmed in a

decision of the Single Justice of the Appeals Court," F. 6 n. 4, App. 1209, in fact, the Single

Justice simply denied a request for interlocutory relief from the preliminary injunction

pending plenary review by a full panel of the Appeals Court (which never occurred bccaas¢

of the intervening Senlement Agreement). App. 109-17.

110Whet e the trial court has not made findings on factual issues that this Court deems

significant, this Court may make additional findings based on its own review of the

evidence. Building Inspector of Lancaster v. Sanderson, 372 Mass. 157, 161 (1977); In the

Matter of Jane A., 36 Mass. App. Ct. 236, 23? (1994).
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court's findings were adopted, followed by copies of the pertinent transcript

pages and exhibits, m

As will be seen in the following subsections, man)' of the factual errors

made by the court fall into the following pattern: First, the court adopts

BRI's mischaracterizations ofa witness's trial testimony and of that witness's

prior testimony (either at a deposition or earlier in the trial), then finds some

minor inconsistency between the present and past testimony (as

mischaracterized), and then infers from this "inconsistency" that the witness

deliberately lied. See, e.g., subsections 4, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, infra. Often the

"inconsistencies" identified by the court are not between the witness's own

words on different occasions but between the witness's "yes" and "no"

answers to different leading questions or between the wimess's monosyllabic

answers to leading questions and the witness's narrative testimony fully

explaining the matter in question. See, e.g., subsections 2, 4, 12, 13, infro.

And, frequently, the "falsehoods" amount to no more than the contrast

between a witness's lack of memory at a deposition and the witness's

refreshed memory al trial. See, e.g., subsections 3, 13, infra.

1. DMR Did Not Contest Its Status As a Part),

to This Case. m

DMR never argued in the trial court that it was not a party to or was not

bound by the Settlement Agreement. Nevertheless, throughout its findings,

the court repeatedly finds that DMR took this position and infers from this

rathe findings, proposed findings, transcripts,and exhibits are also reproduced in their

entirety in the Appendix, Exhibits, or Transcriptvolumes also filed herewith.

n2The trial court's findings on this subject, F. 12, 17, 23, 35, 65, 114; App. 1211-14,

1217, 1225, 1236, 1237, are adopted from BRI*sproposed findings 22, 28, 34, 51, 54, 96,
169; App. 748, 750, 752,758, 770, 791.
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purportedly "abrupt[] change[]," F. 12, App. 121 I, that the Commissioner

was acting in bad faithY _

In moving to dismiss the contempt complaint, the Commissioner

expressly assumed that DMR is a party to this case (although he did reserve

the right to argue otherwise at some later time), u4 App. 374-75. Similarly,

nowhere in the Commissioner's proposed findings and conclusions is there

any factual or legal claim that DMR or the Commissioner is not a party to the

Settlement Agreement or to this case. App. 634-741.

The only "evidence" in the record on this issue are the Commissioner's

answers to questions by BRI's counsel as to his understanding of whether

DMR is a party to the Settlement Agreement. His counsel objected to those

questions, as irrelevant and as calling for legal conclusions or privileged

communications, but those objections were overruled. Tr. II1:25; IV:171-72,

174, 175, 176. In response to such questions, the Commissioner

demonstrated only his own personal lack of understanding of this essentially

legal issue. Tr. III:22-25 (acknowledging inconsistency between his

understanding and positions taken on his behalf by his attorneys in

li_lnitsconclusionsoflaw,App. 1294-1300,adoptedfrom BRI'sproposedconclusions,

App. 1002-09, the court held that the doclrine of equitableestoppel bars DMR from arguing

that it is not a party to the Settlement Agreement, citing, inter alia. McAndrew v. School

Commiltee of Cambridge, 20 Mass. App. Ct. 356 0985). However, in McAndrew, the

Appeals Court specifically noted and reatTumed the tnglitional judicial reluctance "to apply

principles of estoppel to pubic entities where to do so would negate requirements of law

intended to protect the public interest," and found it particularly inappropriate to apply this

docWine to estop a government body, in that case the Cambridge School Committee, "where
a government official acts, or makes representations, contrary to a statute or regulation

designed to prevent favoritism, secure honest bidding, or ensure some other legislative

purpose." ld. Another case, Peoples Savings Bank v. Board of Assessor.r of Chicopee, 384
Mass. 808, 809 (1981), cited by BRI, App. 1007-09, and the court, App. 1299, on the issue

of equitable estoppel, has nothing whatever to do with the application or non-applicatiun to

the government of that doctrine. Rather, it deals solely with the admissibility of an expert

opinion in a taxpayer's appeal to the Appellate Tax Board.

114The Commissioner asserted, as one of 12 affu'mative defenses in his answer and

motion to dismiss the third amended contempt complaint, that he (not DMR) was "not a

proper party" to the contempt complaint (not the Settlement Agreement or the underlying

case), App. 361,486, but that defense was not pressed below and is not raised here.
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correspondence and briefs); 111:48 (acknowledging that he was "not clear" as

to whether he was a part) to the Settlement Agreement); IV:172 (stating that

he is "confused about that question" and that "it's difficult, not being an

attorney, to know what each of the documents means relative to the question"

of DMR's party status). At the very most, his testimony on this subject

establishes that at some point DMR considered taking the position that it was

not a party but, apparently, that suggestion was either never communicated

to or was rejected by the Attorney General, who has sole authority to

represent state officials in litigation and to formulate litigation strategy on

their behalf. Tr. IV:173-77 (citing G.L c. 12, § 3).

Thus, the court's "factual" findings that DMR took the legal position that

it was not a party to the Settlement Agreement are clearly erroneous and

therefore cannot be the basis for inferring a bad faith motive on the part of the

Commissioner or his counsel, us

HSEven if the Commissioner had changed his position on this issue, it is doubtful that

this would constitute contempt, particularly given the legitimate questions raised by the

manner in which the court made DMR a "part)"' to this case and to the Settlement

Agreement and the interlocutory nature of the order in question. See Prior Proceedings,

subsection 2, supra. Cf Evans v. City of Chicago, 10 F.3d at 478 (government officials
cannot contract away statutory authorib' of successors, "especially when one of'the parties'

did not consent.")
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1 The Commissioner Had a Good Faith Basis

for Rejecting the Recommendations of a

Staff Review Team and for Seeking

Additional Information Before Acting on

BRI's Application for Recertifica_ion. It6

In August 1993, as described in the Statement of Facts, subsections I and

2. the Commissioner rejected the recommendations of a staff review team

that BRI be re-certified to use Level !11 aversives and decided, instead, to

seek further information from BILl before taking final action on its re+

certification application. Pending receipt and reviewofthat information, the

Conm_issioner granted BPd interim re-certification, Ex. U-82. The court's

findings that this decision was made in bad faith, F. 49, 52; App. 1221, 1222,

are clearly erroneous,

The trial court found that DMR sent in a second review team

unnecessarily and under false pretenses, finding that the first team had

reviewed both the GED-4 and the specialized food program, so that no

further review was necessary. F. 42, 45, App. 1219, 1220. In fact, however,

as George Casey testified, the fast team examined only the GED (Graduated

Electronic Decelerator, a device used to shock students as a means of

eliminating targeted behaviors), not the GED-4 (a new and more powerful

version of that device). Tr. 1:118. Attorney Cascy also testified that he never

saw an 5' application of the GED or any other painful aversive, Tr. 1:I gG, and

that he knew only that a food program existed but did not go into it in detail.

Tr. I:118-19. As to the specialized food program, Attorney Casey testified

only that he believed he saw treatment plans which included references to

"specialized food." ld

1+6"I'hetrial court's findings on this subject, F. 42-55, App. 1219-22, are adopted from

Bgl's proposed findings 68, 70-73, 75-79, 81-82; App. 771,772-73,774-76, 777.
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Most of the court's findings on this subject focus on the Commissioner's

decision to reject the staffreview team's recommendations. "7 The evidence

established that the Commissioner had good reasons for seeking more

information prior to acting on BRI's application. The trial court ignored this

evidence and found the team's reports to be thorough and complete, F. 48, 51;

App. 1221, 1222, despite the lack of any expert testimony to that effect.

In particular, the court erred in finding that the review team conducted a

"thorough" investigation of the GED and specialized food programs. F. 48,

App. 1221. In fact, the review team relied almost exclusively on information

and documentation provided to them by BRI staff, rather than on first-hand

observations. Attorney Casey testified, without contradiction, that the team

did not observe the application of any Level I11 aversives. Tr. !:143-144,

186. He also testified, again without contradiction, that he never observed

the "make-up" meal element of the specialized food program, and that he did

not go to any residences or review any videotapes of BRI's residential

treatment program, ld. at 187, 147-48. The staff reviewers made no first-

hand observations of staff training, delivery of medical services, human rights

committee meetings, or peer review committee meetings during either of

their two visits to BRI. ld. 182-83. Given the unique nature of BRI's

program, and the highly intrusive procedures involved, the Commissioner

had good cause to reject recommendations that were based on little more than

a paper review.

The court's findings regarding the "completeness" of the 1993 report are

directly contradicted by the report itself and Attomey Casey's testimony. F.

49-51, 54-55; App. 1221-22, 1223. The report itself states that misfirings of

the GED, although not dangerous to health, might affect the clinical

effectiveness of the BRI program, and that no analysis by the team

psychologist was available on this issue, due to his resignation prior to the

tS'lAs discussed in Argument I.E, supra, in second-guessing the Commissioner's

judgment and exploring his underlying motivations, the court exceeded the proper bounds
ofjudicial rev.ew of executive decisionmaking. Moreover, because BRI never availed itself
of its statutoryright to administrative and judicial review of any of the regulatory actions at
issue here, the court erred in undertakingany review of the merits of those decisions.
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receiptof thepertinentinformation. Ex. U-75 at 6-7. While Attorney Casey

testified that he considered the 1993 report to be "complete," in the sense that

he had completed what he understood his task to be, Tr. 1:128-129, he also

testified that he was concerned about the impact of misfires on the efficacy

of the treatment. /d. at 190-91. However, because the team psychologist was

unavailable to review the data, Attorney Ca.sey submitted the report without

any competent clinical opinion on this issue. Id.

In finding that the Commissioner's only justification for considering the

1993 report "incomplete" was the fact that it was not signed by Dr. Reilly, F.

54, App. 1223, the trial court ignored the Commissioner's testimony that he

received advice from his general counsel describing the report and its

deficiencies. Tr. 111:77-79. The Commissioner testified that the lack of Dr.

Reilly's signature was "partially" why he considered the report incomplete

but was not the only reason, ld at 78-79, 84.

Furthermore, the report itself identifies a serious deficiency, Ex. U-75 at

6-7, that is, the absence of any psychologist's input. Tr. V:49-50. DMR's

practice was to seek input from a psychologist in the certification process.

Tr, V:23-24. Because a major component of DMR's certification

requirements involves the application of technical psychological standards

to the applicant's program, 104 C.M.R. § 20.15 (4), requiring psychologist's

participation in evaluating the relevant information would appear essential;

and there was no evidence indicating that it was unreasonable to do so.

Also, some of the information provided by BRI itselfconflicted with the

reports' conclusions that BRI was complying with regulations. BRI sent

DMR a letter in which BR1 admitted that four students had received

mechanical restraint prior to any authorization for such restraint by a court in

a substituted judgment order. Ex. DMR-17 at 20. In this same letter, BRI

acknowledged that it had not been forwarding reports on the use of

mechanical restraint t° DMR as required bY DMR's regulati°ns" ld. at 20-21.

The trial court also erred in finding that the 1991 and 1993 certification

team reports were never read by any of the key individuals who were making

decisions on BRI's certification. F. 52, App. 1222. The Commissioner

testified that he ordinarily received certification reports through his general
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counsel,whoseroleit wasto check the reports against the regulations and

advise him as to w'hether the regulations were met by the applicant. Tr. V:24.

Attorney Casey, an assistant general counsel at DMR, testified that he

submitted the BR1 report to the general counsel, Tr. 1:192; and, consistently,

the Commissioner testified that. in the case of BRI, he received an extensive

memorandum from his general counsel summarizing the certification team's

efforts and attaching the report itself. Tr. V:39, 41. Based largely on his

general counsel's advice, the Commissioner rejected the certification teams'

recommendation. Tr. V:52. tls

The Commissioner also received clinical advice from Assistant

Commissioner Mary Cerreto regarding the adequacy of the reports. After

learning about the certification teams' methods and drawing conclusions

based on those discussions, Dr. Cerreto advised the Commissioner that the

reports were insufficient to evaluate the BRI program. Tr. X:43-44. *.9

tlSln its conclusions of law, App. 1301-02, adopted from BRI's proposed conclusions,

App. 1091, the court held that advice of counsel is not a defense to an action for contempt.

It also concluded that proof of willfulness is not required in a civil contempt proceeding.

App. 1301. However, the case which the court cited regarding the advice of counsel

defense, United States v. Armstrong, 781 F.2d 700, 706 (gth Cir. 1986), was a criminal

contempt case in which the Ninth Circuit Court of Appoals held that counsel's advice to

disobey a courl order is not a defense to criminal contempt, in that it does not negate the

existence of willfulness, an essential element of the crime of contempt. The Court of

Appeals held "[allthough a defendant's good faith belief that he is complying with the order

of the court may prevent a finding ,_f willfulness, good faith reliance on the advice of
counsel to disobey a court order v, ill not." The court's reliance on United States v.

Underw_', 880 F.2d 612 (Ist Cir. 1989), was misplaced for precisely the same reason. As

held by this Court in dives v. Braintree, 341 Mass. at 12, advice of counsel is a defense to

civil contempt, particularly where the defendant is a public official who is presumed to act

in good faith.

HgEven d_sbe|ief of the just-de!icribed evidence of the basis for the Commissioner's

decision to reject the team's recommendations could not support the court's contrary finding

that the decisim, was motivated, instead, by bad faith. Atkinson, 33 Mass. App. Ct. at 225.

Moreover, to the extent that the court tmdenook to review the legal or clinical merit of the

Commissioner's decision, such an undertaking exceeded the much more limited scope of this

contempt proceeding.
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As the reports' ultimate recommendations were rejected by the

Department based on legal and clinical advice, Tr. V:52, X:43-44, the trial

court's conclusion, that a failure to include the authors of the report in further

discussions demonstrated the Commissioner's bad faith, is clearly erroneous.

F. 52, App. 1222. The only certification team member with any

qualifications to comment on the efficacy of BRI's treatment, the

psychologist Dr. Reilly, was no longer a DMR employee, Tr. I:121,190-9 I;

and other, higher-ranking DMR psychologists, including Dr. Cerreto, were

qualified and more readily available to provide such advice.

3. The Commissioner Had a Good Faith Basis

for the Statements Contained in His Letter of

August 6, 1993. _

On August 6, 1993, Commissioner Campbell issued a letter extending

BRI's certification for 25 days. This letter primarily asked BRI to supply

DMR with additional information. The Commissioner also identified

deficiencies which BR! was to correct immediately. In the same letter, the

Commissioner informed BRI that, assuming BRI met these requirements, the

Commissioner would extend BRi's certification for another 25 days, to allow

DMR to analyze the submitted information and compkte the review process.

Ex. U-82.

The evidence introduced at trial detailed the Commissioner's good faith

basis for the August 6, 1993 letter. However, the trial court ignored this

evidence and issued findings based on misstatements of the record,

contradicted by the record, and unsupported by the record. These findings

I2°The trial court's findings on this subject, F. 63-81, App. 1224-29, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 93-94, 96, 100-03, 105, 108, 113, 115-17, 120-27; App. 782-83,

785-87,789, 791-92,795-98.
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are unrelated to any obligation of DMR under the Settlement Agreement and

inunaterial to the contempt action but, in any event, are clearly erroneous. _2:

The Commissioner relied on advice from his staff in issuing the letter,

which was primarily a request for further information. Tr. I11:113-14, 117;

V:53; Ex. U-82. In addition, the Commissioner had also received disturbing

communications from the DMR Human Rights Advisory Committee, Ex. U-

42, 59, 60, 62, and a copy of a letter from Dr. Paul Jansen (an outside

psychologist who had evaluated some BR1 students in connection with

substituted judgment proceedings in the Probate Court), Ex. U-g l, regarding

conditions at BRI. Contrary to the trial court's findings, evidence at trial

established that the Commissioner's request for information and statement of

deficiencies were entirely warranted under the circumstances.

Many of the court's findings concerning the August 6 letter are based on

the erroneous premise that any statement in the Commissioner's letter which

conflicts with the findings of the 1991 or 1993 certification team reports was

not only incorrect but intentionally misleading. F. 64, 66, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76;

App. 1224-25, 1227-28. These findings ignore the substantial testimony

regarding the deficiencies in the reports, discussed in the preceding

subsection, which led the Commissioner to reject the recommendations

contained in those reports and to seek further information. As the court never

12lOne example of an utterly immaterial, yet inflammatory, finding is taken verbatim

from BRI's proposed finding 125, App. 797, and identifies a purported inconsistency

between the Commissioner's deposition and trial testimony as to whether the Department

took any steps to substantiate allegations against BRI contained in a letter attached to the
August 6, 1993 letter. F. 79 n 2 I, App. 1229. The August 6 letter itself asks BRI to respond

to the allegations, Ex. U-g2; and at trial, the Commisssioner so testified. Tr. 111:176.

Apparently Commissioner Campbell had forgotten abOut this aspect of the August 6 letter
at the time of his deposition, and testified accordingly at that time. ld at 176-78. There is

no logical reason to fmd that the Commissioner intentionally falsified his deposition or trial

testimony on this subject. However, the trial court adopted BPd's characterization of this

memory lapse as intentional. F. 79 n. 2 I, App. 1229. See Cormier, 38 | Mass. at 237 n. 7

(noting particular importance of trial court's careful consideration in making findings

regarding credibility).
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found the certification reports to be accurate, m no factual basis exists to

support findings of bad faith on the part of the Commissioner, simply because

his statements conflict with those of the staff reviewers. In the absence of

any independent basis for inferring an improper motive, there is nothing

inherently improper about file Commissioner rejecting the recommendations

of his field slaff, based on the advice of his general counsel and assistanl

commissioner. To the contrary, reliance on such advice demonstrates his

good faith. SeeAIves, 341 Mass. at 12.

The court's findings concerning the accuracy of various statements

contained in the August 6 letter are also clearly erroneous. For instance, the

August 6 letter stated that the certification team "felt unable to reach a

conclusion on whether the issue of GED misfires presented a problem for

[BRI's] ability to comply with [DMR's behavior modification regulations]."

Although the trial court found the statement to be false, F. 70, App. 1226, the

statement was supported by both the certification report itself, Ex. U-75 at 6-

7, and the testimony of Attorney Casey, the author of the report. The

testimony on this issue proceeded as follows:

Q. So I ask you again: When the Commissioner states that the
team failed to reach a conclusion on this issue, would you

agree that's not an accurate statement? It's misleading, is it

not, Mr. Casey?
A. Well, your question is misleading, too. i was unable to form

a conclusion about the GED, and I think I put that in the

report. I don't know what else rm supposed to say. In the
sense that I didn't know what effect the misfires had.

Tr. l:153. The court either ignored Mr. Casey's testimony or discounted it for

an unstated reason, m In either case there exists a clear conflict between

uncontroverted testimony and the court's findings.

IZZThe trial court never found the factual or legal conclusions of either report to be

correct. The court only found that the reports were thorough" and "complete." F. 51,48;

App. 1222, 1221.

123Attorney Casey was theonly DMR employee the courtexpressly found to be credible.

App, 1292 n. 76.
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The court criticized the Commissioner for asking BRI to provide a list of

aversive procedures currently in use (along with a description of how the

techniques were used at BRI) and copies of, or citations to, peer-reviewed

professional research specific to each such technique. F. 73, App. 1227. Tiffs

request was patently reasonable in light of DMR's obligation to judge

whether BRI's use of such techniques complied with applicable laws and

regulations. The court found the request unnecessary because, according to

the court, Attorney Casey testified that this material had been reviewed

previously, ld Although Attorney Casey testifed that there were

descriptions of aversive procedures in the materials he reviewed, Tr. 1:161,

the record provides no support for the court's conclusion that what Mr. Casey

previously reviewed accurately described the procedures in use at BRI in

August 1993. Regarding peer-reviewed research, Attorney Casey testified

only that he believed Dr. Reilly read something, but Mr. Casey did not know

what Dr. Reilly was given or read. ld. at 162-63. BRI introduced r.o

evidence from which the court could conclude that Dr. Reilly had reviewed

the material requested in the Commissioner's August 6 letter, and the reports

themselves contain no such information.

l'he court made similarly erroneous findings regarding the

Commissioner's statement that DMR had not "been able to conclude that the

GED, the _,pecialized food program, or other painful interventions . . .

effective.., or that their use by BRI is consistent with [relevant regulations],

or the fundamental principles irdbrming the DMR regulations .... Nor [had

they] concluded to the contrary." Ex. U-82 at 2. The trial court attacks this

statement as inconsistent with earlier Probate Court findings on the

effectiveness of such procedures. F. 67 n. 18, 69; App. 1225-25.

The court faults the Commissioner both for contradicting those Probate

Court findings and for "deliberate[ly] ignor[ing]" the opinions of

psychologists hired by the Department to report to the Probate Court in

individual substituted judgment proceedings, Id. However, although these

private psychologists are provided by DMR, pursuant to Part A of the

Settlement Agreement, App. 125, they report to the court, not to DMR, Ex.

BRI-I 3, which was not participating in the Probate Court proceedings at that
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time. F. 22,App. 1214.Therefore, there was no reason for the court to infer

that DMR had copies of those reports, much less that DMR deliberately

ignored them. Even assuming that these reports were provided to DMR,

there was no evidence that DMR had "ignored" them, only that the

Commissioner himself had not personally read them. Tr. 111:38-43. In any

event, the Commissioner would not have been bound by those psychologists'

opinions as to BRl's compliance with DMR regulations, one of the

unresolved issues identified in the August 6th letter. Ex. U-82 at 2.

While the trial court found the Commissioner's statement concerning

efficacy to be baseless, F. 69, App. 1226, in fact, his August 6th letter itself

detailed the basis for DMR's inability to resolve the issue of efficacy. Ex. U-

82) 24 As explained in the letter and as discussed in subsection 2, supra, the

staff review teams had not reviewed the implementation of Level Ill

procedures first hand and did not reach a conclusion as to whether misfirings

presented problems for the efficacy of treatment. Absent evidence to the

contrary, there was no basis for the court to find that statement to be "without

factual basis," much less "in deliberate ignorance" of other available

information. F. 69, App. 1226.

4. DMR Acted Appropriately in Anticipation of,

and in Response to, a Nationwide Television

Program Concerning BRI and DMR. 12s

The trial court found that the Commissioner's "position[s] concerning

both the Settlement Agreement and the [BRI] program" were improperly

motivated by his "concern as to how his agency might be depicted" in an

upcoming television program ("the Connie Chung Show") on BRI, and that

)_4No evidence was introduced in the contempt trial to establish the falsity of the

reasons stated in the August 6 letter, so the letter itself, an uncontested exhibit admitted for

the truth of its contents, is the only evidence on the issue.

12S'l-he trial court's findings on this subject, F. 58-62, App. 1222-24, are adopted from

BR.I's proposed findings 88-92, App. 780-g2.
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the Commissioner testified falsely on this subject. F. 61, 62; App. 1224.

These findings are not only vdthout an), basis in the evidence but grossly

mischaracterize the little evidence presented on this subject.

In response to a series of leading questions posed by BRI's attorney, the

Commissioner testified that, in the "course of performing his regulator)'

duties, [he did not] take into account the effects of the upcoming CBS

television program... ," that he "was not motivated by [the CBS program],"

and that he "never did anything in connection with [the television program],[]

concerning BRI, concerning the regulation ofBRL" Tr. 111:206 (emphasis

added).

BRrs counsel began to mischaracterize this testimony immediately, ld

at 250-51. The Commissioner resisted this mischaracterization on the

witness stand, Tr. IV:47; however, it is this very mischaracterization which

was incorporated into both BRI's proposed fmding of fact 91, App. 781, and

the trial court's finding. F. 61, App. 1224, A full reading of the series of

leading questions posed to the Commissioner and his responses makes clear

the central point of his testimony on this issue: his regulation of BRl was not

motivated by the television program, j26 Tr. 11I:206.

The court's adverse findings on this subject all rest on the erroneous

premise that the Commissioner testified that he "never did anything" in

anticipation of the television program. F. 61, App. 1224. Although, as just

discussed, he testified that his regulatory actions with respect to BRI were not

motivated by the television program, Tr. 111:206; he never denied doing

"anything" in anticipation of that show. In fact, earlier in the same day, the

Commissioner testified, as the court found, F. 60, App. 1224, that he had

discussed the upcoming television program with the Under-Secretary of the

Executive Office of Health and Human Services. Tr. i11:57-59. The

Commissioner also readily agreed that DMR planned to draft letters to be

sent to parents in anticipation of, and response to, the CBS program and that

126The trial court's disbelief of the Commissioner's testimony on this subject does not

provide support for the contrary finding, that his regulation of BRI was, in fact, motivated

by this television program. F. 62, App. 1224. See Levine v. Amber Manuf Co., 6 Mass.

App. Ct. 840, 841 (1978).
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the DMR press office prepared to respond to media inquiries, n7 Tr. IV:47-51.

These activities were neither improper nor inconsistent with the

Commissioner's testimony that his regulation of BRI was not motivated by

this television show.

5. DMR Had a Good Faith Basis for Seeking

Information about the Court Monitor's

Financial Relationships with BRA's

Attorneys and Their Clients._2s

The trial court's finding that DMR engaged in an unwarranted "'attack" on

the court monitor, Dr. Daignault, F. 86, App. 1230, grossly mischaracterizes

DMR's good faith attempts to learn the nature and extent of Dr. Daignault's

relationships with BRI's attorneys and their clients. In fact, the evidence

demonstrated that DMR had good reason for seeking this information--i.e.,

to determine whether Dr. Daignault, the presumably "independent" court

monitor, in fact had financial ties to BRI's lawyers or their other clients that

undermined either his impartiality or the appearance thereof. In response

to DMR's initial inquiries on this subject, BRI's attorneys acknowledged that

they, as well as three or four wards, had hired Dr. Daignault as a forensic

evaluator or expert witness in a number of matters. Ex. U-86. In addition,

DMR learned that Dr. Daignault had filed affidavits on behalf of clients of

BRI's law firm in other cases brought against DMR. Tr. IX:43-45; Ex. DMR-

41. Without more information about this potentially conflicted relationship

127No evidence established the content of such drafts or that any letters were actually

sent in response to the program. Although DMR's press office prepared for media inquiries

by drafting an information sheet, Ex. BRI-263; Tr. IV:47-51, there was no evidence that this

information sheet was anything other than an accurate synopsis of DMR's positions

regarding both BRI and aversives.

128The trial court's findings on this subject, F. 84-86, App. 1230, are adopted from BRI's

proposed f'mdings 141-42, 144; App. 803-04,
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between the court monitor and counsel for the opposing party, DMR could

not determine whether there existed any actual impropriety.

DMR first sought further information on this subject from BRI's

attorneys, who directed DMR to seek the information from Dr. Daignault

himself. Ex. U-86. DMR then sought this information from Dr. Daignault

directly. Tr. IX:40--42; Ex. U-85. In response, Dr. Daignault refused to

provide the information and stated that the court had told him he need not do

so, absent a court order. Tr. IX:41-42; Ex. DMR-39, 40. At that point, DMR

filed a "Motion for Disclosure of Court Monitor's Work for and

Compensation by Attorneys for the Plaintiffs." App. 185. DMR requested

a heating on this motion on a previously scheduled court date, but the court

continued the hearing indefinitely pending the resolution of Dr. Daignault's

request for court-appointed counsel. Ex. DMR-42.

The trial court's inference that DMWs _'August 19th" request for this

information was "in response" to BRI's first request for mediation with the

court monitor is baseless. F. 84, App. 1230. The letter was in fact dated

August 24, 1993. _2" From its content, it is clear that this letter was prompted

by a letter from BRI's attorney that was received by DMWs attorney that

same day, in which BRI's attorney suggested that DMR contact Dr. Daignault

to seek the information, stating, "Dr. Daignault's records would be more

accurate and complete than my own with respect to the total fees paid to Dr.

Daignault." Ex. U-85.

The trial court also erred in finding that, at the time that DMR sought this

information from Dr. Daignault, DMR itself had also retained Dr. Daignault

for consultation on unrelated matters. F. 85, App. 1230. This finding (taken

nearly verbatim from BRI's proposed finding 142, App. 803) is contrary to

the testimony of Dr. Daignault himself, who testified that since the inception

I_Tne wrong date, "August 19," appears in both the court's finding, F. 84, App. 1230,

and BRI's proposed finding 14t, App. 803, demonstrating that the trial court relied on BRI's

proposed finding rather than on DMR's letter itself in making this finding.
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of DMR, there has been no occasion on which DMR had paid for his services

as a consultant. Tr. IX:56. .3°

On September 3 and October 12, 1993, BRI filed contempt complaints,

App. 19, 20, alleging, among other things, that DMR had violated Part B of

the Settlement Agreement by failing to submit various matters to Dr.

Daignauh for arbitration. In response, DMR filed an answer, App. 259, and

noticed nine depositions, including that of Dr. Daignault. App. 20, Ex. U-

11 l. All of those depositions were cancelled a week later, by agreement of

counsel. U-115.

Although Dr. Daignaalt apparently took DMR's information requests and

deposition notice as personal attacks, Tr. !!:172, there was no evidence that

these facially legitimate actions were intended to "harass" and "intimidate"

Dr. Daignault, as the court found. TM F. 86, 155-57; App. 1230, 1246. Those

findings should therefore be rejected as clearly erroneous. See Hartford

Accident & Indemnity Co., 11 Mass. App. Ct. at I000 (one person's

expressions of belief without personal knowledge insufficient to show

another person's lack of good faith).

I_:'rior to Dr. Daignaulfs testimony on this point, the Commissioner mistakenly agreed,

in rtsponse to leading questions by BRI, that DMR had paid Dr. Daignault as a consultant,
Tr. 111:158-59. To rely solely on the Commissioner's response to a leading question in the
face of Dr. Daignaulfs own denial of this fact, based on his own personal knowledge, was

clearly erroneous.

t31TheCommissioner attempted to introduce all of the otherdeposit/on notices served

by DMR and by BRI at that same time, Ex. DMR-A, DMR-B, in order to rebut the false
impression created by the admission of Dr. Daignault's notice alone and his related direct

testimony. However, those notices were excluded as irrelevant. Tr. IX:28-29.
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6. The Commissioner's Account of His 1991

Telephone Conversation with Henry Clark

Was Neither "Blatantly False" nor

Intentionally UntruthfuL I32

On cross-examination by his counsel, the Commissioner testified as to a

telephone conversation he had had in 1991 with Henry Clark, an attorney

who was at that time an associate of Roderick MacLeish, BRI's lead counsel

in this case. According to the Commissioner, Mr. Clark called him on the

eve of his assuming the position of Commissioner and conveyed a message,

purportedly from Mr. MacLeish, "wam[ing him].., not to do anything to

BRI on Monday when [he] became Commissioner." Tr. VI:8. Mr. Clark's

comment was only one anecdote offered by the Commissioner as the basis

for his belief that BRI was inclined to be litigious and would therefore be

likely to contest any adverse regulatory actions. Tr. V!:7-8. A more

significant basis for this belief was the Commissioner's familiarity with the

history of the present litigation, mld.

As to the truth of the Commissioner's testimony on this subject, Mr. Clark

confirmed that he telephoned Mr. Campbell at the time in question on the

subject of Mr. Campbell's assuming the position of Commissioner of DMR.

Tr. VLI1:155-57. Mr. Clark also testified to the Commissioner's agitated

response to the conversation, ld The fact that Mr. Clark and Commissioner

Campbell testified differently as to the substance and tenor of Mr. Clark's

comments does not mean that Commissioner Campbell's testimony was

"blatantly false" and intentionally untruthful, as the court found, F. 97, App.

1233 (adopting those words from BRI's proposed finding 140, App. 802).

Rather, it is apparent that they each sincerely understood or remembered the

t3ZThe trial court's findings on this subject, F. 92-97, App. 1231-33, were adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 133-40, App. 800-02.

133The Commissioner's belief as to BRrs litigiousness was well-founded. See Priot

Proceedings, subsection 3.
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conversation, which took place four years before, differently. Although the

court apparently found Mr. Clark's version of the conversation more credible,

its further characterization of the Commissioner's version as blatantly and

intentionally false should be rejected by this Court) 34

7. The Commissioner Had a Good Faith Basis

for His Letter of August 31, 1993,

Conditionally Certifying BR1 to Use Level

111 Aversives) 35

a. BRI's Response to August 6th Letter

By letter dated August 31, 1993, the Commissioner extended BRI's

interim certification to use Level Ill aversives, with certain conditions? 3_ Ex.

U-91. The court's findings on this subject begin with the suggestion that the

letter was entirely unnecessary in light of Dr. Israel's letter of August 27,

1993, _7 and accompanying "significant documentation," which the court

found "_ebutted most of the factual allegations" contained in the

I_The words used to characterize the Commissioner's testimony are significant because

such findings of "intentionally" false testimony form the basis for the court's legal

conclusions that the Commissioner (and Dr. Cerreto) committed perjury, App. 1231-34,

which in turn, are relied upon as a basis for the extraordinary relief grained by the court. As

a legal matter, even if the Commissioner's testimony on this point were false, the precise

content of his telephone conversation with Mr. Clark is far too removed from the legal issues

in this case---whether the Commissioner violated an unequivocal provision of the settlement

agreement--to be material, an essemial element of perjury. G.L.c. 268, § I (1994 ed.);

Commona_,alth v. Geronomi, 357 Mass. 61, 63, 64 (1970).

J3sl"he trial court's findings on this subject, F. 98-112, App, 1233-36, ate adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 151-65, App. 807-13.

I_To put this letter in context, see Statement of Facts, subsection A.3.

137Dr. Israel's letter is actually dated August 28, 1993. Ex. DMR-17. The court

apparently based this finding on BR£s proposed finding 15 I, App. 807, which contains the
same error.
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Commissioner'sAugust6, 1993letter. F.98,App. 1233. This finding has

no basis ,xhatsoever in the evidence. BRI offered Dr. Israel's letter, Ex.

DMR-I 7, not for the substance or truth of its contents, but only to show that

Dr. Israel gave a "full and complete" response to the requests for information

contained in the Commissioner's August 6 letter. _3s Tr. VIIA:36. The

accompanying documentation was not offered into evidence by any party,

and Dr. Israel's testimony concerning it was limited to a description of its size

and the _u'nount of work that it took to compile. Tr. VIIA:35-38. There was

thus no evidentiary basis for the court to find that the accompanying

documentation was "significant" or that it "rebutted most of the

[Commissioner's] factual allegations," F. 98, App. 1233, thereby making

further inquiries unnecessary, t39 This is a particularly clear example of an

instance where "[d]eference to a trial judge's findings reaches its limit," i.e.,

"when they are without basis in the record." Atkinson v. Rosenthal, 33 Mass.

App. Ct. at 223-24.

_SDr. Israel's letter of August 28, 1993, was originally introduced by DMR, solely for

the purpose of showing that it was enclosed in a later letter sent by the Commissioner to

BRI's out-of-state funding agencies. Tr. VI: 14-15. On the other hand, the Commissioner's
letter of August 3 I, 1993, like all of his other certification letters, was offered and admitted

for the truth of its contents, as an uncontested exhibit. App. 415, 506; Tr. 11:134-35, 145.

1_91nfact, rather than "rebut" the concerns expressed in the Commissioner's August 6th

letter, Dr. Israel's letter, which admired restra'ming students without court authorization and

failing to report the use of restraints in accordance with DMR regulations, Ex. DMR-17 at

20-2 l, raised further concerns that were addressed by the imposition of further conditions.
Ex. U-91 at 2.
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b. Misfirings of GED

The court next makes the general finding that "[t]he August 31

letter...contained false information concerning [BRI]," F. 99, App. 1233; but

the only factual information identified as "false" is the statement that the

"field revie,,v has learned from a source 'other than JRC ''° that there were

problems with the misfirings of the GED device." F. 101-02, App. 1233-34.

The trial testimony and documentary evidence on this point, however, fully

support the statement in the Commissioner's letter as to the source of the

information on problems with GED misfires.

Attorney Casey testified that he first learned of continued problems TM

with GED misfirings from reading a motion, contained in his file on BRI,

which BILl had filed in Probate Court proceedings in November of 1992 in

which DMR had not participated, t42 Tr. 1:188-90, Ex. U-74. Although

Attorney Casey could not recall from whom he had received a copy of the

motion (i.e., from BRI or from some other source, Tr. 1:190), uncontroverted

documentary evidence establishes that he received this motion, not from BRI

as part of its application for re-certification, but from DMR's deputy general

counsel, who mailed him a copy of the motion on November 16, 1992. Ex.

U-58 at 2. Thus, the statement in the letter is true and was amply supported

by the evidence at trial. More significant (with respect to the

Commissioner's good faith), the evidence shows that the Commissioner

I'_Although this phrase appears in quotation marks in the court's finding (and in BRI's

corresponding proposed finding no. 154, App. 8071, it is not an accurate quotation from the

Commissioner's letter, which states: "Later, the field reviewers learned (not.from BR1) that

there were problems with misfirings of the GE;D device..." (emphasis added). Ex-U9I at

I. The court's verbatim adoption of BRI's "quotation" demonstrates, once again, that the

court relied on BRI's proposed finding, rather than on the letter itself, in making this finding.

z4z[n1991 Anomey Casey had been told b) BRI staff that previous problems with GED

misfirings had been corrected. Tr. 1:189, n. 49_upra. See Statement of Facts, subsection
A.I.

z42See F. 102 n. 25, App. 1234 (tinding that DMR did not participate in the Probate

Court proceedings in which evidence of misftrings had been presented),
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believed this statement to be true when he made it. On direct examination,

the Commissioner testified that his general counsel told him that DMR field

staff (including Attt_rney Casey) had first learned from a source other than

BRI that the GED device was misfiring. Tr. 111:92-93. On cross-

examination, the Commissioner further testified that it was his understanding

that DMR staff had learned of the misfirings "in reviewing records." Tr.

V:76-77.

He specifically, explained what he meant when he used the parenthetical

"(not from BRI)" in his letter of August 31, 1995: "It was my understanding

that the team wer, t out and, in reviewing records, came to this understanding

that there had been mis-firings." Tr. V:77. And he also explained why the

source of the infbrmation was significant to him:

[T]he de_ent is really in a role of monitoring, and to the greatest

degree, providers are required to be forthcoming with various
information. It is their requirement to bring that to the attention of

the department .... The department does not have the ability to go
out nod review and inspect all activities of all three or four hundred

providers across the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Tr. V:77-78; see also Tr. V1:105-06; F. 101, App. 1233 (finding that the

parenthetical, "0_ot from BR1)," "was intended to imply that [BRI] was being

less them forthcoming concerning the issue of misfires of the GED device").

Titus, the trial testimony of Attorney Casey and Commissioner Campbell

fully supports the statement that the information concerning misfu'es was not

provided to the staffreview team by BRI but, rather, that DMR first learned

that there was a continuing problem with GED misfirings by reading a

motion filed by BRI in a court proceeding to which DMR was not a party.

As stated in the letter itself, it was that outside information that then led

DMR to seek fiu'ther information on this subject directly from BILl. Ex. U-91

at 1. There is therefore no basis in the evidence for the court's finding that

the statement contained in the Commissioner's letter of August 31,

1993--that DMR field staff obtained this information from a source other

than BRl--is false. At the very least, the evidence demonstrates that the

Commissioner had a good faith basis for making this statement.

Accordingly, the court's finding that the statement was false should be set
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aside as clearly erroneous.

c. Certification Conditions

The court then goes on to discuss five of the eleven conditions contained

in the August 31 letter. 143 First, the court finds that "Condition 1 restricted

JRC to the use of procedures which were actually in use as of August 27,

1993." F. 104, App. 1234. That finding is contradicted by the letter itself.

As indicated in the letter, while the 25-day interim certification granted by

that letter applied only to the procedures then currently in use by BRI, the

letter did not prohibit BRI from using other techniques. To the contrary, the

letter stated: "Should BRI believe that the use of any other technique is

required, BRI will provide advance notice to DMR and meet with DMR

regarding any such proposal." Ex. U-91 at 3. Given DMR's previously

expressed concerns as to the effectiveness and professional acceptability of

painful procedures, Ex. u-g2 at 5, such as spanks, pinches and slaps, and the

fact that BRI confu-med that it was no longer using those procedures anyway,

Ex. U-91 at 3 n. 5; Tr. VIII:41, it was not unreasonable for the Commissioner

to require advance notice ifBRl chose to resume the use of such procedures.

In any event, Dr. Israel testified that since August 31, 1993, BR1 never

proposed resuming the use of any of these procedures, Tr. VIII:41, so any

burden imposed by this requirement was purely theoretical. 1.4

_4_To the extent that the courtwas, in effect, reviewing de nova the legal and factual

bases for the conditions imposed by the Commissioner, the court exceeded its jurisdiction.

BRI waived any right to judicial review of the Commissioner's certification decisions by
failing to exhaust its administrative remedies and seek judicial review under G.L.c. 30A,
§ 14, in a timely manner. Moreover, any such review would have to be the subject
of an independent chapter 30A action, with the applicable, limited scope of judicial review,
rather than a component of a contempt proceeding in a ten.year-old "settled" case.

l*Vl'becotm's statements that this condition violated the Settlement Agreement and the

substituted judgment rulings of the Probate Court, F. 104-10, App. 1234-35, are incorrect
as a matter oflaw for the reasons discussed in Argument I.B, supra. In addition, as a matter
of fact, it was not BRI's practice to seek court approval when discontinuing a procedure

(continued...)
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Second,thecourtmentions(butfindsnoexpressfaultwith)the condition

requiring BRI to comply with all DMR regulations regarding the use of

mechanical restraint. F. 106, App. 1234. The court's further statement that

"It]here was no evidence adduced in this case that [BRI] had utilized

mechanical restraint" in violation of DMR's regulations, F. 107, App. 1235,

is false. _45The August 31, 1993, letter itself, an uncontested exhibit admitted

for the truth of its contents, sets forth, in full detail, the factual bases for

DMR's conclusion that BRI had consistently and repeatedly violated DMR's

mechanical restraint regulations. _46 Ex. 91 at 5-7. In addition, Dr. Israel

admitted such violations in his response to the Commissioner's August 6th

letter. DMR-17 at 20-21. At the very least, this demonstrates a good faith

basis for this requirement, if any justification is needed for a requirement that

a licet_sed provider mechanically restrain its clients only in accordance with

the applicable state regulations, t47

The third condition mentioned by the trial court required BRI to

cooperate with an independent performance and program review of BRI to

I"(...continued)

previously authorized by the Probate Court in substituted judgment proceedings, Tr. VIII:4 I,
thus undermining BRI's argument that Probate Court authorization to use a procedure

constitutes an order to continue doing so.

14S'lhis statement is also another example of the court's requiring the Commissioner to

prove the good faith basis for his actions, rather than placing that burden on BRI, the party

alleging that his lack of good faith constitutes contempt. See Argument I.E.2, supra.

1(6For example, the letter states:

On August 16, 1993, a DMR licensor discovered in a BRI group

home the presence of a shower with a leather restraining cuff,
and art apparent GED electrode. The licensor was told that,

when a BRI client had a behavior problem in the shower, he or
she was restrained and electric shock administered. A hose was

found attached to one home's shower. Tv,'o homes' showers had

keyrings attached.
Ex. U-91 at 6.

14"_Compliance with these regulations is also expressly required by the Settlement

Agreement, Part D, ¶ 6, App. 12g.
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be arranged by DMR. F. 108, App. 1235; Ex. U-91 at 7. Although the court

found fault _sith the process by x_hich DMR selected the team to conduct this

review, see subsection 12, infra, the court found no fault with the condition

itself. Nor _as there any evidentiary basis for doing so, given the

Commissioner's legal authority and uncontradicted factual justification for

conducting this review, as set forth in the letter itself. Ex. U-91 at 7.

The fourth condition alluded to by the trial court, Condition 10, required

BR1 to inform out-of-state agencies that fund students at BILl of the

requirement that they have in place "an emergency plan for each resident to

address the funding and logistics of an), unexpected medical, personal or

programmatic situations which BILl deems are beyond the capacity of BRI

to address. Such plans must provide evidence of the funder's ability to

immediately provide all needed services for such clients so as to ensure that

the client is not substantially endangered." Ex. U-91 at 5. In that same letter,

the Commissioner explained the rationale for this requirement as follows:

There have been situations in which BILl has expressed

concern, as have parents of some BRI residents, that the

health and program needs ofclients continue to be met under
any circumstances. DMR shares this concern. Because many
clients are not funded or placed by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, it is appropriate for the placing agency to
address those situations in which BRI determines it is unable
to meet a client's needs. _*s

ld. at 8. At trial, the Commissioner elaborated on this rationale, Tr. V:78-79,

and also explained why such a requirement had not been imposed on other

providers: because BILl has an usually large number of out-of-state clients.

Yr. V:79-82.

The last sentence of finding 111, App. 1236--that "{n]o funding agency

would ever place a client in a private program for services when that provider

was being compelled at the same time to develop plans for emergency

placements" (emphasis added)---demonstrates that the court (and BRI, who

14SOne such situation occurred in 1989, _hen BRI discharged aNew Jersey student, and

DMR was forced to provide services to the student on an emergency basis because New

Jersey had no continget_cy plan in place. Ex. DMR-18.
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proposed this language, F. 164, App. 112) misunderstood the very nature of

the condition. As indicated in the language of the condition itself, the

condition did not in any way require the provider, BRI, to develop emergency

placements for its out-of-state clients; rather, it required BRI simply to notify

out-of-state funding agencies of that requirement, as Commissioner Campbell

also testified at trial. Tr. V:82.

In any event, there was absolutely no basis for the court's finding that

"[n]o funding agency would ever place a client in a private program" that was

subject to Condition 10. F.III, App. 1236. Although Dr. Daignault

expressed his concern that it would be difficult for agencies to make

emergency plans for BRI students, Tr. 11:141, Dr. Israel himself could not

recall a single instance of an agency removing a client from BRI after

receiving notice of this condition, Tr. VIII:I00; and he admitted that New

York and other states continued to refer new clients after this condition was

imposed) _9 Tr. VI11:75-86; see also Ex. DMR-49; Tr. XI: 109-111 (student

from New York admitted in February 1994). In fact, as reported by BRI's

counsel, in four meetings where funding agencies were ultimately notified of

this requirement, representatives of the agencies stated "that their state had

emergency services for all of their clients and that an emergency plan should

not be an issue." Ex. DMR-34 at 3, 4. I_°

The Commissioner's testimony on this subject was internally consistent

and also consistent with his letter of August 31, 1993. The court's disbelief

.,f the Commissioner's stated purpose for this condition was no basis, in itself,

for finding that the Commissioner had different, ulterior motives for

imposing this condition, Atkinson, 33 Mass. App. Ct. at 223-24--i.e., "to

1*gThislatler testimony was contrary to the contempt complaint, which was verified by

Dr. Israel under oath and stated that "referrals from New York hald] decreased to zero."
App. 31 I.

_S°Despite their knowledge of the agencies' actual response to this requirement, BRI's

counsel proposed the finding, which the court adopted almost verbatim, that "[n]o funding
agency would ever place a client in a private program for services ,*'hen that provider was
being compelled to develop plans for emergency placements." BRI Prop. F. 164, App. gl 2.
If any party, should be reprimanded for misleading the court, it is not DMR. Ct App. 1290.
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alarmfundingagenciesandobstruct [BRI]'s intake of new clients," F. 111,

App. 1236, or "to place [BRI] into receivership or to close [BRI]." F. 112,

App. t236.

There was no evidence in the record that the dire consequences

hypothesized by the court were either the intent or the effect of this condition.

Rather, in the letter itself, the Commissioner "stress[ed] that these

[certification conditions] are not intended to imply any anticipated action by

the Department to prevent BRI from meeting the needs of its residents." Ex.

U-91 at 8.

Moreover, Condition 10, as set forth in the August 31 letter, was in effect

for less than one month. The Commissioner agreed to change that condition

on September 23, 1993, in response to a proposal made by BRI, Ex. U-99;

and BRI unilaterally ceased complying with it several months later, even in

its modified form. Tr. VIII: 100; Ex. DMR-34. Thus, the court's inference as

to what effect this condition, in the form set forth in the August 31 letter,

would have had if it were in fact implemented was entirely speculative and

directly contradicted by Dr. Israel's own testimony and his counsel's own

statements on this subject, discussed above. TM Ex. DMR-34 at 3.

Although the court finds a sinister connection between a reference to

"receivership" in a DMR workplan, Ex. BRI-293) s2 and the motivations

underlying Condition 10, F. 112, App. 1236, the workplan's reference to

receivership provides no evidentiary support for the court's findings

concerning Condition 10. The workplan item provided, in pertinent part, as

follows:

is iThe stipulated testimony of Richard Wolfe, a New York State official, establishes that

New York agencies had other reasonsfor removing students from BILland not making new
referrals, i.e., New York's policies disfavoring out-of-state placements. Ex. DMR-80.

aS2Asdiscussed in Argument subsection 7.c, infra, that portion of Exhibit 293 should

ha_'e been excluded on the ground of attorney-client privilege.
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-AG should prepare receivershippetition in case of
emergency.
-Kim [Murdock,DMR's generalcounsel]shouldincludein
letterto BRI thatDMR wouldneed60daysadvancenotice
beforeBRI closes.

Ex.BRI-293.Contrarytothecourt'sfinding,thatworkplanitemdidnoteven
relate to Condition 10, much less demonstratethe falsity of the
Commissioner'stestimonyconcerningthepurposeof thatcondition.DMR's
needfor60days'noticeprior to BRI'swithdra_inganyessentialservicesis
containedin Condition11 (not Condition 10) of the Commissioner's letter of

August 31, 1993, which provided as follows:

BRI will notify DMR, at least sixty days in advance, prior to
BRI ,_ithdrawing any essential services, or all services, from
an)' client, and will simultaneously notify any funding

agency, so that alternative care can be arranged appropriately
and promptly. Ex. U-91 at 5.

As indicated in Condition 11 itself, the emergency that this condition was

intended to address was one created by BRI itself, not by DMR. As the

Commissioner testified at trial, the same was true of the possibility of seeking

a receiver: "[l]t was a contingency plan in response to an action taken by

BRI, not something initiated by DMR." Tr. XIII:75. See also Ex. BRI-293

at 5 (also using the term "contingency" in this context).

On the last day of trial, when the Commissioner was asked for the very

first time about the basis for Condition 11 and the reference to receivership

that appeared in Ex. BRI-293, he responded as foUows:

It had come to my attention that in the mid 1980's, in response
to a licensing action taken by OFC, that did not require a
response by BRI to withdraw people from all treatment, _53

15Vl'heCommissioner's characterizationof OFC's order was correct. Verified Complaint,

App. 6 I, Attachment E (ordering BRI to cease using only physical aversives--i.e., automatic
vapor spray, rubberbands, spanks, squeezes, and pinches--and the contingent food
program); Judge Rotenberg's Findings in Support of Preliminary Injunctive Relief, ¶ 46,
App. 96, (characterizingOFC'sorders as "attenuat[ing] the modes of treatment available to
the students at BRI"). There is no basis in the record for the court's finding to the contrary.
F. 190, App. 1255. Again, the court's disbelief of the Commissioner's testimony does not

(continued...)
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that that in fact is _,'hat BRI did, created a crisis, and 1
',,,,anted--so the issue was raised, and I did not want such a

crisis to be created for the welfare---the people who were [atl
BRI.

Tr. XIII:63; see also Tr. X111:65 (responding consistently to a similar

question).

Moreover, there was no evidence that this workplan item was ever, in

fact, implemented. In any event, even if DMR requested the Attorney

General to prepare a receivership petition to be used in case of an emergency,

no such emergency ever materialized and no such petition was ever filed, m

Thus, the evidence in the record demonstrates that the Commissioner had

a good faith basis for imposing each of the five conditions in his August 31,

1993, letter that are mentioned in the court's findings. The court's findings

to the contrary have no basis in the evidence and therefore should be set aside

as clearly erroneous.

ls3(...continued)

constitute evidence of the opposite proposition. Atkinson, 33 Mass. App. Ct. at 223-24.

I_While the court analogized the reference to receivership to a "smoking gun," F. 173,

App. 1250, in fact, there is no evidence that this "gun" _'as ever loaded, much less fired.
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The Commissioner Acted Responsibly in

Keeping Out-of-State Agencies and Parents

of BRl Students Apprised of the Certification

Process.' 5_

The court also made erroneous findings as to the Commissioner's

motivations for sending copies of his August 6 and 31 letters to out-of-state

agencies that were funding students at BRI and to the parents of BILl

students.

a. Communications with Funding Agencies

As the Commissioner stated in his cover letter to the out-of-state

agencies, his purpose in sending them copies of these letters '*vas "[t]o enable

[these] agenc[ies] to better understand the current situation." Ex. U-105. To

that same end, he also enclosed a copy of Dr. Israel's 52-page response to the

Commissioner's August 6 letter and to the letter from Dr. Jansen that ',,,'as

enclosed in the Commissioner's August 6 letter. Ex. U-105, DMR-I 7. Since

these out-of-state agencies, like DMR itself, are also accountable to the

parents of the BRI students funded by those agencies, _s6the Commissioner

reassured the agencies that the parents had no reason to be alarmed by the

certification conditions, '_many of which [we]re for the purpose of obtaining

more accurate and complete information on BRI's program." Ex. U-105. He

"stressed... that the requirements [we]re not intended to imply that the

15_he trial court's findings on this subject, F. 116-19, App. 1237-38, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings I'/4, I'/7-79, App. 817-19.

IS6Out.of-state agencies could not necessarily rety on providers alone to supply the

agencies with all necessary information. Ex. U-148.
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Department intends to take any action that would negatively affect the

treatment of any consumer. ''t57 Ex. U-105.

The court's finding that DMR "rejected" BILl's request for mediation on

this issue. F. 116, App. 1237, mischaracterizes the evidence on this point.

Although there was no face-to-face mediation on this subject, Dr. Daignault

did attempt to mediate this dispute by telephone and fax on September 23,

1993. Ex. BRI-250. When the Commissioner ultimately decided to send out

his September 24, 1993 letter, Ex. U-105, without further mediation, Dr.

Daignault nevertheless "thank{ed DMR's counsel] for [her] willingness to

speak vdth [him and the guardian ad litem]." Ex. U-104 at 2. Dr. Daignault

then reported to the court that "arbitration among the parties under the

Settlement Agreement, Section B-2, has failed." Ex. BKI-250 at 2. Thus,

although Dr. Daignault's efforts to resolve this dispute were unsuccessful, it

is not accurate to suggest, as does the court's finding, that DMR refused even

to discuss the issue.

Moreover, as indicated by the exchange of correspondence between Dr.

Daignault and DMR's counsel on this subject, it was not clear that even Dr.

Daignault believed that arbitration or mediation of this issue was required

under the Settlement Agreement. See also Tr. IX:35-37. Although Dr.

Daignault urged DMR not to send out the letter, he and the guardian ad litem

acknowledged that "the Commissioner certainly ha[d] the prerogative to do

so." Ex. U-104. Therefore, even if the court's finding on this subject were

accurate, that finding would not support a conclusion that failure to mediate

this issue constituted contempt of an unequivocal order. See Argument I.C,

supra.

Ten days later, on October 4, 1993, the Commissioner sent another letter

to the out-of-state funding agencies enclosing a copy of his September 24,

157The Commissioner's trial testimony on this subject was consistent with these

statements. Tr. 111:129-30 (Commissioner did not believe that funding agencies would be
alarmed by receiving copies of thes_ letters); Tr. lit: 152-53 (Commissioner would not be
alarmed if he received notice that DMR would have to develop contingency plans for
students placed out of state); Tr.VI:I3-16 (Commis'fioner sent funding agencies copies of
Dr. Israel's response to August 6 letter).
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1993, letter extendingBRI's certificationto December15, 1993. and
amendingCondition 10 in the mannerproposedby BRI. Ex. U-107
(enclosingEx. U-106). In that letter,theCommissioner"reiterateld]that
[DMR] will takenoprecipitousactionthatcoulddisruptthetreatmentnow
beingprovided to the residents of BRI." Ex. U-107.

If any further reassurance to the funding agencies was needed, it was

provided by Dr. Israel, in his letters to them of September 23, 1993 (which

he sere in anticipation of the Commissioner's letter of September 24, 1993), _5_

assuring them that BRI's "program has never been stronger." Ex. DMR-33.

Still more reassurance was provided in the Commissioner's subsequent letter,

sent at the trial court's direction, in January 1994, specifically advising these

agencies that the length of time DMR v,'as taking to consider BRI's

certification application "should, in no way, adversely [a]ffect any decisions

about placement that you may be making." App. 216.

There was no evidence presented at trial to support the court's inference

that sending copies of the certification Fetters to funding agencies was done

"with the intent to interfere with [BRI]'s relationship with its funding

agencies." F. I 18, App. 1238. Nor, as discussed above, is there any evidence

that doing so had this effect.

b. Communications with Parents

By letter dated September 3, 1993, the Commissioner wrote directly to

the parents of BRl students to assure them that the Department had not taken

any actions that would result in the abrupt cessation of BRI's certification to

use Level 111aversives and that no such actions were contemplated. Ex. U-

92. In that letter, the Commissioner enclosed copies of his August 6 and 31

letters, Ex. U-92, which Dr. Israel apparently had already sent to the parents.

Ex. DMR-35. To further address any concerns the parents might have about

BRI's certification, the Commissioner met personally with them in Waltham,

158As a courtesy, the Commissioner had notified BRI, in advance, of his intention to

apprise the out-of-state agencies of the status of the certification process. Ex. U-102.
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Massachusetts, and in New York City on September 29 and October 6, 1993.

Ex. U-109.

There is nothing in the Commissioner's letter or in his remarks to the

parents from which the court could reasonably infer that these

conmmnications were "designed to alarm the parents [}and... to interfere

with [BRI]'s relationship with the families." F. 119, App. 1238-39. To the

contrmy, as the documents show, and as the Commissioner testified at trial,

his intent was both to inform the parents and to allay their anxieties. Tr.

V:82-91, VI:21-23. To the extent that the Commissioner was the "bearer of

bad tidings" (e.g., as to the large number of abuse complaints that had been

filed concerning BRI students), _59which understandably caused concern on

the pint of the parents, this was the unavoidable consequence of his efforts to

keep them informed, rather than evidence of the Commissioner's bad faith.

The court's inference to the contrary, akin to "shooting the messenger," was

entirely unfounded.

On the other hand, there is ample evidence in the record, which was

disregarded by the trial court, that the parents' anxieties were caused, not by

communications from DMR, but by communications from BRI itself. In a

series of letters to bRl parents and "friends," Dr. Israel characterized the

Conmlissioner's regulatory actions as "ominous," "bad faith" "attacks" that

show that "Commissioner Campbell's intent is to close BRI" and "put BRI

out of business." Ex. DMR-35. These letters were obviously intended to

alarm the parents in order to rally their support--"to join hands and fight

back," as Dr. Israel put it--in "defeating the attempts of DMR to close BRI?'

Ex. DMR-35. Some parents apparently responded to BRI's battle cries by

sending letters to the Commissioner accusing him of harrassing BRI or

planning to close BRI down. Ex. U-92, U-109; Tr. V:85-86. Rather than

"interfere with [BRI]'s relationship with the families," F. 119, App. 1238, the

159AS the Commissioner attempted to show at trial, through the testimony of Richard

Cohen, DMR's Director of Investigations, none of those complaints had been filed by DMR

employees. However, that testimony was excluded, for no stated or apparent reason. Tr.

XIIB:24-25, App. 633.
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Commissioner's actions apparently further cemented at least some parents'

loyalty to BRI.

9. DMR's Report to the Court on the Status of

BRI's Application for Certification Was

Neither False nor Misleading. _

Among the principal bases of the court's conclusion that the

Commissioner acted in bad faith are the findings that his general counsel

filed a report to the court in September 1993, App. 147, which did not fully

describe, or include as exhibits, internal reports of DMR field staffthat had

recommended certifying BRI to use Level 111 aversives with relatively

minimal conditions. _6_ On this basis, the court found this report to contain

_'blatant false statements and material omissions." F. 120, App. 1239.

As explained by the Commissioner, in response to questions as to why he

did not send copies of his staffs recommendations to the parents of BRI

students, it would have been misleading to publicize those internal

recommendations after the), had been rejected by the Commissioner. Tr.

V:87-89. For the very same reasons, those internal recommendations, v_'hich

had been rejected by the Commissioner in July 1993, were immaterial to the

"current status of BRI with regard to compliance with state la_ and

regulations," as of September 1993, which was the stated subject of the

report. App. 147. The official position of the Department as to BRI's

compliance with state law and regulations was fully set forth in the report and

the exhibits thereto. Previously rejected internal recommendations of lower

level officials and consultants were not only immaterial but would have been

misleading to the court as to BRI's actual prospects for certification. See

subsection 2, supra.

16°'l'he u,al court's findings on this subject, F. 120-25, App. 123%40, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 180-93. App. 819-24.

161As to these certification team reports, see Statement of Facts. section A.I.
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BRI was aware, as early as May 1992, that the staff review team had

recommended certification of BRI. Ex. BRI-271, Tr. VIIB:TI. If BRI

believed that DMR's report to the court did not sufficiently describe or

emphasize those recommendation% it could have so advised the court at that

time, which it did not.

Moreover, there is no indication in the court's findings or in the

underlying record that the court ever relied upon this report, prior to trial, for

any purpose. Indeed, as found by 1he court, it was "tmsolicited," F. 120, App.

1239; and, as is apparent from the report itself, App. 147, it was not filed in

support of or in opposition to any motion, and it sought no action from the

court. Nor was this report relied upon by the Commissioner at trial. Rather,

the court took judicial notice of it at B RI's request. Tr. l:177.

The court's finding that the omission of rejected staffrecommendations

from this report constituted a material omission intended to deceive the court

is therefore clearly erroneous. To the extent that these "findings" and

accusations are, instead, inferences or legal conclusions, they should be

sununarily rejected by this Court based on its own review of the underlying

evidence. Simon, 389 Mass. at 148-51.
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10. The Commissioner Had a Good-Faith Basis

for Appointing Gunnar Dybwad to BRI's

Human Rights Committee and Did Not

Refuse to Mediate This Issue.L62

As explained in the Commissioner's August 6 letter, his decision to

appoint two people to BRI's thirteen-member Human Rights Committee, 163

Ex. DMR-47, was based on a review of the minutes of the committee's

meetings, which showed "that there is little or no discussion, questioning, or

analysis of the treatments proposed for BRI clients, nor is there any

discussion of the application of regulator)' and other rights protection issues

in individual[s'] cases." Ex. U-82. The Commissioner's assessment was

corroborated by the testimony of Carol Upshur, one of the Commissioner's

appointees to this committee, Tr. XI:96-97, and by the minutes of the

meetings she attended. Ex. DMR..47, DMR-50, DMR-52. The

Commissioner testified that his reason for appointing Dr. Gunnar Dybwad to

BRI's Human Rights Committee, knowing Dr. Dybwad's general opposition

to aversive treatments, was "to stimulate discussion, to provide the committee

with a range of ideas." Tr. V:72. _u While the court "recognize[d] the value

of members of the Human Rights Committee with differing positions," F.

128, App. 1241, it nevertheless found that the Conunissioner's appointment

of Dr. Dyb_ad was "calculated... to disrupt the operalions of [BRI}." ld

There is no evidence fi'om which the court could infer such a motivation

on the part of the Commissioner. Indeed, the only evidence is to the contrary.

_62Thetrial court's findings on this issue, F. 126-29, App. 1240-41, are adopted from

BRrs proposed findings 194-97, App. 825-26.

163The Commissioner is authorized to make such appointments as a condition for
certification to use Level 111aversives "in the event that he... determines that such

appointment or appointments are necessary to ensure performance by [the] committee of
their review responsibilities consistent with the requirements established by [DMg's
behavior modification] regulations." 104 C.M.R. § 20.15(4X0(TXa).

1_4Dr.Dybwad's name is inaccurately transcribed as "Duarte" at Tr. V: 72-73.
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Both the Commissioner and Dr. Upshur, his other appointee, testified that the

Commissioner gave his appointees no particular instructions as to their role,

other than that it should be the same as the other members of the committee.

Tr. VI:9, XI:81. Nor is there any evidence that Dr. Dybwad's presence on the

committee, which lasted for only five or six months, during which he

attended only one or two meetings, Tr. V:74, Ex. DMR-47, caused any

disruption whatsoever to BRI's program. While he and Dr. Upshur

apparently voted against the treatment plans proposed by BRI's staff, they

were always out-voted by the majority of the committee, Tr. XI:133, as the

Commissioner anticipated when he appointed them. Tr. V:73.

The court's further findings, that BRI had proposed mediation on the

subject of Dr. Dybwad's appointment and that DMR had refused to mediate

this issue, F. 129, App. 1241, are also clearly erroneous. Contrary to these

findings, the only evidence on this subject shows that the parties discussed

Dr. Dybwad's appointment at a follow-up meeting to a mediation session on

September 27, 1993, but that BRI then proceeded to raise this issue in its

amended contempt complaint, filed on October 8, 1993, without first seeking

mediation or arbitration. Ex. U-110, BRI-309.

11. The Commissioner Had a Good Faith Basis

for the Statements Contained in His

Certification Letter of September 24, 1993.165

By letter dated September 24, 1993, the Commissioner extended BRI's

certification until December 15, 1993, again with certain conditions. Ex. U-

106. The court takes issue with only two points in that letter. First, the court

finds that the Commissioner's reference to the fact that 14 abuse

investigations were then pending against BRI, including complaints against

Dr. Israel himself, was a departure from DMR's usual practice not to reveal

allegations of abuse without first having them substantiated. This finding is

16"_Thetrial court's findings on this issue, F. 130-34, App. 1241-42, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 198-205, App. 826-28.
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clearly erroneous. The Commissioner himself testified that it was DMR's

practice to release such information in response to a "freedom of information

act" request. Tr. 111:188. When the Commissioner's counsel attempted to

elicit further infomlation from DMR's Director of Investigations about

DMR's usual practices with respect to abuse investigations, such testimony

was excluded as irrelevant, and the court repeatedly instructed the

Commissioners counsel to limit her questions solely to DMR's investigations

concerning BRI students. Tr. XIIA:I41-43, 148, 149. See also Argument

II.B, supra.

In any event, even if mentioning these abuse complaints were a departure

from DMR's ordinary practice, such a departure would have been warranted

in this context, as one area where further investigation was needed before a

final decision could be made on BRI's certification. Ex. U-106 at 1. As

testified by the Director of Investigations, there were in fact 14 recently filed

abuse complaints concerning BRI students pending at that time, which was

an unusually large number of complaints against a single provider in such a

short time period. Tr. XIIB:23-24.

The only other problem that the court cites with respect to the September

24 letter is the use of the plural word "deaths" in the condition requiring BRI

to "provide the Commissioner with all reports, if any, which should have

been received pursuant to [DMR regulations] since 1989 .... The reports

shall be provided by October 22, 1993, except that an), reports of deaths shall

be provided by October 5, 1993. '''_ Ex. U-106 at 4. According to the court,

the use of the plural word "deaths" was "misleading and likely to produce the

damaging impression that deaths had been occurring at [BRI] and that [BR1]

had not been reporting them." F. 134, App. 1242. There is no evidence that

anyone was actually misled by the wording of this condition; nor is there any

evidence that it was intended to be misleading. To the contrary, both in the

condition itself and in the earlier explanation of why this condition was being

166Asset forth in the letter, the Commissioner had a reasonable basis for imposing this

condition, i.e., Bgl's use of an "incident" form that does not contain all of the information
required by DMR regulations. Ex. U- 106 at 2; see also Ex. DMR-17 at 20-2 I.
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imposed, the letter repeatedly uses the words "any" or the phrase "if any" in

connection x_ith the reports, injuries, or deaths in question, thereby

precluding the inference that a particular number of deaths or injuries had

occurred or gone unreported. Tr. U-106 at 2, 4.

/2. DMR Conscientiously Exercised Its

Authority to Conduct an Independent

Review of BRl 's Program. 167

As one of the conditions of BRPs interim certification, the Commissioner

required that BRI submit to an independent program review. Ex. U-91 at

4. s68 Over BRI's objections, DMR selected the Rivendell Team to perform

this review; and, in the spring of 1994, the Rivendell Team visited BRI,

examined records, and prepared a 134-page report on BRI's program. Ex.

DMR-2.

a. The Decision to Require an

Independent Program Review

In its findings on this subject, the trial court first attacks the decision to

conduct an independent review, by discrediting Assistant Commissioner

Cerreto's testimony that she had recommended the outside review because the

staff certification team's review was inadequate. _69 F. 136-37, App. 1242.

Apparently, the court based this finding solely on the fact that Dr. Cerreto

had not seen the written reports of the staffreview team, F. 137, App. 1242,

167Thetrial court's f'mdings on this subject, F. 136-52, 158-60, 162-66; App. 1242-45.

1246.48, are adopted from BRI's proposed findings 211,215, 218-22, 225-27, 229-39, 24 I,
243-45, 247-5 I; App. 831,833-34, 835-39, 840-44.

16SAsset forth in the Conmissioner's letter, his authority to require such a review

derives from 104 C.M.R. § 20.15(4Xf)(10).

_69Asto the staff certifi,:ation team's reports and recommendations, see Stazement of

Facts, subsection A. 12, and Argument III.B.2, supra.
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o.s Dr. Cerreto testified. Tr. X:138-144. However, the trial court ignored the

further, uncontroverted testimony of Dr. Cerreto---that she was informed of

the teams' methods, and, based on her experience as a clinical psychologist,

that she found those methods to be insufficient to review a program such as

Bl_d. Tr. X:43-44. In particular, Dr. Cerreto testified that she was aware that

the review teams "had reviewed all 48 paper programs [i.e., behavior

modification treatment plans] but had reviewed implementation of only one

student['s plan]." In her professional opitiion, "it no longer mattered what the

[certification team's] report said because the method to collect the data wasn't

veo" good." Tr. X:145. The trial court did not find that Dr. Cerreto's opinion

on this issue was mistaken, and BRI presented no evidence of any sort, let

alone an)' competing expert testimony, from which one could conclude that

Dr. Cerreto's assessment of the team's methods was unsound. Thus the

findings both ignored uncontroverted evidence, _7°and lacked any foundation

in the record.

b. Requests for Proposals

Tbe court's findings regarding the process by which DMR solicited

proposals are equally erroneous. For example, while it is true that Dr.

Cerreto testified that she knew of no other examples of a request for

proposals ("RFP") being issued with a ten-day response time, F. 140, App.

1242, Dr. Cerreto's responses to the two previous questions established that

she was not aware of any similar RFPs being issued at all. Tr. X:149-50.

The trial court also found that the procedure used by DMR was inconsistent

with Commonwealth "policy," F. 140, App. 1242, without any evidence of

what Commonwealth policy was or how it would apply to the RFP issued by

DMR. Tr. X:151.

17°The trial court also completely ignored uncontroverted testimony that DMR was

motivated, in part, by a concern that BRI would challenge as biased any in-depth review
perfo."medby DMR itself. Tr. X:44.
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With nosupportin the record, the court found that the reason why only

two proposals were received in response to the RFP was the ten-day turn-

mound time. F. 142, App. 1243. Absent a factual basis, this finding is clearly

erroneous. The court also erred in finding that Dr. Cerreto failed to extend

the deadline in response to complaints about insufficient turn-around time.

F. 141, App. 1243. There was no testimony indicating that Dr. Cerreto

received comments prior to the close of the response time, or even prior to

the selection of a consultant. Tr. X:158-59.

c. Rivendell's Proposal

The trial court's findings regarding the Rivendell proposal itself appear

to be based solely on mischar_cterizations of Dr. Cerreto's testimony drawn

from BRI's proposed findings of fact. Dr. Cerreto testified that the initial

Rivendell proposal identified the personnel on its team by means of short lists

of names from which the team would be drawn. The proposal stated that the

final selection of team members would be dependent upon the dates on which

the visit was to occur. DMR selected RivendeU based on that initial proposal.

Tr. XI:51-52, Ex. BRI-310. In October of 1993, Rivendell submitted a

revised version of its proposal, which narrowed the choices of team members

down to approximately two per category. This iteration also proposed

alternative dates for the site visit. Tr. X1:52-54; Ex. BRI-308. Still another

version of the proposal was necessary to finalize the actual team membership.

Tr. XI:53.

The trial court's findings regarding the proposal finalization abound with

mischaracterizations. First, the court faults Dr. Cerreto for testifying

untruthfully about this issue. F. 145 n. 31,146, App. 1244, In fact, when

given the opportunity, Dr. Cerreto explained the process fully. Tr. XI:51-53.

During cross-examination of Dr. Cerreto, BRI attempted to suggest that

submitting a revised version of the proposal constituted "altering" the

proposal in some improper manner. Dr. Cerreto first rejected BRI's attempts

to establish the dates ofx _ious documents basgd solely on the dates that the

documents appeared to have been faxed. Rather than agree to the dates
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suggestedby BRI, sheconsistentlymaintainedthatshecouldnot tell ifa
givenexhibitwastheinitial Rivendell response without comparing it to tile

cop)' in her off'ice. Tr. X:164-65, 179. She then tried to clarify her testimony

on this point, only to be cut off, three times by BRI and once by the court.

Tr. X:179-81,185.

The trial court also unreasonably imputed a bad faith motive for DMR's

simply providing BRI with the then-current version of the Rivendell proposal

in response to BRI's request for a cop)' of the RFP and Rivendell's proposal.

F. 144-46, App. 1244; Ex. BRI-308. This inference, as well, is clearly

erroneous.

d. Selection of Rivendell

The trial court found (using the exact language proposed in E;RI's

proposed finding 238, App, 839) that the presence of one individual Dr.

Richard Amado, on the six-person team rendered Rivendell "incapable 9 f

doing a fair, impartial and unbiased review" of BRI. F. 151, App. 1245.

There is no basis in the record for this finding. The only testimony regarding

Dr. Amado's ability to conduct an unbiased review came from Dr. Cerreto

herself, TM who testified that, in conducting her analysis, she considered,

among other factors, the fact that Dr. Amado had been a consultant for the

United States Department of Justice ("DOJ"). As a DOJ consultant herselt,

Dr. Cerreto knew the rigor and objectivity one has to apply in such a

capacity; and DOJ had given Dr. Amado a favorable recommendation. Tr.

X:54-55; X1:46. Findings of bias on the part of Dr. Amado lacked any

evidentiary support. In selecting Rivendell's proposal, DMR had relied on

the fact that Dr. Amado himself, like all members of the Rivendell team, had

used both aversive and non-aversive procedures and recognized the need for

aversive measures in appropriate situations. Ex. U-147 at 2. The trial court

17tThe court found Dr. Cerreto's testimony on Dr. Amado's impartiality to be incredible,

F. I51-52, App. 1245, adopling the language verbatim fromBRI's proposed findings 238-39,
App. 839-40; but that credibility finding does not establish the opposite proposition, i.e., that

Dr. Amado was biased against BRI.
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ignoredthisevidencealongwith evidencethat,in early 1994,Dr. Amado
himself wasoverseeingthe useof electric shock in the control of self-

injuriousbehavior.Id. at 5. Surely, Dr. Amado's public opposition to the

incompetent and abusive use of aversive treatment, id at 5, and the

appearance of his name on a list of "supporters" of an article opposing

painful aversives, Ex. U-72, the only evidence of"bias" relied upon by BRI,

is not sufficient, in itself, to support the court's characterization of DMR's

selection of Rivendell as "an example of bad faith." F. 163, App. 1248.

Nor is there any evidence to support the court's further finding that

DMR's selection of Rivendell was motivated, not by the factors testified to

by Dr. Cerreto, but, instead, by "DMR's plan to get a biased view of BRI in

time for the December 15 deadline, which is the date DMR planned to de-

certify BRI. ''_72 F. 166, App. 1248. The court makes no findings that the

report actually produced by Rivendell was, in fact, biased, although that

report was in evidence. Ex. DMR-2. Nor is there any evidence that the

Commissioner ever relied on the Rivendell report in taking any adverse

action against BR1. In fact, rather than de-certify BRI on December 15,

1993, the date cited by the court, the Commissioner's letter of that date

extended BRI's certification for an additional 60 days. Ex. U-128.

e. Dr. Cerreto's Role

The court's finding that Dr. Cerreto testified inconsistently as to her role

in considering BRI's claims that the Rivendell team was biased, F. 162, App.

1247-48, is a particularly striking example of the pattern discussed at the

outset of_s argument, i.e., inferring that a witness intentionally lied, F. 168,

App. 1249, based solely on purported "inconsistencies" between a witness's

testimony and mischaractedzations of that witness's earlier testimony.

Despite the court's finding to the contrary, F. 162, App. 1247, Dr. Cerreto

tT_Again, the court's disbelief of Dr. Cerreto's testimony is not sufficient to prove this

other, ulterior motive for the selection of Rivendell. dtkimon, 33 Mass. App. Ct. at 224.
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never testified that she was "the [only] person from the Department who

conducted the review of the Rivendell 'bias' issue. ''173

On direct examination, Dr. Cerreto testified that both she and Jean Tuller,

the Commissioner's special assistant, had a role in analyzing BRI's

allegations. Tr. X:53, 55. That testimony was consistent ,_ith her deposition

tesimony, that she "read BRI's responses and responded to Jean [Tuller]," she

"commented to Jean." Tr. XI: 19-24.

On cross-exanlination, BRI's counsel, relying on his personal notes of Dr.

Cerreto's direct examination, which mischaracterized Dr. Cerreto's earlier

testimony, TM and on selected excerpts from her deposition, tTs attempted to

establish an inconsistency between Dr. Cerreto's direct and deposition

testimony. Although Dr. Cerreto successfully resisted BRI's efforts to

mischaracterize her previous testimony, TM the court nevertheless adopted

173La.'lguageindicating that Dr. Cerreto was "the person" from DMR to conduct the

review appears only in BRI's (objected to) questions, Tr. X1:19-24; BRI's proposed finding
245, App. 841; and the court's finding, F. 162, App. 1247; never in Dr. Cerreto's own words.

t74When the Commissioner objected to BRI's use of counsel's (inaccurate) notes for this

purpose, the court overruled the objection on the ground that "this is cross-examination."
Tr. X1:23. However, whenthe Commissioner attemptedto us¢ the trial transcript itself to
cross-examine one of BRrs witnesses, BRI objected, and the objection was sustained. Tr.
1X:26.

)75At tt'ial, BRI's counsel attempted to create the false impression that Dr. Cerreto's

deposition and trial testimony were inconsistent by reading only carefully seleczed
deposition questions and answers into the trial record. Tr. X1:13-15, 19-20. The
Commissioner's counsel correctedthe record by insisting that the subsequent questions and
answers also be read. Tr. X1:19-22. Although this fuller statement of Dr. Cerreto's
deposition testimony made abundantly clear that there was no inconsistency, BRI'scounsel
proposed that the court fred Dr. Cerreto's deposition and trial testimony inconsistent, BRI's
Prop. F 245, App. 841; and the court did so. F. 162 n. 33, App. 1247.

176 MR.SHERMAN:You testified you were the one that was

assigned to do the review and make the report to the
Commissioner. That was your testimony yesterday, correct,
that's what you said?

DR CtPJ_'ro: I testified that I did a review.

(continued...)
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BRrs proposed finding that her direct examination "was totally contradicted

the next day on cross-examination." F. 162, App. 1248; BRI's Prop. F. 245,

App. 841-42. Because the court's ultimate finding that "Dr. Cerreto

repeatedly and v, ithout hesitation lied to this Court," F. 168, App. 1249, was

based on nothing more than the above machinations, this finding is also

clearly erroneous.I?7

1?6(...continued)

MR.SHE_'_J_Z: No. My question to you, Dr. Cerreto,
and let me ask it again. You testified yesterday, your words
were you were the one that was assigned to do the review and
make the report to the Commissioner?. Yes or no, was that your
testimony'?.

MS.WALL: I object.
THECOURT: Overruled, Attorney Wall.
DR. CERRETO:1 can't answer that unless I see the

testimony from yesterday.
MR.SHERMAN:Okay. Now, Dr. Cerreto --

COURT:Dr. Cerreto,please remember that you are
underoath.

Tr. X1:23-24.

r"TC1 App. 1308.09. Nor could this finding of untruthfulness, even if it were a correct

characterization of the testimony, support a prosecution for perjury, since the subject of the

testimony--i.e., Dr. Cerreto's role in reviewing claims that Dr. Amado was biased against
BRl--is entirely immaterial to the legal issues in this contempt case--i.e., whether the
Commissioner directly violated any unequivocal provision of the Senlement Agreement.

G L. c. 268, § I (willfulness and materiality are essential elements of the crime of perjury);
Commonwealth v. Geromini, 357 Mass. 61, 63, 64 (1970).
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13. Neither the Commissioner nor His Attorneys

Improperly Attempted to Conceal the

Subjects Discussed at DMR Staff Meetings

on BR1.17s

As discussed in the Statement of Facts, section A.2, the Commissioner

established large and small working groups to assist him in considering BRI's

application for re-certification. These groups regularly met on Tuesday

mornings.

a. Commissioner's Testimony

Contrar?,, to the court's findings, Commissioner Campbell never testified

at his deposition or at trial that "the Tuesday Morning meetings related

exclusively to the issue of certification." F. 170, 176; App. 1249, 1251.

Since the pertinent portions of the deposition transcript were not offered or

admitted into evidence at trial or even read into the record for impeachment

purposes, there was no basis whatsoever for the court's findings as to how the

Commissioner testified at his deposition. _r9 F. 170, 176; App. 1249, 1251.

The only possible basis for this finding is BRI's mischaracterization of the

Commissioner's deposition testimony, both during the Hal, Tr. 111:216, and

in BRI's proposed finding no. 255. App. 845.

At trial, on direct examination by counsel for BRI, the Commissioner

initially responded affirmatively to general, leading questions as to whether

the BR1 meetings "dealt strictly with the issue of BRI's application for

17_.lhe trial court's finding.,,on this subject, F. 169-209, App. 1249-62, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 253-314, App. 849-75.

179Forthis Court's intbrmation, the Commissioner's pertinent deposition testimony was

as follows: When he was asked "why"(emphasis added) he organized the BRI meetings, he
responded, "To gather information about the certification application." When asked, "Did

you have any other reason for forrmng the BKI meetings?" (emphasis added), he responded,
"No." Depo. Tr. 1:67.
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certification,"Tr. 111:72,and"only concernedcertificationapplications."Tr.
111:2147s° However,whenhisattentionwasdrawnto certainitemson the

agendas,workplans,ornotesof thesemeetings,hereadilyagreedthatthose
itemsdidnot relate to certification. Tr. 11I:216, 221,222, 223, 233, 235, 262;

IV:43, 61,127. On cross-examination by his own counsel, the Commissioner

again confirmed that "a number of matters that were on the agendas of the

work plans and that were discussed at the meetings had nothing to do with

certification" but "that the focus of the discussions at those meetings was

printarily on the subject of certification." Tr. V:104-05. As to why items that

did not relate to certification ',','ere discussed at these meetings, the

Commissioner explained as follows:

If items beyond the focus of certification came up, there was
a time that all of the principal people of the department who
',','ere involved in one aspect or another of BRI and the

department were already called together in one place, so it
was efficient to use the time for that ....

Tr. V:105-06.

Thus the Commissioner's trial testimony about the subjects actually

discussed at these meetings was fully consistent with his deposition

testimony about his purpose for organizing these meetings. At trial, he

readily qualified his initial response to general leading questions by agreeing

that certain particular items brought to his attention by BRI's counsel did not

relate strictly to certification. The court's findings that the Commissioner

"knowingly and willfully" "testified falsely under oath" on this subject are

therefore entirely unfounded. TM

I_q'he Commissioner's initial agreement with this overgeneralization is not surprising,

given the fact that he had spent only a few minutes prior to trial in reviewing some but not
all of the many agendas for these meetings. Tr. V:I04.

mCertainly, the Commissioner's testimony on this subject cannot be characterized as

"perju_'," cf. App. 1308-09 (concluding that the Commissioner's testimony on this subject
"would support a prosecution for perjury), since any initial misstatements as to the subjects
discussed at these meetings ,,,,'erenot "willful," Nolan and Henry, 32 Mass. Practice § 611
(no perjury in a witness's making and correcting an innocent mistake); and what items were
discussed in DMR staffmeetings is entirely immaterial to the legal issue before the court in

(continued...)
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b. Assistant Commissioner's Testimony

The court's finding that Dr. Cerreto's deposition testimony "echoed" the

Commissioner's testimony that "the purpose of the Tuesday morning

meetings was 'strictly to determine . . . whether BRI's use of Level 111

aversives complied with Departmental regulations,'" F. 170 n. 34, App. 1249,

is both identical to BRI's proposed finding 256 n. 21, App. 845, and clearly

erroneous. To make this finding, the court adopted BRI's skewed description

of Dr. Cerreto's deposition testimony, id., and ignored Dr. Cerreto's trial

testimony on this very issue. Tr. X:I09-10.

In her deposition, Dr. Cerreto testified that the group's "charge" was to

"address the question of whether BRI['s] use of Level II1 behavioral

interventions was in compliance vdth DMR regulations." Tr. X:113. In

order to clarify that philosophical and moral concerns were not part of the

group's charge, Dr. Cerreto responded "yes" to the follow-up question,

whether "[i]t [i.e., the group's charge] was strictly to determine.., whether

BRI's use of Level III interventions complied with the departmental

regulations." ld. (emphasis added).

At trial, Dr. Cerreto attempted to correct the misinterpretation of her

deposition testimony offered by BRI's counsel, id.; and she herself offered "at

least two" examples of topics discussed at the meetings which did not relate

to BRI's certification. Tr. X:I09-110) 82 Dr. Cerreto's trial testimony, readily

_acknowledging the discussion of issues unrelated to BILl's certification was

igtored by the court in concluding that she "lied" on this subject.

ltl(...continued)

this case--whether the Commissioner violated any clear and unequivocal provision of the
Se_:i'.ment Agreement.

_S2BRI'_anempts to force Dr. Cerreto, later in the tri_,l, to accept an inaccurate

restatement of thls tes_tmony led the court to call a recess and instruct Dr. Cerreto to confer
with counsel abo,,: the necessity of telling the truth. Tr. X:123. After the recess, DMR
attempted to correct the misimpression created by BRI's questions on this subject, by

requesting that the court reporterread the relevant portion of Dr. Cerreto's prior testimony
into the record. BRI objected to this request, and it was denied by the court. Tr.X:I24.
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c. Attorney-Client Privilege

Equally unfounded are the court's findings that the Commissioner

"attempt[ed] to conceal [the subjects of these meetings] from the Court." F.

177, App. 1251. Because the court's findings on this subject form the basis

for its conclusions of perjury, government malfeasance, and attorney

misconduct) s_App. 1308-10, the), require a particularly detailed discussion.

As found by the court, the agendas and minutes of tbese meetings were

produced by DMR in discovery) 84 F. 169, App. 1249. Although, when

originally produced, these documents contained redactions, BRI did not move

to compel unredacted copies. Rather, counsel for BRI and DMR agreed prior

to trial that the redacted documents could be marked as "uncontested"

exhibits; and they were offered, as such, by BRI, at the outset of the trial. Tr.

1:93-94; Ex. U-190-216.

183Because, as the court implicitly acknowledged, its "Corollary Findings of Improper

Conduct by DMR and Its Attorneys" are immaterial to the contempt judgment' App. 12_7,

those findings are not discussed in this brief, except, as here, where they overlap with the

court's contempt f'mdings. It should be noted, however, that, like the contempt fmdings, the

corollary findings are adopted almost verbatim from BRI's findings on this subject, App.

904-23, and are equally unsupported by the evidence.

To take just one particularly cleat example, although BRI proposed and the court found

that "DMR listed more than 140 individual witnesses in its pr¢-trial memorandum," App.
1292, in fact, DMR listed 128 witnesses, many of whom were also included in BRrs list of

wimesses. App. 445. The cotnfs further inference, that "listing... such a large number of

witnesses was a purposeful attempt to cause the plaintiffs to incur unnecessary legal

expenses," App. 1292 (adopted from BRI's proposed finding 412, App. 914), is directly

contradicted by the fee affidavits of BRl's counsel, which show that they spent no time

preparing to examine any witness not ultimately called by the Commissioner or another

part)', except Kim Murdock, App. 1188, who was also on BRI's llst, App. 433, but was not
called by BKI either.

_S4Although the court found that the documents were produced "on the eve of trial,"

there is no support for this finding in the record, other than the unsworn statement of BRrs

counsel to that effect at uial. Tr. 111:229-30. In fact, although there is nothing in the court
record to document this (because responses to document requests are not filed in court),

DMR responded to BRI's document requests by making documents, including the agendas

and minutes of these meetings, available for BRI to inspect and copy on May 30, 1995,
almost a month prior to trial.
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During the first week of the trial, Bill's counsel informally asked DMR's

counsel to provide unredacted copies of these documents. After reviewing

the unredacted documents, DMR's counsel decided to release to BRI some

redacted material as to which DMR had originally claimed attorney-client

privilege. However, BRI did not offer those additional documents into

evidence at that time. Tr. 111:230.

In the afternoon of June 28, 1995, BRI's counsel began to question

Conmfissioner Campbell about the meeting agendas. During the course of

that examination, BRI's counsel asked the court to order DMR to produce

unredacted copies of all of these documents to BRI or for in camera review

by the court. Tr. II1:230. In response to that request, the Commissioner's

counsel stated, "[WJe are trying to go through them and see which ones [i.e.,

which claims of privilege] we would really want to press or not." The court

then directed, "Don't redact them. They can be taken up in camera before the

judge." Tr. 111:231. The Commissioner's counsel agreed to produce them for

that purpose the next morning. Id

When court was called into session the next morning, June 29, 1995,

BRI's counsel, Mr. Flammia, reported that DMR had produced additional

unredacted documents to BRI that morning but that he had not yet had an

opportunity to review them. He therefore asked "if [he] could just have some

more time this morning to look at these notes and, if we need, to raise that

matter with [the court]." Tr. IV:4. The court then asked the Commissioner's

counsel whether she "agree[d] as to the material Attorney Flammia wishes

to review during the day," Tr. IV:4-5; and counsel responded, "Yes." At the

end of the court day on Jane 29, 1995, BRI's counsel again stated that BRI

had received the additional documents but needed more time to review them.

Tr. 1V:241. After reviewing those documents, BRrs counsel did not seek in

camera review of the few items that remained redacted.

Two weeks later, on July 11, 1995, in response to the Commissioner's

counsel's offer to produce all remaining redacted material for in camera

inspection by the court, Tr. X:68, BRI's counsel expressly disavowed an)'

interest in seeing any material as to which DMR continued to claim atlomey-

client privilege: "Your Honor, we don't plan to hold up this trial for anything
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that they still maintain is privileged." Tr. X:69-70. However, in response to

a request from one of the attorneys for the students, the court did examine the

September 7, 1993, workplan and the other redacted documents in camera,

"disallowed" all of the redactions, and provided copies of the unredacted

documents to all counsel. Is5 Tr. X:76-78; Ex. BRI-293 - BRI-304.

During the lunch hour on July 11, 1995, BRI's counsel identified a few

additional documents of which DMR had not yet produced unredacted

copies. DMR agreed to search for them and produce them by 4 p.m. that day,

and BRI's counsel stated that that would be "fine." Tr. X:93; Ex. BRI-321.

On July 12, 1995, four other unredacted documents were produced, which

were substantially identical to the unredacted documents previously

produced. Ex. BRI-322. They contained no additional material as to which

a privilege had been claimed.

In its post-trial findings and conclusions, the trial court rejected the

Commissioner's claim of attorney-client privilege as to the two remaining

items on which the privilege was claimed. App. 1250, 1308. Is6 That ruling

was incorrect as a matter of law.

As recognized by the court, App. 1305, the Commissioner ultimately

asserted the attorney-client privilege only with respect to portions of two

documents, Ex. BRI-293 mad BR1-294, which are workplans dated September

_SSDespitethe court'sdissemination of the unredacted documents and its statement that

they were admitled into evidence, the courtdeclined the Coramissioner's request for a ruling
as to whether the redacted i.'emswere privileged. Tr. X:76-78.

tsrThe trial court's finding on this subject, F. 173, App. 1350, is adopted from BRI's

proposed finding 259, App. 847. The court's conclusions on this subject, App. | 305-08, are
adopted from BRI's proposed conclusions. App. 1036-40.
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7 and 13, 1993. The two items for which the privilege was claimed

concerned: (1) the applicabiliq,' of certain conflict of interest provisions to the

court monitor, Dr. Daignault, _s7 see subsection 5, supra; and (2) the

preparation of a receivership petition for use if an emergency relating to BRI

arose) u See subsection 7, supra.

The court stated two rationales for rejecting the Commissioner's claim of

privilege vdth respect to these items. First, the court ruled the privilege

inapplicable because the attorneys present at the meetings at which these

items were discussed were acting as regulators rather than attorneys. App.

1306-08. This rationale is both factually and legally incorrect. The fact that

the purpose of these meetings was to determine whether BILl should continue

to be certified to use Level Ill aversives and, if so, with what

conditions--does not mean that legal advice did not play a role in making

that policy decision or that other legal issues did not arise in the course of

those meetings. To the contrary, since the certification decision turned on

compliance with the Department's regulations and other applicable legal

requirements, legal advice was an essential component of that determination.

The fact that information was provided by non-la_Ters, but for the purpose

of obtaining legal advice, renders the privilege applicable, not inapplicable.

See Panell v. Rosa, 228 Mass. 594 (1918); Foster _: Hall, 29 Mass. (l 2 Pick.)

89 (1831). The attorney-client privilege applies in full force where, as here,

lg7

Prelim. determined "state employee"
under c. 258 (Maria M. providing
confirming data oa hilling)
Daignault reslx,nse was to direct
DMR to file raotion with the court

Psychology Code of Ethics (Mary)
Works under DMH contlact
APA ethics board

Plans developed

AG should preparereceivership petition in ease of emergency.
Kim should include in letter to BRI that DMR would need 60 days advance
notice before BRI closes.
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a government agency is acting in the role of client and agency counsel are

acting as attorneys, Mead Data Central, Inc. v. United States Dep't of the Air

Force, 566 F.2d 242,252 (D.C. Cir. 1977), particularly where the attorney-

client communication relates to ongoing or anticipated decisionmaking.

Babets v. Secrelary of Human Services, 403 Mass. 230, 237 n. g 0988).

The item concerning conflict of interest clearly indicates that the

Conunissioner and his non-legal management staffsought legal advice from

the agency's general counsel. Upjohn Co. v United States, 449 U.S. 383, 390

(1981) (privilege protects "not only the giving of professional advice to those

who can act on it but also the giving of information to the lawyer to enable

him to give sound and informed advice"). The task was assigned to "Kim

[Murdock]," DMR's General Counsel; *s9and the document apparently reports

her "prelimin[ary] determin[ation] [that Dr. Daignault is a] 'state employee'

under [G.L.] C. 258." See Resolution Trust Corp. v. Diamond, 773 F. Supp.

597, 601 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (reports of attorney-client communications

privileged). Likewise, discussions between agency officials and agency

law wers c. ncerning referral of a potential receivership case to the Attorney

General, who serves as DMR's litigation counsel, constitute the seeking of

legal advice by a client agency from its attorneys. /d. at 601 (entry regarding

referral of legal matters to outside counsel privileged).

Alternatively, the court held the privilege to be inapplicable because, in

the court's view, the redacted items showed that the testimony of DMR

officials concerning the subject matter of the meetings in question was

materially and intentionally false. App. 1308-09. This rationale has no basis

in law or fact.

As described by the United States Supreme Court, the purpose of the

privilege is "to encourage full and frank communications between attorneys

and their clients and thereby promote broader public interests in the

observance of law and administration of justice." Upjohn Co. v. United

J89There is no basis for the court's mistaken premise that this task was "assigned to a

non-lawyer, Dr. Mar),Certeto." App. 1307. As clearly indicated on the document itself,
underthe heading "Who Is Responsible," this task was assigned to "Kim." Ex. BRI-293.
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States, 449 U.S. at 389. Since the very purpose of the privilege is to permit

attorney-client communications to remain confidential, the fact that the

privilege, where applicable, shields information from the public, App. 1308,

cannot in itself, constitute grounds for holding the privilege inapplicable.

The cases cited by BR1, and adopted by the court, purportedly in support

of this rationale, in fact have nothing whatsoever to do with this entire issue.

Rather, the cited cases and the quotation therefrom, purportedly supporting

the proposition that the attorney-client "privilege is routinely denied 'where

the docmnents sought may shed light on alleged government malfeasance,'"

actually pertain not to the attorney-client privilege, but to the "deliberative

process" or "official information" privilege, Texaco Puerto Rico, Inc. v.

Department of Consumer Affairs, 60 F.3d, 867, 885 (lst Cir. 1995); In re

Franklin National Bank Securities Lit., 478 F. Supp. 577, 577 (E.D.N.Y.

1979), a much more limited privilege that is not even recognized under

Massachusetts law, see Babets, 403 Mass. at 232-39, and was not claimed

here.

Furthermore, the information withheld here--that legal advice was sought

or rendered concerning a potential receivership petition and a potential

conflict of interest--is hardly the kind of "government malfeasance" that

would warrant exempting this material from an otherwise applicable

privilege. Therefore, even if there were a recognized exception to the

attorney-client privilege in such circumstances, such an exception would not

be applicable here.

At the very least, the Commissioner had a good faith basis for asserting

the privilege here. The court therefore erred in admitting this material into

evidence and, afortiori, in equating this legitimate claim of privilege with a

"fraud upon the Court." App. 1308. What should have been, at most, an

evidentiary dispute as to whether the two items as to which the

Commissioner claimed attorney-client privilege were admissible was blown

out of all proportion by BRI in its proposed findings on this subject, which
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wereadoptedalmostverbatimby the court. The court's findings that the

Commissioner improperly "attempt[ed] to conceal" the subjects of the staff

meetings, F. 177, App. 1251, are clearly erroneous, as are the court's

corresponding "corollary findings" of attorney misconduct. App. 1287-93.

14. The Commissioner llad a Good Faith Basis

for the Statements Contained in His

Certification Letter of December 15, 1993.19o

By letter dated December 15, 1993, the Commissioner again extended

BRI's certification to use Level 111aversives. Ex. U-128. In this letter, the

Commissioner stated that BRI had failed to report a death of a student

directly to the Commissioner's office. The letter went on to describe how the

report was made by BRl--i.e., by telephone to a field office rather than in

v, xiting to the Commissioner's office, as required by DMR regulations. These

facts are not disputed by BRI. Ex. U-146. The court's characterization of the

December 15 letter as "falsely accus[ing BRI] of not reporting a death," F.

210, App. 1263, is therefore erroneous in two respects: First, the letter did

not accuse BRI of failing to report a death; rather, it stated that BRI failed to

make the report in writing to the Commissioner's office, tg_ Second, the fact

that BRI failed to make the report in writing to the Commissioner's office is

undisputedly true, not "false."

Two semantic faults the court found with the December 15 letter were the

statement that the death in question occurred in "1991," when it actually

occurred a few weeks earlier, on December 19, 1990, F. 212, App. 1263, an

entirely immaterial and obviously unintentional error, and, again, the use of

tg°The trial co:tit; findings on _his subject, F. 210-1g, App. 1263-65, were adopted from

BRI's proposed f'aldbgs 318-34, App. &,'5-84.

t°"The court's similar characterization of a letter on this subject from DMR's general

counsel to BRI's counsel is clearly erroneous for the same r¢ason. F. 218, App. 1265; Ex.
U-146.
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the plural word "deaths," which the Commissioner explained as a

typographical error. Tr. 1V:132-35. See also subsection 11, supra. Apart

front the court's stated disbelief of the Commissioner's explanation, which is

not itself evidence of some other motive, there was no basis for the court to

infer that the use of this word was an intentional misrepresentation. F. 212,

App. 1263.

Finally, the court finds fault with the letter's statement that BRI's failure

to file a v,xitlen report with the Commissioner's olllce "made it impossible for

[the Commissioner] to fulfull [his] responsibilities," i.e., to investigate the

death. F. 21 I, App. 1263. Because this death occurred and was reported in

1990, prior to Mr. Campbell's tenure as Commissioner, he has no personal

knowledge as to how, when, and where the death was reported or why the

Department did not investigate the death upon receiving the oral report, via

the field ofl]ce) 92 Therefore, when the Commissioner was asked questions

concerning this statement during direct examination by BRI, his counsel

repeatedly objected on the grounds that the Commissioner had no personal

knowledge of these events and that, therefore, these questions called for

speculation on his part. Tr. IV:95, 98, 100, 101,102. However, the court

required the Commissioner to answer these questions over these repeated

objections.

On cross-examination by his own counsel, after the Commissioner had

had an opporlunity to examine the death report and other relevant documents,

he attempted to correct his earlier testimony on this subject. Tr. VI:30-37.

However, before this line of questioning was completed, the court sustained

BRI's objection that these questions called for speculation, the very same

objection that the court overruled when the Commissioner's counsel objected

to BRI's questions on this subject. Tr. VI:36-37.

Since the Commissioner had no personal knowledge of why no

investigation was done in 1990, he should not have been required to answer

192As testified by the Commissioner, his certification letters were drafted by his general

counsel, Kim Mar'dock, who was working at DMR in 1990, when the death report was made.
Tr. IV: 161-62.
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questionson this subject in the first place. But having been required to

answer such questions on direct examination by BRI, he should have been

given a full opportunity to correct his testimony on cross-examination by his

own tourise[.

In any event, the Commissioner's testimony on this subject is consistent

with his general counsel's contemporaneous letter to BRI's counsel, which is

in evidence for the truth of its contents. Ex. U-146. And there is no evidence

in the record contradicting the Commissioner's truncated explanation of why

the death was not immediately investigated by DMR, i.e., that there was an

ongoing investigation by the local police, to which DMR ordinarily defers.

Tr. V1:36-37. Thus, the court's finding that the Commissioner testified

"falsely" on the subject of this death report, F. 216, App. 1265, is clearly

erroneous.

IJ. There Is No Evidence that DMR's

Communications with New York State

Agencies in February 1994 Caused New

York State to Remove Any Clients from

BRL tg_

The court makes a series of findings about a (cancelled) meeting and a

telephone conference between DMR officials and their counterparts in New

York State, which the court characterizes as "a continuation of the

Commissioner's campaign of interfering with [BRI]'s relationship with its

funding agencies." F. 221, App. 1266. This characterization and the

subsidiary findings underlying it are clearly erroneous.

There is no evidence whatsoever to support the court's finding that the

meeting in question was either requested or cancelled by DMR, as found by

the court, F. 220, App. 1265, rather than by the New York agency. Nor is

zg:_Thetrial court's findings on this subject, F. 219-21, App. 1265-66, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 335-40, App. 884-87. On the general subject of DMR's

communication with its counterparts in other states, see also subsection 8.a, supra.
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there an)' evidence of a causal relationship between Guardian ad Litem

Bettina Briggs' request to attend, which DMR did not oppose, F. 219, App.

1265; F.x. U- 138, and the cancellation of the meeting. In any event, since the

meeting did not even occur, there is no basis for the court's characterizing that

"meeting" as "a continuation of the Commissioner's campaign" against BRI.

Nor was there an)' basis for inferring a causal connection between (1) a

telephone conference between DMR and New York State officials and (2)

subsequent letters from the New York agency to the parents of BRI students,

requesting their assistance in fommlating plans to enable their children to

return home to New York. Ex. DMR-80. The only evidence of the content

of the telephone conference was the stipulated testimony of a New York

official, who stated that the conference was requested by his agency (not by

DMR), Tr. X111:125-26, to obtain information on the current status of BRI's

certification. Ex. DMR-80. The evidence further indicates that New York's

letters to BRI parents were motivated, not by an)' impetus from DMR, but by

New York's own long-standing goal, since prior to 1990, of returning all New

York clients to New York, Ex. DMR-80, a policy shared by other states and

of which Dr. Israel was well aware. Tr. V111:94-95.

Nor was there any evidence that any New York studems were in fact

removed from BRI following that telephone call. To the contrary, the

evidence shows that at least one new New York student, Duane B., was

admitted to BRI in February 1994) 9_ Ex. DMR-49, DMR-50.

194This evidence directly contradicts the allegation in the contempt complaint, which

w'as verified by Dr. Israel under oath, that admissions from New York State had dropped to
zero by this time. App. 31 I.
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16. The Commissioner Had a Good Faith Basis

for Imposing the Conditions Contained in

His Certification Letter of February 9,

1994. _9_

By letter dated February 9, 1994, the Commissioner continued BRI's

certification for another six months and indicated that, if BRI complied with

the stated conditions by May 8, 1994, the certification would be effective for

two years from that date. Ex. U-139. In its findings, the court mentions only

three of the thirteen conditions contained in that letler.

The Commissioner's basis for imposing Condition I, which required BRI

to demonstrate that it "has in place a single v,xitten Behavior Modification

Plan for each client, which plan fully complies with the requirements of [the

applicable DMR regulations]," is set forth in the letter itself: i.e., that the

sample plan previously provided by BRI failed to comply with DMR's

regulations in many important respects. Ex. U-139 at 5. The court's only

findings on this condition concern the amount of time that it took BRI's staff

to comply with it. F. 225,228, App. 1267. However, the onerousness of this

condition, which merely tracks DMR's independently binding regulations, is

a function of how out of compliance BRrs existing plans were, not of the

substantive reasonableness of the condition, which was not even questioned

by the court.

Jgs-Ilae trial court's findings on this subject, F. 222-30, App, 1266-68, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 341-47, 354, 374; App. 891-95.
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The only two conditions that the court found to be unjustified, _96F. 229-

30, App. 1267-68, were the conditions requiring independent psychiatric and

medical evaluations of BRrs clients. Ex. U-139 at 8, 11. As to the

psychiatric evaluations, the court's finding that "there was no basis for th[is]

requirement," F. 229, App. 1267, is clearly erroneous. The rationale for this

requirement is set forth in the letter itself--that DMR's review of the

psychiatric evaluations provided by BRI's psychiatrist, Ex. DMR-43, _97

demonstrated "a consistent problem," i.e., that BRI "did not give adequate

consideration to causes of the individual's behavioral problems which might

be treated psychiatrically." Ex. U-139 at 9. As further explained, such

consideration is necessary in order to comply with the requirement that a

provider demonstrate, prior to using Level II1 aversives, that other, less

intrusive, less restrictive, and less risky procedures have been exhausted. 104

C.M.R. § 20.15(1)(c). Ex. U-139 at 9-10. At the very least, this constitutes

a good faith basis for imposing this requirement, regardless of whether the

evaluations in fact revealed any unmet psychiatric needs. _98

I'_ese finding5 arc further examples of the court's impermissibly placing the burden

on the Commissioner to demonstrate the good faith basis for his regulatory actions. Kg.,

F. 230, App. 1268 ("Commissioner Campbell could not identify any credible reason for the

imposition of the condition regarding medical evalutaions."). See Argument I.E.2, supra.

By revie',,,,'ing the reasonableness of the conditions imposed by the Commissioner, the
court also overstepped the bounds of its jurisdiction, since BRI had waived its right to

judicial review of the February 9 decision by failing to exhaust its administrative remedies

and then to seek such review in a timely manner, pursuant to G.L.c. 30A, §§ 13, 14; c. 19B,

§ IS(d); and 104 C.M.R. § 20.15(f)(8).

19"_As indicated in that review, ever'}, one of BRl's own psychiatric evaluations

recommended continuation of aversives, and none recommended any medication or other

alternative therapy. Ex. DMR-43.

19Sin fact, contrary to the court's finding, F. 229, App. 1267, many of the psychiatric

evaluations ultimately performed under this condition did recommend discontinuing or

reducing the use of Level I11 aversives, Ex. BRI-285 (evals. of William McC., John C.,

Korren C., David MeK., Jacque W., Brendon S., Robert N., l)uane B., Gregory M., Rick G.,

Jose H., Caroline B., Butt S., Janine C., William H.); and many also identified possibly

unmet psychiatric or psychopharmacological needs, ld (evals. of Mary Claire J., Edward

(continued..,)
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The Commissioner's rationale for requiring medical evaluations is also

reasonable on its face. As stated in the letter itself, "The Department found

that, in a number of cases, BRI has not sufficiently considered possible

medical causes for behavior targeted for Level 111 interventions." Ex. U- 139

at 11. And, in fact, the medical evaluations performed pursuant to this

condition served their intended purpose of identifying unmet medical needs

or recommending further evaluations in many cases) 99 unlike BRI's own

annual medical examinations, which were cursory and superficial. Ex. DMR-

31.

There is no basis for the court's finding that these evaluations were

designed, instead, to "disrupt the operation of [BRI] and cause needless

expense." F. 230, App. 1268. The schedule for conducting these evaluations

was agreed to in advance by BRI, Ex. U-152, Condition 7; and there was no

evidence that the evaluations caused any disruption of BRI's overall

operation. Since the evaluations were paid for by DMR, they caused no

"needless expense" on the pan of BRI? °° Nor were there any "ethical"

problems with conducting these evaluations, F. 224, App. 1267, since they

were conducted only with the prior, informed consent of each student's parent

or guardian. Ex. U- 152, Conditions 6 and 7.

tgs(...continued)

F., Antonio S., Kevin B., Michael T., Grego_' M., Michael S., Nicholas S., Lorenzo S., Elly
N,, John K., Duane B., Heather S., Janine C,, William H., Wayne M., Jennifer H., Mark L.,
Lourdy L., Ernest P., James V., Julia C., Phillip B., Br_.ndon S.).

199Ex.BRI-284 (evals. of Paul M, TerO' P., Peter B., Janine C., Michael S., Antonio S.,

Duane B., Phillip B., William H., Butt S., Mark L., Mary Claire J., Heather S., Michael T.,
Ernest P., Michelle G., Caroline B., Brian S., Brandon S., Jennifer H., Julia C., James V.).

2°°BRl's protests concerning the "prohibitive" costs of these evaluations, F. 224, App.

1267, were disingenuous. While BRI refused to pay for these evaluations, it arranged and
paid for its own additional medical evaluations during the same time period. Ex. DMR-29,
30, 31.
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17. The Department Committed Extensive

Resources to Assisting BRI to Comply with

DMR Regulations Rather than Simply

Decerti_,ing BRl for Failure to Comply with

the February 9th Certification Conditions} °l

As described in the Statement of Facts, subsection A.4, although BRI had

not complied with the February 9 certification conditions by the deadline of

May 8, 1994. rather than decertify BRI, DMR entered intensive negotiations

with BRI, aimed at ensuring that BRI would ultimately comply with DMR

regulations and thereby maintain certification. Those negotiations resulted

in written agreements as to what BRI would do to comply with each of the

conditions. See Statement of Facts, subsection A.4, supra.

All of the trial court's factual findings on the subject of these agreements

share the same erroneous premise: that the agreements reached between BRI

and DMR as to how BRI would comply with each of the certification

conditions instead imposed some obligations on DMR. In fact, the quid pro

quo for BRI's agreeing to comply _th the conditions in the manner set forth

in these agreements was that the Commissioner would not revoke BRI's

certification for failure to comply with those conditions by May 8, 1994, as

the Conunissioner's February 9th letter had warned. Ex. U-150, U-152. In

fact, based on these agreements, the Commissioner extended BRI's

certification to December 31, 1994. Ex. U-152.

Nor did the Commissioner's letter of July 5, 1994, unconditionally

promise that BRI would be finally re-certified six months later. Rather, the

Commissioner stated that "[a] two year certification will be issued to BR1/f

the Department determines that BRI has achieved compliance with the

certification conditions and regulations, and assuming no other changes in

material facts" (emphasis added). U-152 at 2. In the same letter, the

Commissioner reiterated that "It]his certification decision is made without

2°lThe lrial court's findings on this subject, F. 231-45, App. 1268-70, are adopled flora

BRI's proposed findings 358-63,370-71,373-75, 377-79; App. 896-97, 899-901.
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prejudice to the continuing authority of the Department to regulate BRI and

to suspend, revoke, limit, or otherwise act upon BRI's certification or

licensure based upon any non-compliance with the attached agreements or

conditions, or other violation of the law or regulations, or any changes in

material facts occurring during this certification period" (emphasis added).

ld

Because, the court's premise--that DMR had the obligations under these

agreements or under the Commissioner's conditional certification letter of

July 5, 1994---is incorrect, it is unnecessary to address in detail the court's

subsidiary findings as to how the Commissioner "violated" those agreements,

although those findings, as well, are factually unsupported by the evidence.

First, the court finds that the Commissioner's determination (in his

January 20, 1995 letter), that BRI's treatment plans did not fully comply with

DMR regulations, U-166 at 6, is somehow inconsistent 2°2 with the parties'

prior agreement requiting BRI to submit a sample treatment plan for DMR's

approval and then to revise all of its other treatment plans using the approved

sample as a model. Ex. U-152. The court does not find that BRI's revised

plans, in fact, conformed to the sample plan, nor could the court make such

a finding, since the revised plans were not in evidence. In fact, the only

evidence as to the adequacy of the revised plans fully supports the

Commissioner's determination that the plans were deficient in the manner

described in his January 20, 1995 letter. Ex. U-166 at 2-7, DMR-4-9, DMR-

23, DMR-67, DMR-69.

The only other "violation" found by the court concerns DMR's attempt,

in December 1994, to have two outside experts review the implementation

of two students' treatment plans. F. 243-45, App. 1269-70. However, after

BRI objected and Judge Hurd, the court-appointed mediator, attempted

2°_The court does not explain how the Commissioner's Januao' 20th finding conflicts

with BRI's prior agreement to revise its treatment plans in accordance with the approved
sample, other than to fred that BRrs psychologist, who had drafted the sample plan that was
approved by Dr. Cerreto, was "shocked" by the Commissioner's finding. F. 24 I, App. 1269.
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unsuccessfullyto resolvethedispute,2°3thatreviewwascancelled. Tr. VIII:

68-69, Ex. DMR-79. Therefore, the court's finding ti,at this "review... was

in violation of the July 5 agreement" is clearly erroneous.

18, The Commissioner Had a Goad Faith Basis

for Imposing the Conditions Contained in

His Certification Letter of Janua O, 20, 1995,

and .(or Deeerti_,ing BRI for Refusing to

Comply with Those Conditions.2°4

Over the next six months, from July through December 1994, DMR

closely monitored BRI's compliance with the certification conditions and

with the underlying regtdations. Tr. V:159-67. As a result of that intensive

monitoring, DMR determined, and informed BRI by letter dated January 20,

1995, that BILl had not fully complied with the certification conditions or

with the applicable DMR regulations. Ex. U-166; Tr. V1:45-46.

Nevertheless, rather than decertify BRI on that basis, the Commissioner

continued BRrs certification for another 16 months, to May 8, 1996, again

with certain conditions. Ex. U-166, Tr. VI:46-68.

The court finds fault with only two of the six conditions contained in the

January 20, 1995, letter. First, the court mischaracterizes Condition 1, by

stating that it "required that [BRI] discontinue Level III interventions for six

individuals." F. 249, App. 1270. In fact, this condition gave BRI a choice.

It could revise the treatment plans for those six individuals either to conform

to DMR's regulations on Level 111 aversives (in which case BRI could

continue to use such aversives, subject to the remaining conditions) or to

2°3The court's finding that DMR refused to mediate this dispute is also clearly

erroneous. Although DMR's counsel initially believed that the dispute could be resolved
without mediation, Ex. U-160, when informal efforts proved unsuccessful, the parties did
mediate this issue with Judge Hard in December 1994. Ex. DMR-79.

_Tbe trial court'sfindings on this subject, F. 247-5 I, App. 1270-7 I, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 419-29, App. 917-22.
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exclude Level 111aversives from these individuals' plans. In either case, the

existing treatment plans would remain in effect until the revised plans were

approved by DMR, BRI's Peer Review and Human Rights Committees, and

the individual's parent or guardian or (for Level I11 interventions) the Probate

Court. Ex.U-166at9, 10, 13.

As indicated in the letter itself, this condition was based on reports

prepared by doctoral level psychologists who had closely monitored the

implementation of these individuals' treatment plans, as agreed to by the

parties in June 1994. Ex. U-166 at 2; U-152, Condition 1; DMR-4-9. Those

reports indicated that BRI had failed to implement the treatment plans of

these six individuals in accordance with DMR's behavior modification

regulations, in the following significant respects: (I) BRI used Level Ill

interventions to address minor behaviors, such as slouching, silly laughing,

and tearing paper; (2) BRI did not use the least restrictive and most

appropriate interventions available; and (3) BRI's data collection procedures

did not provide for monitoring, evaluating, and documenting the use and

effectiveness of particular interventions for treating particular behaviors. Ex.

U.166 at 2-6, DMR-4-9, DMR-23.

The court's "findings" with respect to Condition 1 are actually legal

conclusions, which should therefore be reviewed by this Court de no_'o.

Implicit in the court's findings concerning the application of this condition to

Brandon S., F. 249, App. 1270, are (1) the premise that this Condition

"conflicts" with the Probate Court's prior approval of Brandon's individual

treatment plan in individual substituted judgment proceedings, and (2) the

legal conclusion that such a conflict renders this condition invalid as a matter

of law. Both the premise and the conclusion are incorrect. As discussed in

Argument I.B, supra, the function of the Probate Court in substituted

judgment proceedings is solely to decide whether the individual, if

competent, would consent to the proposed treatments. Although the criteria

considered by the Probate Court in making that decision overlap to some

extent with the requirements contained in DMR's behavior modification

regulations, DMR's regulations are far broader. For example, while the

Probate Court considers solely the written treatment plan, DMR's regulations
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also governthe mannerin which the court-approvedplan is actually
implementedon a day-to-day basis. Therefore, DMR's determination that a

student's gritten treatment plan is not being implemented in accordance with

its regulations in no way conflicts with the Probate Court's determination that

the student would consent to the treatments set forth in the written plan.

The court's second "finding," that DMR's regulations do not authorize the

Commissioner to grant or deny certification to use Level II1 avetsives on an

individual basis, '°s F. 250, App. 1271, is also incorrect as a matter of law. 2°_

The Department's behavior modification regulations expressly provide that

"[tlhe use of [Level lll] procedures for a particular individual will be

allowed for aparticular client only after a rigorous review and approval by

clinicians, human rights committees, and the Department .... It is further the

policy of the Department that the application of a procedure for clients even

after it has been approved must be strictly monitored by the program as well

as by the Department itself' (emphasis added). 104 C.M.R. § 20.15(1)(c).

The only other condition in the Commissioner's January 20th letter

mentioned by the court is the condition requiring BRI to stop using the

"specialized food program," a food deprivation program in which, depending

on an individual's behavior on a given day, he or she may receive as little as

20 percent of his or her daily caloric requirement. Ex. U-166 at 12.

Although the court does not expressly find that this condition was

unreasonable or imposed in bad faith, its findings suggest that there was no

2°SThe court's factual finding that the January 20, 1995, letter "first introduced the

concept of regulatory approval of treatment plans on a 'case-by.case' basis," F. 250, App.
1271, is clearly erroneous. As the Commissioner testified, DMR has approved or

disapproved the use of Level 111aversives on a case-by.case basis for individuals at the state

schools for the mentally retarded and has also authorized another private provider to seek

certification on a case-by-case basis. Tr. V:26-27. There was no evidence to the contrao'.

2°_rhis is another issue that could have and should have been raised, if at all, in an

administrative appeal by BIU from this decision. Having forgone this available

adminisU'ative remedy, BRI was not entitled to judicial review of this decision, particularly

in the context of a contempt proceeding.
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clinical justification for imposing this condition? °7 An)' such finding is

clearly erroneous.

As indicated in the January 20 letter itself and in the report that the

Commissioner issued in support of that letter, there was anlple justification

for imposing this condition. This condition was based on DMR's

determination that there is no professional literature to support the use of this

procedure as treatment for human beings in general or for the problems

exhibited by BRI clients in particular. Ex. U-166 at 12. In addition, DMR

found thal this program "denies the client basic sustenance," thereby

violating the regulatory requirement that "[n]o Behavior Modification plan

may provide for a program of treatment which denies the individual.., a

nutritionally sound diet." 104 C.M.R. § 20.15(4)(b)(1). Ex. U-166 at 12. In

further support of this condition, DMR's accompanying report outlined and

documented specific nutritional and sanitation problems with the specialized

foed program as well as evidence that this intervention is not only ineffective

in controlling the targeted problem behaviors but may actually cause or

increase other problem behaviors that are then treated with other Level 111

interventions. Ex. DMR-23 at 47-53. In addition, several of the psychiatric

and medical evaluations of individual students raised concerns about adverse

effects of this program on the students being evaluated. Ex. DMR-284 (eval.

of Jennifer H.), DMR-285 (evals. of Elly N., Jeanine C., William H., and

Jennifer H.). At the very least, the Commissioner had a good faith basis for

imposing this condition.

2°TTheframing of the court'sfinding on this s:Jbject isanother example of its improperly

placing the burden on the Commissioner to explain the good faith basis for his regulatory
actions, i.e., "he failed to identif)' any medical evidence to support this decision." F. 251,

App. 1271.
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19. DMR Dealt Fairly with BRI on Contract

Issues. :°8

As discussed in the Statement of Facts, section C, in recent years, BRrs

tuition rates for Massachusetts clients have been set by the Division of

Purchased Services C'DPS"). Ex. BR1-292; Tr. V:112, VIII:165-67. DPS

sets a fiat per-student rate (about $161,000 for BRI in 1994-95, Tr. VII1:167),

regardless of the level of services provided to each individual client. Ex.

BRI-292; Tr. V:112. This is not the method generally used by DMR and

other state agencies to establish the amounts paid to providers of services to

adult clients. Rather, these amounts are usually set by negotiated contracts

specific to each client for whom services are provided. Tr. I11:270, V:I 13-17.

It was for this reason (and not for the ulterior motives found by the court, F.

200, App. 1258) that DMR questioned, in December 1993, v,'hether DPS

should continue to set BRrs rate, in that BRI was then serving no

Massachusetts students trader the age of 22. Ex. BRI-262 at 4; Tr. I11:266-70.

DMR's more recent attempts to negotiate a contract with BRI were

similarly well-intentioned. Despite DMR's repeated efforts to initiate

contract negotiations, beginning in the fall of 1994, 209as of the end of the

1995 fiscal year DMR and BRI still had not entered into either an agreement

to abide by the DPS rates or an)' other contlactual arrangement for fiscal year

1996.

Nevertheless, in order to continue contract negotiations into the new

fiscal year, on June 30, 1995, the last day of the 1995 fiscal year (and,

coincident,'dly, the fifth day of the contempt trial), DMR "prequalified" BRI

_'he trial court's findings on this subject, F. 197-202,256-61; App. 1258-59, 1272-74,

are adopted from BRI's proposed findings 298-304, 434-38; App. 865-67, 923-25.

2'_DMR at'tempted to initD,e contract negotiations in September and October of 1994

and, in December of 1994, restated its willingness to meet with BRI on this issue, but BRI

did not come to the negotiating table until mid-June 1995. Tr. X1:264-67; Ex. DMR-60, U-
161.
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to enter into a contract with DMR for fiscal year 1996, on the condition that

BRI cooperate v_ith DPS's then-pending request for information concerning

BILl's legal expenses? m Ex. BRI-267. DPS had sought that information in

order to determine whether BRI's rate for prior fiscal years should be

reduced, retroactively, to account for nonreimbursable expenditures for

lobbying and for legal fees incurred in suing the Commonwealth. ld

Over the Commissioner's objections, the trial court admitted DMR's

prequalification letter and DPS's request for information de bene, subject to

BRI's ability to offer testimony linking DMR to DPS's request for

information on BRI's legal expenses. Tr. VI:168-69. Although BRI later

conceded that it was unable to prove such a connection and therefore did not

introduce further evidence on this issue, Tr. IX:56-57, the court nevertheless

relied on the conditionally admitted evidence to infer that "the letter ''2"

constituted a purposeful attempt by DMR to interfere with on-going court

proceedings." F. 259, App. 1273.

Apart from the inadmissibility of the only evidence on this issue, even

that evidence does not support the court's inference that requiring BRI's

cooperation with DPS's request for information was an attempt by DMR to

interfere with the on-going contempt trial. DPS's letter clearly indicates that

its request for information was just the first step in a long administrative

process, including the availability of appeals, before any action would be

taken affecting BRI's funding. Ex. BRI-267. Moreover, since the

Commonwealth funds only a small percentage of BRI's students, even if DPS

eventually took steps to recoup overpaymer_ts for Massachusetts students,

2J°Th¢ court mischaracterizes DPS's letter, as "[finding] [BRI]'s legal fees to be non-

reimbursable," and "subject to recoupment." F. 258, App. 1273. In fact, DPS only
requested information from BRI for purposes of determining the reimbursability of its legal

fees and stated that, depending on what the requested information shows, "the funds may be
subject to recoupment" (emphasis added). The mischaracterizations aretaken verbatim from
BRI's proposed finding 436, App. 924.

2"It is unclear whether the letler referred to here is DMR's prequalification letler or

DPS's request for information.
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this would not have the drastic effects, hypothesized by the court, of

"'disrupting [BRI]'s ability to continue to retain its counsel."

20. The Commissioner Acted Reasonably in

Giving BRI Additional Time to Correct

Deficiencies Identified by a Licensing

Surve),. 2_2

In 1994, DMR conducted surveys of licensed residential programs, using

newly revised licensing standards, referred to as "QUEST," (Quality

Enhancement Survey Tool). Tr. X:33-35. Although BRI was rated "partially

achieved" or "not achieved" in all categories of this survey, Ex. U-164 at 1,

its group home licenses were not revoked, Ex. U-183, and remained in effect

at the time of trial. Tr. X:35. As explained in a letter from DMR's Director

of Survey and Certification, if this survey process eventually results in BRI's

group home licenses being revoked or suspended, BRI will have an

opportunity to appeal any such action pursuant to 115 C.M.R., §§ 8.21(4),

8.33(1)(b), and 8.34, and to seek judicial review of any adverse

administrative decision pursuant to G.L.c. 30A, § 14.

Despite the "unripe" procedural posture of BRI's license renewals, the

court made adverse findings as to the procedure and substance of the

licensing survey. Those findings were clearly erroneous. First of all, the

court mischaracterizes, by quoting out of context, the actual findings of the

surveyors? _3 The court's selective list of infractions also creates the false

2122qa¢Irial court'sfindings on this subject, F. 261-66, App. 1274-75, are adopted from

BRI's proposed findings 439-46, App. 926-31.

2m3Forexample, while the court states that "DMRfauhed [BRI] staff for the affectionate

and caring interaction with the students because 'they _'ere not reflective of positive adult
roles,'" F. 263 n.5, App. 1275, the survey actually stated, "Although interactions were
affectionate and caring, they were not reflective of positive adult roles" (emphasis added).

Ex. U-164 at l. The survey further elaborates on this point by stating that, although most
BRI clients are over 21 years old, they are "consistently referred to as 'kids'"; are told they

(continued...)
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impression that all of the deficiencies related to client dignity. F. 263 n. 65,

App. 1275. In fact, the survey also found deficiencies in all other areas,

including client safety, Ex. U-164 at 36-39, human rights, and personal well-

being, ld. at 48-51. Since the only evidence on the QUEST survey were the

survey findings themselves, there was no basis for the court to conclude that

the survey findings were "arbitrary and capricious. ''214 F. 263, App. 1275.

21. The Court's Findings Grossly Overstate the

Evidence of Harm to BRI and lts Students. 2_s

The court's findings that the Commissioner's actions "financially

devastated" BRI, F. 269, App. 1277, and caused it "to suffer a loss of

revenues of such magnitude that its financial viability is in peril," F. 270,

App. 1277, are dearly erroneousfl 6 First of all, according to the court, the

direct cause of BRrs decrease in revenues is its declining enrollment, ld

However, as discussed in subsection 8.a, supra, the court's inference that

BRI's declining enrollment was caused by the Commissioner's conduct---i.e.,

213(...continued)

are "good boys and girls"; and are given children's toys as rewards, Ex. U- 164 at I. Since
these comments pertained to the standardfor rights and dignity of clients, measured by the

respect paid to them by staff, the comments are directly relevant and at least facially support
the rating given

214Furthemlore, while such a finding would be grounds for setting aside an

administrativedecision under G.L.c. 30A, § 14, it falls far shortof supporting a contempt
judgment.

21SThetrial court'sfindingson thissubject,F. 268-303, App. 1276-86, ateadoptedfrom

BRI's proposedfindings 447-504, App.932-62.

216For the reasons discussed in Argument II.A. supra, BRI should not have been

permitted to introduce any evidence as to its financial condition.
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in communicating with out-of-state funding agencies--is clearly erroneous. 2_7

Absent a causal connection between the Commissioner's conduct and

declining enrollment, there is no basis for inferring a causal connection

between the Commissioner's conduct and BRI's decreased revenues.

Second, the court's findings as to BRI's "perilous" financial situation are

also unsupported by the evidence. Although declining enrollment necessarily

resulted in a loss in revenues, it also presumably resulted in decreased costs,

since BRI's tuition rate is set on the basis of its average costs per student. Tr.

V:112. In any event, as BRJ's accountant testified, and as the court found,

BRI continues to enjoy a $520,000 surplus, Tr. VI11:171; F. 302, App. 1285,

only $65,000 less than in 1993. F. 300, App. 1285Y s Although the court

found that this surplus would be eliminated, and BRJ's credit line thereby

jeopardized, if BRI were to use the surplus to pay its attorneys' fees, F. 303,

App. 1286, there is no evidence that BRI has actually paid or ever intends to

pay the more than $800,000 of fees assertedly billed by its counselY 9

Moreover, as discussed in subsection 19, supra, unless DPS takes some

action to recoup the funds that BRI expended on this litigation, BRI will

continue to be reimbursed for its legal fees through its tuition.

2t7BRI'saccountant admittedthat nothing in his analysis of BRI's finances provides any

information as to the cause for BRI's declining enrollment. Tr. VIII: 193-94. Moreover, he
testified that enrollment had not declined severely as of June of 1994, Tr. VIII: 193, which

precludes the inference, made by the court, that the decline in enrollment was the direct
result of letters sent by the Commissioner in August and December of 1993. F. 290 n. 73,
App. 1282. In fact, in the summer of 1994, BRI had at least as many students (57), Ex. BR1-
284, as it had in 1991, when it first applied for re-certification. Ex. BRI-236.

ZttThis is consistent with Dr. Israel's statement, in March of 1995, that BRI is "alive,

well and prospering." Ex. DMR-35.

219Asdiscussed in Argument IV.B, infra, the court'sfinding that this amount of fees was

"necessary and reasonable" is also clearly erroneous and unsupported by the requisite

subsidiary fmdings.
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The court's findings of harm to the students are also clearly erroneous. 22°

The findings that declining enrollment caused loss of revenues, which caused

layoffs, which caused less individual attention to the remaining students, F.

293, 294, 295, App. 1283-84, are fallacious on their face; if staffare laid off

in proportion to the drop in enrollment, then the staff-to-student ratio should

remain approximately the same.

The only findings of concrete, physical harm to individual students

concern the effects on two students of the cessation of the specialized food

program in June 1995721 The evidence on this subject falls faa short of

supporting the court's finding that the cessation of this program "critically

impacted" two students "who are currently suffering a dramatic increase in

their health-dangerous behaviors." F. 298, App. 1284.

As to one of the students, Wayne M., Dr. Von Heyn, a BRI psychologist,

testified that, after BRI stopped using the specialized food program, Wayne

had to be restrained on one occasion. Tr. IX:96. Although he testified that

the use of such restraints on this student "used to be infrequent," that

testimony is directly contradicted by a progress report for the month of

January 1995 (when the specialized food program was still in use), which

indicates that Wayne was placed in leg restraints for 634 minutes, waist

restraints for 675 minutes, wrist straps for 15,298 minutes, and a helmet for

230 minutes in that one month "alone. Ex. DMR-21.

As to the other student, Janine C., both Dr. Von Heyn and the student's

father testified that, after cessation of the specialized food program, she

pulled her hair and picked her finger. Tr. IX:97-98; X:6. However, on cross-

examination, they both admitted that she had engaged in these same

behaviors when she was on the specialized food program. Tr. IX:99; X:I4.

In her psychiatric evaluation, the evaluator states that "according to multiple

22°To the extent that the findings of harm to students are based on the evidence of

financial harm to BRI, those findings should be set aside for the same reasonsjust discussed.

221 For the reasons discussed in Argument II.B, supra, the evidence presented by the

parentson this subject should have been excluded or slricken.
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staff reports, these episodes [of self-mutilation and hair pulling] did not

appear to have any external precipitant. They appear to have occurred in

1990, 1992 and then most recently in November and December of 1993."

Ex. BR1-285. 2_2 Furthermore, given the evaluator's recommendation that

Janine's daily caloric intake be increased in order to avoid exacerbating her

hypoglycemia, 22_an)' harm she suffered by the cessation of the specialized

food program was most likely outweighed by this benefit, ld.

Thus, the court's subsidiary findings of harm to BRI and its students are

clearly erroneous and its charcterizations of that harm as "devastating" and

"perilous" are grossly exaggerated. The court's errors in assessing the nature

and degree of harm are particularly prejudicial, since the harm found forms

the basis for the drastic relief imposed by the court. Conversely, since the

court's findings on this issue are clearly erroneous, the relief granted to

remedy that harm is unwarranted.

IV. THE EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF GRANTED BY THE

TRIAL COURT IS UNJUST AS A MATTER OF EQUITY

AND IMPROPER AS A MATTER OF LAW.

To remedy the harm discussed above, the court appointed a receiver to

assume all of DMR's regulatory authority over BRI, "as well as any

additional powers as may be necessary and appropriate." App. 1342. The

court also enjoined the Commissioner, "his agents, attorneys, employees, and

anyone acting in concert with them," from "tak]ingJany action to obstruct,

frustrate or interfere with the Receiver in the performance of his duties," App.

1348, and from "seek[ing] to accomplish through Individual Guardianship

proceedings what they are enjoined from doing herein." App. 1341-42. In

222Seealso Ex. DMR-47 at 5 (BRI Human Rights Committee minutes, 10/25/93,

referring to "Janine's recent episodes of health dangerous behaviors").

223Similar recommendations were made with respect to other students who were on the

specialized food program at the time of their evaluations. Ex. DMR-284 (Jennifer H.),

DMR-285 (Elly N., William H., Jennifer H.).
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addition to this sweeping equitable relief, the court awarded over $1 million

in attorneys' fees. App. 1341. As will be shown in this final section of this

brief, even if the court's contempt findings were legally and factually sound,

this extraordinary relief is unwarranted and should therefore be vacated by

this Court.

A. In Issuing the Receivership Orders and Other

Broad-Ranging Injunctive Relief, the Trial Court

Abused Its Discretion, Exceeded Its Authority, and

Impermissibly Intruded on the Powers of the

Legislative and Executive Branches.

Ii The Trial Court Abused Its Discretion in

Imposing the Drastic Remedy of

Receivership on the Facts of This Case.

Even if the trial court's contempt judgment were factually or legally

wand, it would not justify the extraordinary relief granted by the trial court.

As this Court counseled in denying a petition for mandamus relief against a

state official, "The severity of remedial devices which may be considered [to

enforce judgments against the Commonwealth] demands caution.., not a

resort to extraordinary judicial intervention." Bromfield v. Treasurer &

Receiver General, 390 Mass. 665, 670 (1983); see also Massachusetts

Coalition for the Homeless v. Secretary of Human Services, 400 Mass. 806,

823-24 (1987). Even in the face of systemic violations of constitutional

rights, the equitable powers of courts to award relief against state and local

officials is not unlimited. Missouri v. Jenkins, 495 U.S. 33, 51 (1990).

As to the extraordinary remedy of receivership, this Court has held that,

even in the private business context, the power to appoint a receiver should

be exercised "vAth circumspection. It should not be exercised except in cases

where otherwise there would be wasting and loss of property.., which

cannot be conserved in any other way." New England Theatres, Inc'. v.

Olympia Theatres, Inc., 28"1 Mass. 485, 492 (1934), cert. denied, 294 U.S.
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713 (1935); see also George Ahman, Inc. v. Vogue, Int,, lne, 366 Mass.176,

180 (1974) (same). Where the deficiencies found by the trial court do not

"necessitate th[is] drastic remedy," this Court has held that "the trial judge's

appointment of a receiver clearly exceeded the bounds of his authority,"

Lopez v. MedfordCommunity Center, Inc., 384 Mass. 163, 169 (1981), and

directed that "[a] more limited remedy.., be fashioned" to address the

particular deficiencies identified by the trial court, ld. at 170.

Additional problems arise where, as here, receivership is sought as a

remedy against govemment agencies, in which case "a receivership must be

thoroughly justified on the facts, is always to be considered a remedy of'last

resort,' and therefore is not often applied in practice." Perez v. Boston

Housing Authority, 379 Mass, 703,733 (1980). Accordingly, in affirming

the appointment of a receiver under the extraordinary circumstances of the

Perez case, this Court was careful to note that, because of the quasi-private

character of the BHA, "that remedy appears much less drastic" than it would

where it "invade[s] any 'line' department or unit of city or State. 'm4 ld. at

738.

In this respect, the remedy of receivership--which entirely supplants the

Commissioner's discretion as to how to carry out his statutory duties---is even

more drastic than other forms of equitable relief which specify how an

administrative agency must perform its discretionary functions. The

separation of powers problems inherent in such injunctive orders therefore

apply to an even greater degree to the relief granted here. As this Court has

repeatedly recognized in overturning injunctions against state agencies, even

where judicial remedies are warranted, the relief must be fashioned so as to

preserve the agencies' discretion to determine how to perform their statutory

and regulatory duties. Care and Protection of Jeremy, 419 Mass. 616, 622-

23 (1995); Care and Protection oflsaac, 419 Mass. 602, 606-07 (1995);

_24AIthough various state officials were originally named as defendants in the Perez

case. they were dismissed on the ground that the statute underwhich plaintiffs sought relief
was not applicable to them. Perez v. 8HA, 36g Mass. 333, appeal dismissed, 423 U.S. 1009
(1975). The Commissioner is aware of no reported cases in which a state agency has been
placed in receivership.
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Guardianship of Anthony, 402 Mass. 723, 727 (1988); Bradley v.

Commissioner of Mental Health, 386 Mass. 363, 365 (1982). Indeed, in a

previous appeal in this very case, this Court vacated, on these grounds, an

injunction issued by the Bristol Probate Court requiring DMR to pay BRI for

its care of a particular student. In the Matter of McKnight, 406 Mass. 787,

801-02 (1990) (vacating injunction on the grounds that "[tlhe determination

of where and how the department will carry out its statutory, regulator),, and

any constitutional obligations, is... for it to decide"); see also Charrier v.

Charrier, 416 Mass. 105, 110 (1993) ("judge does not have authority to order

[state agency] to do anything that [agency] is not required to do as a matter

of law"; to do so "would violate the principle of separation of powers.., by

usurping an executive function").

The facts of this case, as found by the trial court, fall far short of the

circumstances that were held to warrant the appointment of a temporary

receiver for the Boston Housing Authority in the Perez case. In that case, this

"exceptional" remedy was reluctantly imposed as an "ultimate recourse,"

where "[t]he unabated mis- and nonfeasance of the Board" resulted in "the

unprecedented deterioration of the BHA's developments and.., widespread

violations of the Sanitary Code," id. at 705, 724-26, which directly

jeopardized the health and safety of thousands of tenants. In particular, the

BHA failed to fill top management positions, id. at 717-19; failed to engage

in financial planning, id. at 718-19; failed to deliver maintenance supplies to

tenants, id at 719-20; failed to supervise or prioritize maintenance work, id.

at 719-20; and failed to protect the safety of tenants from physical and

psychological invasion, ld at 721-22. Due to the Board's "incompetence,"

"indifference," and "gross mismanagement," the physical condition of public

housing was found to be "appalling," and violations of the sanitary code,

"rampant." ld. at 725.

By contrast, in the present case, far from neglecting their statutory and

regulatory responsibility to ensure the health, safety, and dignity of BRI's

clients, the Commissioner and his staff were found to have aggressively

monitored and regulated BRrs compliance with state regulations. F. 268-85,

App.1276-81. Although the court found the degree of regulatory activity to
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beexcessive,unnecessary,andill-motivated,22sF.230,268-85;App. 1268,

1276-81, there are no findings that this regulator), activity directly resulted

in any serious or pervasive harm to the health or safety of BRI's clients.

Rather, as discussed in Argument III.B.21, supra, the harm found by the

court was primarily to BRI's financial well-being, which was found to result

in a reduction in staffing and, in turn, in a general reduction in the quantity

and quality of services provided. F. 268-85, App.1276-81. Moreover, there

is no finding that even this financial harm ever reached crisis proportions ill

any way comparable to Perez. Nor, unlike in the Perez case, is there any

finding that the quality of services currently provided by BRI has declined to

a level that necessitates the drastic remedy of receivership in order to protect

the health and safety of its student body as a whole? 26 To the contrary, the

court lauded the quality of services provided by BRI's staff, F. 264, App.

1275, and, in denying the Department's counterclaims, rejected each and

every one of the Department's contentions that BRI had failed to provide the

level of service required by DMR regulations. App. 1322-39.

Nor was this relief the only means of addressing any regulatory

wrongdoing by the Commissioner. If BRI was aggrieved by the

Commissioner's certification, investigatory, or licensing decisions, on

substantive or procedural grounds, it had the right to seek administrative and,

if necessary, judicial review, which it failed to do. If warranted, the

reviewing Superior Court could "set aside or modify the decision, or compel

any action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed." G.L.c. 30A,

225As shown in Argument Ill.B, supra, these f'mdings are clearly erroneous.

226The one finding of harm to an individual student, .I.C., v,ho was found to require

increased use of other aversives at_er being removed from the specialized food program, F.

298, App. _284, could have been remedied, if necessary, by a narrowly focused injunction,

requiring DMR to permit BRI to utilize the specialized food program on this individual

student at least temporarily. CJ? McKnight, 406 Mass. at 801 (indicating that a temporary

injunction requiring DMR to continue the availability of aversive procedures might be

warranted if the requisite showing of immediate and irreparable harm were made, but

holding that "[n]o permanent injunction should be entered to that effect.., unless [the

individual] proves that the department, acting on the judgment of qualified professionals,

could not reasonably deny the continued availability and use of aversives").
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§14(7). BRI's failure to exhaust these available legal remedies barred the

granting of any equitable relief, particularly the most extreme remedy of

receivership. George Airman, 366 Mass. at 180 ("in order to justify the

appointment of [a receiver], it should at least appear.., that [the applicant]

has exhausted his legal remedies").

Alternatively, in lieu of the sweeping relief granted here, the trial court

could have issued discrete injunctive orders tailored to address any particular

instances of ongoing and harmful wrongdoing. See, e.g., Halderman v.

Pennhurst State School & Hospital, 154 F.R.D. 594, 610 (E.D. Pa. 1994)

(finding state officials in contempt of settlement agreement and issuing

injunctive orders requiring them to take particular actions, e.g., to provide

community living arrangements to all Philadelphia class members within 12

months, with coercive fines if defendants fail to comply with those orders);

Coyne Industrial Laundry of Schenectady, Inc. v. Gould, 359 Mass. 269

(1971 ) (finding defendant in contempt of consent decree prohibiting it from

soliciting dust control business and issuing an order requiring it to cease and

desist from doing so); Manchester v. DEQE, 381 Mass. at 209 (finding town

in contempt of court order setting deadlines for town to take various actions

to bring dump into compliance with state law and issuing an order requiring

town to act according to new compliance schedule).

By, instead, imposing the extraordinary remedy of receivership, the trial

court failed to heed this Court's admonitions that this extreme sanction should

be imposed only where it is fully justified by the facts and only as a last

resort where other, less drastic remedies have failed to preserve the assets of

the entity placed in receivership (not those of the entity seeking

receivership) 227or to protect the health and safety of those served by public

institutions. The receivership orders should therefore be vacated in toto even

if the contempt judgment is otherwise upheld.

2271f the assets of BRI are truly at risk, and its students' health and safety are thereby

jeopardized, as was the case with respect to the assets and tenants of the BHA in Peter, this

might justify placing BR/in receivership, but not DMR.
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2. The Plenary Powers Granted to the Receiver

in this Case Are Overly Broad,

Unconstitutional, and in Conflict with

Various Statutory Provisions.

Even if some form of receivership were warranted by the circumstances

of this case, the extremely broad powers granted here should be vacated on

equitable, statutory, and constitutional grounds. Injunctive relief, even where

othen_ise warranted, must be narrowly tailored to redress the particular legal

wrong found by the court. Here, the legal _;rong found by the court is of

relatively limited scope, affecting a single provider and relating primarily to

its certification to use certain particularly intrusive behavior modification

procedures. Yet, the receiver is authorized not simply to right these "wrongs"

but to "exercise all powers presently held by DMR as well as any additional

powers as may be necessary and appropriate," including, for example, the

power to reorganize the structure of the entire Department; to supervise, hire,

and fire all DMR employees, including the Commissioner himself; and "to

develop and to improve DMR's management systems, personnel standards,

employee relations so that anti-BRl bias is eliminated." App. 1342-47.

Taken together, these provisions empower the receiver to conduct a purge of

DMR employees solely on ideological grounds.

A further infirmity with many of the enumerated powers of the receiver

is that they exceed the powers of either DMR or the court itself under the

state and federal constitutions. Under Amendment Article 63 of the

Massachusetts Constitution, and G.L.c. 29, § 2, no state agency has the

power to receive or spend money without an appropriation, even pursuant to

a court order. Manchester v. DEQE, 381 Mass. at 218-19; Bromfield, 390

Mass. at 671; cf. Evans v. City of Chicago, 10 F.3d at 480 ("judges should not

take con_ol of the budgetary process even with the consent of the parties").

Yet, the receiver is empowered to "apply for and accept funds on behalf of

DMR from any public or private entity or person," App. 1345; and to

"contract for such legal, accounting, professional or consultant services

furnished directly to the Receiver as he finds necessary for the performance
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of his duties.., and direct DMR to pay the costs therefor." App. 1347.

DMR is also required to pay the receiver himself at an hourly rate of$150.

App. 1343. 228

Several of the receiver's powers also run afoul of ,sxticle 30 of the

Declaration of Rights, which requires a strict separation of powers between

the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government. New Bedford

Standard-Times Publishing Co. v. Clerk of the Third District Court of

Bristol, 377 Mass. 404, 410 (1979) ("Article 30... is more explicit than the

Federal Constitution in calling for the separation of powers of the three

branches of government, and we have insisted on scrupulous observance of

its limitations."). While the judicial appointment of a receiver, per se, may

not be an impermissible intrusion on executive powers (at least where the

agency placed in receivership is a quasi-private entity rather than an

executive department of state government and has failed to carry out its

statutory duties), Perez, 379 Mass. at 739 and n. 36, a court-appointed

receiver may not exercise powers that conflict with state statutes. 2_ Spence

v. Reeder, 382 Mass. 398, 418 (1981) (court could not empower BHA

receiver to evict tenants in a manner inconsistent with tenants' rights under

existing statutes). As stated by this Court, with respect to the BHA

22sWhile, in some extraordinarycircumstances (unlike those presented here), the courts

have inherent authority to require expenditures without appropriation, O'Coins, Inc. v.
Treasurer of Worcester County, 362 Mass. 507, 509 (1972) (county could be ordered to
purchase tape recorderand tapes necessary for operationof criminal courts), that power may
be exercised only where such expenditures are essential to the fulfillment of the court's
constitutional obligations, County ofBarnstable v. Commonwealth, 410 Mass. 326, 333
(1991), and, even then, only with the prior written approval of the Chief Justice of the court
in question and notice to the Chief Justice of this Court. O'Coins, 362 Mass. at 516; SJC
Rule 1:05.

229Tothe extent that the receiver's powers enable him to exercise executive functions

(such as hiring and firing of personnel, entering and terminating contracts, and spending
funds appropriated by the Legislature) without the statutory constraints that otherwise apply
to the exercise of these functions by state officials, those powers also runafoul ofAtticle XX
of the Declaration of gights, which vests the "power of suspending the laws, or the
execution of the laws" exclusively in the Legislature. MBTA Advisor), Board _: MBTA, 382
Mass. 569, 578 (1981 ).
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receivership, "The principle of separation of powers requires that the court

not inlrude into an area that is fundamentally legislative." Id. at 418. Nor

may a receiver, a judicial officer, perform functions that have been statutorily

delegated to the executive branch, Brach v. Chief Justice of the District Court

Department, 386 Mass. 528, 538 (1982), particularly where the executive

powers in question have been assigned to executives outside of the

department whose operation the receiver is appointed to oversee. Cf. Perez,

379 Mass. at 739-40 (receivership does not derogate from separation of

powers where municpal agency's powers are taken over by receiver as

remedy for that agency's violation of law).

In this case, many of the receiver's enumerated powers intrude

impermissibly on the powers of the legislative and executive branches. For

example:

(1) The receiver's power to create positions, App. 1346, is a legislative

prerogative. Commissioner of Administration v. Kelley, 350 Mass. 501,505

(1966).

(2) The receiver's power to prosecute, defend, and settle lawsuits on

behalf of DMR, App.1346, directly conflicts with G.L.c. 12, § 3, by which

the Legislature delegated this authority exclusively to the Attorney General.

Feeney v. Commonwealth, 373 Mass. 359, 366 (1977); cf. Commonwealth v.

Gordon, 410 Mass. 498, 500 (1991) (judge cannot exercise prosecutor's

discretion not to prosecute an indictment).

(3) The receiver's power to "contract on behalf of DMR with any private

entity or person for any lawful purpose to perform any function currently or

previously performed by DMR," App. 1345, conflicts with the Pacheco Law,

G.L.c. 7, §§ 52-55, which strictly curtails the power of state agencies to

conu'act with private entities to provide services previously provided by the

state agencies well as other public bidding and contracting statutes, G.L.c.

29 §§ 29A-29B, imposingvarious procedural and substantive requirements

for the letting of state contracts.

(4) The receiver's power to retroactively review DMR's previous

regulatory decisions, which BRI failed to appeal in a timely manner, and to

modify or rescind those decisions "as is required," App. i 343-44, directly
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conflictswith the time limits and deferential standards for judicial review of

such decisions under G.L.c. 30A, § 14, which would otherwise apply.

(5) The receiver's power to remove the Commissioner, App. 1346, is a

power that has been statutorily assigned to the Secretary of Health and

Human Services. G.L.e. 19B, § 2; cf. McGonigle v. The Governor, 418

Mass. 147, 150-51 (1994) (Governor had no power to remove county sheriff,

where statute conferred that power on Supreme Judicial Court).

(6) The receiver's power to unilaterally "disaffirm, reject or discontinue

at an)' time any.., personal or professional services and material contracts,"

App. 1346, not only conflicts with the statutes governing collective

bargaining and procurement of services by the state but also raises serious

problems under the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United

States Constitution, insofar as the receiver's termination or breach of existing

contracts leaves the vendors without either a contractual remedy or "just

compensation" for their goods or services.

All of these constitutional problems with the receiver's powers are

exacerbated by the court's grant to the receiver of immunity from suit in any

forum arising from the exercise of these powers, App. 1349-50, immunity

which exceeds even that of the court itself. Pulliam v. Allen, 466 U.S. 522,

528-44 0984) (state court judges not immune from prospective injunctive

relief or attorney's fees for civil rights violations). Apart from the court's

doubtful authority to grant such immunity, this grant of immunity deprives

third parties, including DMR employees, unions, vendors, and clients, of any

recourse for violation of their constitutional, statutory, collective bargaining,

contractual, or common law rights by the receiver. This wholesale

abrogation of the rights of third parties is perhaps the most egregious aspect

of the court's receivership orders. Cf. Spence, 382 Mass. at 418 (rights of

third parties "should not be swept away simply because the [party placed in

receivership] has mismanaged its affairs").
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, The Trial Court's Overly Broad Injunctive

Orders Fail to Conform to the Requirements

of Mass. R. Civ. P. 65(d).

i ,tie 65(d) of :_ Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure requires that

"an injunction or restraining order.., be specific in terms... [and] describe

in reasonable detail.., the act or acts sought to be restrained." The trial

court's injunctive orders fall far short of meeting these requirements.

Particularly problematic in this regard are the orders that enjoin DMWs

attorneys from "seek[ing] to accomplish through the Individual Guardianship

proceedings what they are enjoined from doing herein" and from filing

"groundless and multiple pleadings" in those proceedings. App. 1342. These

orders fail to specify what particular actions DMR's attorneys are enjoined

from taking. This lack of specificity, combined with the court's threat of

sanctions, App. 1342, and its referral of its findings to the Board of Bar

Overseers, App. 1293, can serve only to chill any actions by DMR's

attorneys, or by the court-appointed lawyers for the individual students, to

vigorously represent the interests of their clients in those proceedings. See

Commonwealth v. Segal, 401 Mass. 95, 98 (1987) ("[c]ontempt or the threat

of contempt should not be used to chill an attorney's vigorous but respectful

advocacy").

In addition, given the broad-ranging duties delegated to the receiver by

the court's receivership orders (which are themselves highly problematic, as

shov_ above), the orders enjoining DMR employees or agents and anyone

acting in concert with them from "tak[ing] any action to obstruct, frustrate,

or interfere with the Receiver in the performance of his duties" and from

"aid[ing], counseling or soliciting any other person to take any such action,"

App. 1348, similarly fail to specify or describe in reasonable detail what

particular actions are prohibited. Virtually any action or advice pertaining to

BRI could well be deemed to fall within this prohibition.
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4. Because It Is Likely that the Trial Court's

Receivership and Injunctive Orders Will Be

Vacated by this Court, and Because of the

Serious Risk of Irreparable Harm to the

Commonwealth and the Public in the

Interim, These Orders Should Be Stayed

Pending This Court's Decision on the Merits

of This Appeal

For the reasons just discussed, in addition to the arguments on the merits

of the trial court's contempt judgment made in the earlier sections of this

brief, the extraordinary injunctive and receivership relief granted by the trial

court should ultimately be vacated by this Court. Hov,'ever, as this Court has

repeatedly recognized, "[A receivership] decree can often have irreversible

and far-reaching consequences" that cannot be remedied even by an appellate

court's eventual ruling in defendant's favor. Lopez, 384 Mass. at 169; George

Airman, Inc., 366 Mass. at 179. It is therefore appropriate, in the interests of

justice, that these orders be stayed pending this Court's decision on the merits

of this appeal .230

a. Absent a stay of the extraordinary

relief granted by the trial court, DMR

and the public will be irreparably

harmed.

The extraordinary relief granted by the trial court, if not stayed pending

resolution of this appeal, will have the increasingly irreparable effect of

depriving DMR--the state agency charged with protecting the health, safety,

and dignity of the Commonwealth's mentally retarded citizens--of any

23°1nits order denying the Commissioner's previous motion for a stay pending appeal,

this Court expressly permitted the Commissioner to renew his request in the present brief.
App. 1471-72.
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regulator)'authorityoverBR1,aproviderof themosthighly intrusiveforms
of behaviormodificationtreatmentpermittedbystatelaw.

Underthetrial court'sorders,"DMR's powers,asthe)'relateto BRI, its
studentsandfamilies,[are]totallysupersededby theReceiver."App. 1342.
Thus, absenta stay, DMR will be powerlessto ensurethat aversive
proceduresare used only "as a last resort" and "only to address
extraordinarilydifficult or dangerousbehavioralproblems.., that have
seriouslyharmedorarelikely to seriouslyharmtheindividualor others,''23'
asrequiredbyDMRregulations.104C.M.R.§§20.15(1)(c)and20.15(4)(b).
Norwill DMR beableto investigateallegationsof abuseor neglectof BRI
students,as required by G.L.c. 19C and 104 C.M.R. §§ 24.01 et seq. Given

the court's findings of over-regulation and over-investigation by DMR, F.

271-85, App. 1277-80, it is obviously the court's intention that the receiver

car D' out these crucial responsibilities in a less vigilant manner. Any harm

suffered by BRrs clients in the absence of strict oversight and thorough

investigation may well be tragically irreparable. App. 1428-29.

Furthermore, despite the language limiting the receiver's powers-to

DMR's relations with BRI, App. 1342, the potential effect of the court's

orders on DMR's operations is far more sweeping. The receiver is directed

to ensure that "anti-[BRl] bias is eliminated," App. 1344, and, to that end, is

empowered to reorganize the entire structure of DMR and to discipline or fire

all employees. App. 1346. The receiver is also empowered to "disaffirm"

any contracts previously entered into by DMR. App. 1346. Thus, these

orders affect not only the individual who has been found to be in contempt

2JtNo such protection is or could be provided by the Probate Court, which approves

individual treatment plans periodicany but has no day-to-day oversight as to how those plans

are actually implemented by BKI. Moreover, the Probate Court's"approval" is limited to
a determination of whether the ward, if competent, would consent to the treatments
contained in his or her treatment plan. This procedure provides no oversight whatsoever of

the overall operations of the facility. Nor can the court monitorperform this function, since,
as discussed above, his powers under the Settlement Agreement expressly exclude the power
to oversee BILl'scompliance with behavior modification regulations. See Arguments I.A-

I.C, supra.
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but also a broad range of innocent third parties, including all DMR

employees, unions, and vendors and the public they serve.

Nor is the effect of the court's orders limited to DMR and its employees

and vendors. Rather, insofar as the receiver will oversee all abuse

investigations concerning BRI's students, he will also supplant the authority

of the Disabled Persons Protection Commission, a state agency that shares

this responsibility with DMR under G.L.c. 19C. The operations of other

state agencies--including the Executive Office of Health and Human

Sen'ices, the Department of Education, the Civil Service Commission, the

Division of Purchased Services, the Attorney General's Office, and the

Department of Personnel Administratiorv--who each act "jointly or in concert

_4th" DMR fi,_ various purposes, are also constrained by these orders. App.

1348.

The potential interference with the statutory missions of these various

state agencies and officials and, more important, the harm that may be

suffered by the particularly vulnerable individuals served by BRI, is

exacerbated by the fact that the order further deprives those who may be

harmed by the receiver's action (or inaction) of any legal recourse. App.

1349-50. Thus, in the absence of a stay, any third parties adversely affected

by the receiver's actions will have no remedy, at least until the court's orders

are vacated, which may be too late to adequately prevent or repair the injuries

they have suffered in the interim.

b. Neither BRI nor its students would be

immediately or irreparably harmed if

the relief granted by the trial court is

stayed.

As discussed in Arguments III.B.21 and IV.A.I, supra, the trial court's

findings and the underlying evidence fall to establish the requisite risk to the

public health or safety or to the financial stability of BRl that would warrant

the drastic remedy of placing DMR in receivership. Afortiori, no emergency
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warrants the continuing imposition of this remedy pending resolution of this

appeal.

Nothing in the court's findings or in the underlying evidence indicates

that this drastic relief is necessary in order to protect BRI or its clients from

any present risk of concrete, immediate, and irreparable harm. Rather, the

harm to BRI found by the court is primarily economic, F. 286-90, 299-303;

App. 1281-82, 1285-86, and will be amply remedied if the court's generous

attorney's fee award, App. 1341, is upheld on appeal. But see Argument

IV.B, infra. There is no indication that any indirect effect ofthis financial

harm on BRI's students is serious enough to warrant the continuation of this

receivership pending resolution of this appeal. Rather, even the court's own

findings (which, as shown in Argument llI.B.21, supra, are clearly erroneous

in any event), indicate that the adverse effect of DMR's regulator), activity on

students is primarily limited to a decrease in the amount of time that staffcan

devote to individual students and a reduction in the availability of special

rewards, such as field trips. F. 291-95, App. 1283-84. Other than a finding

that one individual received more treatments with other aversives at_er being

taken offofthe specialized food program, F. 298, App. 1284-85, which is

contradicted by that student's own court-appointed attorney, App..1363, and

BRI's own reports of that student's progress, App. 1363, there is no finding

that any student has suffered, or is likely to suffer, any serious or irreparable

harm absent the continuing imposition of the drastic relief ordered by the trial

court. Moreover, any harm that may be suffered by BRI pending a decision

by this Court is far outweighed by the continuing risk of more serious harm

to DMR and the public in the absence of a stay.
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B. The Trial Court Abused Its Discretion and Erred

as a Matter of Law in Awarding over $1 Million in

Attorneys _ Fees. 232

Ii The Trial Court Abased Its Discretion by

Failing to Scrutinize the Reasonableness of

the Hours Expended or the Expenses

Incurred and by Failing to Explain the

Amount of Its Award so as to Permit

Meaningful Appellate Review.

In awarding a total of $1,098,087.50 in attorneys' fees and expenses, the

trial court compensated a total of 25 attorneys and paralegals for ever),

minute of timC 33 and every penny of expenses actually spent, without any

determination as to the reasonableness of the amount of time spent by

particular attorneys on particular tasks or of the $71,017.34 of expenses they

incurred, and without permitti:ig DMR to review the underlying billing

records so as to contest these issues. This gross abuse of the court's

discretion warrants vacating tiffs award in its entirety, even if the underlying

contempt judgment is upheld.

2321tis doubtful whether any award of attumey's fees against a state official in his official

capacity as a sanction for civil contempt is permissible without an exprress statutory waiver

of sovereign immunity. M.C v. Comrniss/oner of Correction, 399 Mass. 909, 913 (1987);

Broadhurst v. Director, Divisinn of Employment Security, 373 Mass. 720, 0977). Cf

Commonwealth v. One 1987 FordEconoline Van, 413 Mass. 407, 414 (1992) (upholding

award of fees against the "Commonwealth," viz., the District Attorney, as a contempt

sanction, without any discussion of sovereign immunity, which was waived by the

Commonwealth in bringing that aff'wmative case); see In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 411
Mass. 489, 502 n. 14 (1992).

233While the fees awarded to 23 of the attorneys and paralegals were based on the time

spent multiplied by various hourly rates, Kenneth Kumos and Charles Krat_enmaker were

awarded a flat fee of $5,000, the precise amount that they charged their clients for their

services. App 1321.
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Although trial courts have broad discretion in determining the amount of

court-awarded attorney's fees, that discretion is not unlimited. As aptly stated

by one appellate court, "The court's role as the guarantor of faimess obligates

it not to accept uncritically what lawyers self-servingly suggest is reasonablc

compensation for their services." Weinberger v. Great Northern Nekoosa

Corp., 925 F.2d 518, 525 (lst Cir. 1991). Rather, "the judge must exercise

the discretion granted" (emphasis added), to ensure that the amount awarded

is in fact "reasonable." Stratos v. Department of Public Welfare, 387 Mass.

312,324 (1982); TM see also Coyne Industrial Laundry of Schenectad); Inc.

v. Gould, 359 Mass. 269, 277-78 (1971) (applying "strictly conservative

principles" to reduce the amount of fees awarded by the trial court as a

contempt sanction).

"The [trial] court should not only exercise its discretion but do so

demonstrably," Scarfo v. Cabletron Systems, Inc., 54 F.3d 931,964 (lst Cir.

1995), by "provid[ing] a concise but clear explanation of the reasons for the

fee award." Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 437 (1983); accord Rapp

v. Barry, 398 Mass. 1004, 1005 (1986); Strand v. Herrick & Smith, 396

Mass. 783,789 (1986); Tortes v. Attorney General, 391 Mass. 1, 16 (1984).

In particular, the trial court must make specific findings as to the

reasonableness of the time spent by particular attorneys on particular tasks,

Stewart v. Gates, 987 F.2d 1450, 1452 (9th Cir. 1993); Kennedy, 400 Mass.

at 275; and the reasonableness of the particular expenses incurred.

Palmigiano v. Garrahy, 707 F.2d 636, 637 (lst Cir. 1983). In addition,

where fees are awarded as a sanction for contempt, the court must make

specific findings identifying "those... efforts that were useful and necessary

to ensure compliance with the court's orders and those that were not,"

2rtAIthough many of the attorney'sfees cases cited herein were decided under the federal

Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1988, the same standards and
methodology are applied by both federal and state courts in awarding fees as a sanction for

civil contempt. See, e.g., Halderman v. Pennhurst State School & Hospital, 49 F.3d 939,

941 (3rd Cir. 1995); Ranco Industrial Products Corp. v. Dunlap, 776 F.2d I 135, 1140 (3rd

Cir. 1985); Burke v. Guiney, 700 F.2d 767, 770 (Ist Cir. 1983); Kenne@v. Kenned),, 400

Mass. 272, 274-75 (1987); Arch Medical Associates, Inc. v. Bartlett Health Enterprises, 32

Mass. App. Ct. 404, 409 (1992); Olmsteadv. Murphy, 21 Mass. App. Ct. 664, 666 (1986).
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Stewart, 987 F.2d at 1452; Halderman v. Pennhurst State School and

Hospital, 533 F. Supp. 649, 654 (E.D. Pa. 1982), affd in part, remanded in

part, 49 F.3d 939 (3rd Cir. 1995); Arch Medical Associates, 32 Mass. App.

Ct. at 409. In the absence of such findings, there can be no meaningful

appellate review of the trial court's award. Bell v. United Princeton

Properties, Inc., 884 F.2d 713, 723 (3rd Cir. 1989); Ranco Industrial

Products Corp. v. Dunlap, 776 F.2d 1135, 1140 (3rd Cir. 1985); Donnell v.

United States, 682 F.2d 240, 250 (D.C. Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459

U,S.1204 (1983).

In this case, the trial court's sole finding of fact relating to attorney's fees

is the following conclusory statement: "Total legal fees incurred by BRI, the

parents and the class of students as a result of this litigation, which were

necessary and reasonable in response to the wrongful conduct of DMR, are

$1,098,087.50. ''23s In its Conclusions of Law, the court further states as

follows:

The amount sought by the Parties as reimbursement for the
attorneys' fees they have been forced to expend as a result of
the defendant's conduct over the last two years is fair and

reasormble. The Court makes this finding, incorporating the
Affidavits of the above mentioned parties based on the

attorneys' years at the bar, standing in the legal community,
the caliber of their work in this case, the difficulty of the

matter, and the fact that there was minimal duplication of
effort.

With respect to the last factor, the court further "notes that it was reasonable

at trial for three attorneys from IBRI] to be involved. DMR was represented

at trial by three attorneys." More generally, the court further "finds that the

enormous expenditure of legal resources by DMR in its contemptuous attack

on [BRI] more than justifies the legal commitment IBRI] was obliged to

make to repel those efforts."

235As indicated in.the Appendix to the trial court's conclusions of law, the total amount

of the fee award is simply the sum total of the hours claimed by each of the applicants

(multiplied by various hourly rates) plus the amount of expenses actually incurred, according
to their affidavits.
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These conclusory statements, which are based almost verbatim on BRI's

proposed conclusions of law, 23_App. 1028-29, fall far short of providing the

kind of reasoned analysis that is necessary to permit meaningful appellate

review. "Conclusory statements concerning reasonableness are insufficient

to withstand appellate review." Grendel's Den v. Larkin, 749 F.2d 945, 950

(lst Cir. 1984) (citing Hensley, 461 U.S. at 439 n. 15). As this Court

recognized in one of its leading cases on the calculation of attorney's fees,

simply listing the relevant factors does not "lead with any certainty to a

number of dollars." Stratos, 387 Mass. at 322. In particular, while the

amount of time actually spent is an appropriate starting point for the court's

calculation of a reasonable fee, the court must go on to make findings as to

the reasonableness of spending particular amounts of time on particular tasks.

Society of Jesus of New England v. Boston Landmarks Comm., 411 Mass.

754, 760 (1992); King v. Greenblatt, 560 F.2d 1024, 1027 (lst Cir. 1977)

('"an attorney's record of time is not a talisman'; the [trial] court should

scrutinize it with care"), cert. denied, 438 U.S. 916 (1978). Nor is the fmding

that DMR expended substantial legal resources in regulating BRI sufficient,

in itself, to justify the reasonableness of every minute spent by each of the 25

attorneys and paralegals who worked on this case on behalf of BRI, the

parents, and the students. Cf. Olmstead v. Murphy, 21 Mass. App. Ct. at 668

(concluding that "more effort was expended.., than the difficulty of the case

warranted, notwithstanding the particular obstacles erected by the

defendants").

Remarkably absent from the court's findings and conclusions are any

findings whatsoever on the following essential points:

236Asdiscussed in section Ill.A, supra, this, in itself, casts substantial doubt on whether

the trial court exercised its independent judgment in calculatingand explaining its fee award.
Lewis v. Emerson, 391 Mass. at 524, 526. Although the court requested and obtained the
anomeys' billing records prior to making these findings, App. 1201, the court's findings and
conclusions contain no information that is not contained in the applicants' affidavits and in

BRI's proposed findings and conclusions, which were submined prior to the underlying
billing records.
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(1) why it was reasonable for BKI to staffthis case with 18 lawyers and

paralegals during the two-year period covered by its fee request, App. 621 -

22, see Hensley, 461 U.S. at 434;

(2) why it was reasonable to compensate attorneys, including several

first-year asso_:iates, at rates ranging from $125 to $175 per hour, App. 1321,

for ever 3' hour of time spent, including time spent on routine tasks (such as

drafting correspondence and deposition notices, drafting public records

requests, preparing fee affidavits, and preparing exhibit binders) and nonlegal

tasks (such as rewriting treatment plans; providing factual information to

DMR, attending Human Rights Committee meetings, and preparing for

psychiatric evaluations), App. 572-87, 1188-90. See Hensley, 461 U.S. at

434; Stratos, 387 Mass. at 323; Pennhurst, 49 F.3d at 942;

(3) why it was reasonably necessary for BRI's lawyers to aggressively

oppose virtually every regulatory action taken by DMR over the last two

years, rather than simply comply with such actions or pursue less expensive

remedies, including administrative appeals, which BRI neglected to do; and

(4) why it was reasonably necessary for counsel to incur expenses totaling

$71,017.34, including $13,057.09 for outside photocopying alone. App.

1194-95. See Grendel's Den, 749 F.2d at 957; Loper v. NYC Police Dep't,

853 F. Supp. 716, 723-24 (S.D.N.Y. 1994).

The trial court's failure to make findings on these issues may be due, in

large part, to the applicants' failure to satisfy their burden of demonstrating

the reasonableness of the amounts sought. See Hensley, 461 U.S. at 433;

Society of Jesus, 411 Mass. at 759. In particular, the burden is on the fee

applicants "to produce satisfactory evidence--in addition to the attorney[s']

own affidavits"---of the reasonableness of the amounts sought, Blum v.

Stenson, 465 U.S. 886, 896 n. 11 (! 984); Society of Jesus, 411 Mass. at 759

n. 11; to demonstrate that they exercised "billing judgment" "in excluding

from a fee request hours that are excessive, redundant, or otherwise

unnecessary," Hensley, 461 U.S. at 434; and to justify their expenses.

Grendel's Den, 749 F.2d at 957. In a contempt case, the fee applicants have

the additional burden of establishing a causal connection between the amount

of their fee requests and the defendant's disobedience of a court order. Arch
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Medical Associates, 32 Mass. App. Ct. at 409. Because the applicants

produced no evidence on these points, as to which the)' had the burden of

proof, the trial court abused its discretion in failing to deny, or at least

substantially reduce, their fee award on this basis.

2. The Trial Court Erred in Awarding Fees

Without Giving the Commissioner an

Opportunity to Revieh_ and Respond to the

Fee Applicants' Contemporaneous Time

Records, Which Were Submitted In Camera

and Impounded by the Court

In support of their respective applications for attorney's fees, counsel

submitted affidavits describing their background, experience, and billing rates

and generally describing the various kinds of work performed in this case.

App. 563-627, 1176-1200. The affidavits did not specify which attorney(s)

performed particular tasks, the dates on which particular tasks were

performed, or the amount of time spent on particular tasks; nor did the

affiants provide any contemporaneous time records containing such

information. 2_7 The expenses claimed were similarly un-itemized, except in

general categories, and unsupported by any invoices or receipts.

Because these affidavits were patently insufficient to support an

application for court-awarded attorney's fees, e.g., Tennessee Gas Pipeline

Co. v. 104 Acres of Land, 32 F.3d 632, 634 (lst Cir. 1994); Stewart, 987 F.2d

at 1453; Ramos v. Lamm, 713 F.2d 546, 553 (10th Cir. 1983); National

Assoc. of Concerned Veterans v. Sect, of Defense, 675 F.2d 1319, 1327 (D.C.

Cir. 1982); Arch Medical Associates, 32 Mass. App. Ct. at 409, the

Commissioner argued that the fee applications should be denied for failure

237Paul Cataldo, one of the two attorneys for "the student members of the class," did

attach his billing records to the affidavit that he filed with the court and served on other
parties including the Commissioner. App. t 131-34. Whi|e Mr. Cataldo's €o-€ounsel,
Michele Dorsey, states in her affidavit that her billing records are attached, App. 1174. no
copies of the attachments were. in fact, served on the Commissioner.
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to provide such supporting documentation. App. 737-38. DMR's Proposed

C. 49. Perhaps in response to the Commissioner's proposal, the court

subsequently issued an order requiring counsel "to submit and file in camera

their respective existing unredacted legal bills that underly [sic] their

Affidavits heretofore submitted on this issue." App. 1201. As grounds for

this order, the court stated, "This Court finds that such in camera review is

necessary and appropriate in order to inspect and consider the confidential

billing information under the circumstances of this litigation where attorney-

client privilege applies." ld

The Commissioner objected to such in camera review on the grounds that

such information is not privileged and that, without access to this

information, he was severely prejudiced in his ability to contest the

reasonableness of the amount of fees sought? 3s After issuing a judgment and

order awarding counsel fees for every hour of time spent on this case, the

court ordered, sua sponte, that the supporting documentation be impounded,

so that, to date, the Commissioner still has had no opportunity to review

counsel's time records and to object, on that basis, to the reasonableness of

the time spent? 39

Where a party seeks to have its fees paid by an opposing party, courts

uniformly require the fee applicant to provide the underlying

contemporaneous billing records or other suitable

documentation--specifying precisely how much time was spent by particular

attorneys, on particular tasks, on particular dates--not only to the court but

also to the opposing party. E.g., Hensley, 461 U.S. at 433; In re Kunstler,

914 F.2d 505, 524 (4th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 499 U.S. 969 (1991);

Concerned Veterans, 675 F.2d at 1327; cf. Hand), v. Penal Institutions

Commissioner of Boston, 412 Mass. 759, 767-68 (1992) (not an abuse of

23SBecaus¢the Commissioner's response was subsequently impounded by the court,

App. t206, no copy of that response is included in the Appendix.

'39The Commissioner subsequently moved to temainate or modify the court's

impoundment order so that he would be better able to €ontest the reasonableness of the fee

award in the present appeal, but the court denied that motion.
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discretionto reducefeeawardby one-fourthratherthandenyit entirely for
failureto producecontemporaneoustime records,wheredefendantsdid not
seekthe recordsandapplicantprovidedotherevidenceof time spentby
particularlav._,erson particulartasks). As statedby formerChief Justice
Burger,

\l,_enalawyerseeksto havehisadversar2,,paythefeesof the
prevailingparty,thelawyermustprovidedetailedrecordsof
thetimeandservicesfor whichfeesaresought.It wouldbe
inconceivablethattheprevailingpartyshouldnotberequired
to establish at least as much to support a claim [for fees to be
paid by the opposing part),] as a lav,3'er would be required to
show if his own client challenged the fees.

Hensley, 461 U.S. at 440 (Burger, C.J., concurring). Without access to such

information, the party opposing a fee application is unable to meet his burden

of identifying, with specificity, what particular aspects of the claim are

unreasonable. Stewart _: Gates, 987 F.2d at 1452; Bell, 884 F.2d at 720;

Donnell v. United States, 682 F.2d at 247. And, as several courts have

recognized, the opposing party's active and informed participation in the

process of determining a reasonable fee is necessary to ensure that the fee

awarded is not arbitrary or based solely on the self-serving affidavits of the

fee applicant but, rather, is the result of a fair adversary process. Scarfo, 54

F.3d at 965 ; Grendel's Den, 749 F.2d at 950; Stewart, 987 F.2d at 1452; Bell,

884 F,2d at 719; Concerned Veterans, 675 F.2d at 1327.

In the few cases where attorney-client privilege has been raised as a bar

to providing billing records for purposes of determining the reasonableness

of an attorney's fees, such claims have been rejected, either on ll_e basis that

information contained _ such lecords is not a communication subject to the

privilege, Stastny v. Southern Bell TeL & TeL Co., 77 F.R.D. 662, 663

(W.D.N.C. 1978); Blowers v. Lawyers Co-op Publishing Co., 526 F. Supp.

1324 (W.D.N.Y. 1981), or because arty claim of privilege is "undoubtedly"

waived by the filing of a fee application. Mary Frances Definer & Arthur D.

Wolfe, Court Awarded Attorney's Fees I 18.0612][d] (1995 ed.). These

holdings are in accordance with the general rule that attorneys' billing records

and hourly statements are not privileged. FSLIC v Ferm, 909 F.2d 372,373

(9tll Cir. 1990); Tornay v. United States, 840 F.2d 1424, 1426, 1428 (9th Cir.
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1988);FTCv. Cambridge Exchange, Ltd., 845 F. Supp. 872,874 (S.D. Fla.

1993); North Carolina Elec. Membership Corp. v. Carolina Power & Light

Co., 110 F.R.D. 511, 517 (M.D.N.C. 1986); E. Richard Larson, Federal

Court A wards of A ttorney's Fees, 274 n. 19 (I 981 ).

In directing the applica,lts to provide the documentation for their fee

claims only to the court and then impounding that information, sua sponte,

the trial court provided no explanation as to why all of the information

contained in the applicants' billing records is privileged, contrary to the

general rule discussed abovefl ° Nor did the court follow the procedures

mandated by the Uniform Rules on Impoundment Procedure, Trial Court

Rule VIII--including notice, hearing, and written findings--prior to

impounding these documents. Moreover, even if there is some information

contained in the billing records of counsel for BRI or for the parents that is

privileged and is not essential to a determination of their claims for fees, that

information alone should have been redacted and the remaining records

should have been disclosed to the Commissioner, either by the fee applicants

themselves or by the court alter its in camera review. To award every penny

of the more than $1 million claimed by these attorneys without permitling the

state agency that is charged with paying this extraordinary sum, any access

to the underlying basis for these claims, in itself warrants vacation of the fee

award to these applicants in its entirety.

24°_his extraordinarily broad and unexplained application of the aUomey-client

privilege to all of BRrs billing records over the course of the last two years stands in stark
contrast to the court's ruling that the privilege does not apply to the only two items,
comprising less than one page of a single document, as to which DMR claimed the attorney-
client privilege. App. 1305-08; see Argument I II.B.I 3.c, supra.
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g The Trial Court Abused Its Discretion in

Failing to Reduce Its Award to Account for

Certain Patently Unreasonable Expenditures

of Time and Money.

Even based on the limited information available to the Commissioner and

to this Court, certain amounts claimed by the applicants and awarded by the

trial court should be vacated as abuses of the trial court's discretion to award

a "reasonable" fee.

a. The Trial Court Abused Its Discretion

in Awarding More fo.an $200,000 to

the Parents and the Students, Given

Their Attorneys' Limited Contribution

to the Contempt Proceedings.

In addition to awarding $896,795.61 to BRI's 18 attorneys and paralegals,

App. 661-62, the court also awarded $201,291.98 to 7 attorneys for the

parents, TM App. 1148-52, 1176-85, and the students. 242 App. 1131-47, 1173-

2_It is not clear from the record precisely whom Eugene Curry, Allen Larson,

ChristopherFiset, Kenneth Kumos, and Charles Krattem-nakerrepresent in this case. In their
respective fee affidavits, Mr. Cut'o] identifies himself, Mr. Larson, Mr. Fiset, and Mr.
Kurnos as "counsel to the plaintiff class of students at the Judge Rotenberg Educational
Center, their parents and guardians," App. 623; while Mr. Kumos identifies himself and Mr.
Krattenmaker as "counsel to the parents and guardians of the plaintiff class of students."
App. 1148-49. Earlier court filings were signed by Mr. Can')' as attorney for "'l'he BRI
Parents and Friends Association, Inc.," an organization comprising some but not all of the

parents of BRl students. However, since May 18, 1995, when the trial court stated (in its
memorandum and order denying the individual students'motion to intervene) that "the entire
Class [consisting of all Students at BRI, their Parents and Guardians] is... represented by
Mr. Curry," he has been signing court papers as atlomey for that entire class. E.g., App.
1130.

2_-_Ther¢is also some confusion as to whom Paul Cataldo and Michele Dorsey represent.

(continued...)
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75. This amount is clearly excessive, given the limited role played by these

attorneys in the contempt proceedings.

Because neither the parents nor the students were parties to the contempt

proceedings, 243the trial court would have been justified in declining to award

an)' fees to their attorneys on that ground. See Morales v. Turman, 820 F.2d

728, 731-32 (5th Cir. 1987) (denying fees to counsel for non-party even

though they were appointed by the court and rendered services benefcial to

plaintiff class). A more moderate approach, often taken with respect to

intervenors, is to base a determination of fee eligibility on the role their

counsel played in the litigation. E.g., Grove v. Mead School District No. 354,

753 F.2d 1528, 1535 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 826 0985) ("Awards

to intervenors should not be granted unless the intervenor plays a significant

role in the litigation."); Donnell v. United States, 682 F.2d at 247-48 (same).

"Even if the [trial] court finds that intervenors' participation in the case was

important and substantial, there yet remains the question whether this

participation needed to be so extensive given the central role played by [other

attorneys with similar interests]." Id. at 250. Where fees are awarded to

several attorneys whose clients have similar interests, the amount awarded

should be reduced to account for any unnecessary duplication of effort.

Pennhurst, 49 F.3d at 943; cf Society of Jesus, 411 Mass. at 759-61

(reducing amount of fees where several attorneys for same party requested

_42(...continued)

The trial courtappointed them to succeed at_rneys Marc Perlinand Max Volterra, who had
signed the SettlementAgreement on behalf of"BRl clients," App. 133, not on behalf of the
"Classof All Students at BRI, Their Parentsand Guardians,"which was represented at that
time by Robert Sherman,App. 133, now one of BRrs counsel. App. 563. In appointing Mr.
Cataldoand Ms. Dorsey, the court indicated that they were being appointed as "counsel to

the class of students," App. 132, although no such subclass has ever been certified by the
court. See Prior Proceedings, subsection 2, supra. In a subsequent order, denying the
individual students' motion to intervene, the a'ial court indicated that Mr. Cataldo and Ms.

Dorsey represent "the student members of the Class." Mr. Cataldo and Ms. Dorsey
themselves apparently share in this confusion, since, in their fee affidavits, Mr. Cataldo

identifies himself as counsel for the "class of students," App. 1132, while Ms. Dorsey
identifies herself as counsel for the "student members of the Class." App. 1173.

Z43SeePrior Proceedings, subsection 8, supra.
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fees for preparing and appearing at oral argument but only one attorney

argued).

Under these standards, the fees awarded to counsel for the parents and

students should be substantially reduced if not entirely disallowed. TM Ms.

Dorsey and Mr. Cataldo called no witnesses and introduced no exhibits at

trial. Mr. Curry introduced one exhibit and called four witnesses, all of

whom were also on BKI's and/or DMR's lists of potential witnesses; the

combined testimony of those four witnesses consumed less than a half-day

of the 13-day trial. Mr. Fiset was silent throughout the trial. Counsel for the

parents and for the students each submitted proposed findings of fact and

conclusions of law, App.1086-1130, neither of which added anything

substantial to the voluminous proposed findings and conclusions submitted

by BRJ. It does not appear that the trial court adopted any of the parents' or

students' proposed findings as written.

Given the very limited role played by these attorneys, the court abused its

discretion in requiring tile defendant to compensate them at the rate of $125

or $150 for more than 1,000 hours, largely spent sitting silently at counsel

table or at depositions or draining documents that added little or nothing of

substance to those submitted by BRI. Like other fee applicants who were

denied fees in similar circumstances, these attorneys "'merely caught hold of

a train on its way out of the station and are seeking to ride it to substantial

award of attorney's fees. [They] played no part in fning the boiler, getting up

a head of steam, or opening the throttle. [They]just went along for the ride.'"

Donnell, 682 F.2d at 247 (quoting Bush v. Bays, 463 F. Supp. 59, 66 (E.D.

Va. 1978)); see also Pennhurst, 49 F.3d at 943-44 (reducing by 50% fees

awarded for time spent by additional attorney with similar interest attending

depositions and drafting proposed findings).

2UThe fees awarded to Ms. Dorsey and Mr. Cataldo should be disallowed for another

reason as well. As court.appointedcounsel, App. 211, I132, I 173, these attorneys are paid
b)' the state rather than by their clients. Therefore, no award of fees is necessary to

compensate their clients for the cost of vindicating their rights under the Settlement
Agreement, the only legitimate reason for awarding attorneys' fees in a contempt action.
Arch MedicalAssoc., 32 Mass App. Ct. at 409; Burke v. Guiney, 700 F.2d at 770.
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At most,theseattorneysshouldbecompensatedonly for thetimethey
spentactuallypreparingandexaminingtheir ownwitnessesorattendingtheir
ownclients'depositions.In noeventshouldtheopposingpartyberequired
to payfor thetimeof morethanoneof theseattorneysfor simplysiring in
onthetrialor atdepositions,inadditionto oneor moreattorneysfor BRI?4s

Cf Major v. Treen, 700 F. Supp. 1422, 1433 (E.D. La. 1988) (where several

attorneys billed for time at trial, court allowed fees only for those who took

a leading role on that day).

b. The Trial Court Abused Its Discretion

in Compensating Counsel for Certain

Noncompensable Activities.

Even based on the limited information contained in the applicants' fee

affidavits, certain activities for which they sought and received compensation

stand out as clearly noncompensable. Many of the activities listed in BRI's

fee affidavits--such as responding to DMR's requests for information,

complying with certification conditions, responding to abuse investigations,

drafting letters to BRrs out-of-state funding agencies, making public records

requests (and related expenses), and attending to BRI's fiscal matters, App.

574-87--were not undertaken in the contempt litigation itself and therefore

should not have been included in BRI's application, much less in the court's

award. As is clear from BRI's own fee affidavits, BRI's counsel kept separate

records for time spent on "litigation" and time spent on other noniitigation

activities including "certification. ''2'_ App. 1194-95. Only time related to the

contempt litigation itself is properly chargeable to the opposing party in that

24SAIthoughthe court found it was reasonable for BRI to be represented at trial by three

attorneys, App. 1315, it made no atlempt to explain why it was reasonable to have four
additional attorneys present to represent the parents and children.

246Although, as discussed above, those records were not made available to the

Commissioner,
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litigation? _7 Pennhurst, 855 F. Supp. 733,739 (E.D. Pa. 1994), affd inpart,

remanded in part, 49 F.3d 939 (3rd Cir. 1995); Kennedy v. Kenned),, 23

Mass. App. Ct. 176, 180 (1986), affd, 400 Mass. 272 (1987). Time spent

responding to media inquiries is also noncompensable, Pennhurst, 49 F.3d

at 942; In re Kunstler, 914 F.2d at 523; Auburn Police Union v. Tierney, 762

F. Supp. 3, 4-5 (D. Me. 1991), as is time spent on appellate litigation, absent

express authorization by the appellate court. Mellor v. Berman, 390 Mass.

275, 284 (1983).

If this case is remanded to the trial court for further proceedings on

attorneys' fees or for any other purpose, the Court should direct that it be

assigned to a Superior Court judge in accord with the ordinary assignment

process in the Superior Court.

247Timespent by BRI's attorneys on regulatory matters, not related to litigation against

the Commonwealth, is already paid for by Massachusetts and other states as a component
of BRI's state-approved tuition rate. Ex. BRI-267. Requiring the Commonwealth to pay
twice for such services would be particularlyunreasonable. Moreover, although DPS has

taken the position that time spent suing the Commonwealth is not reimbursable, id, BRI's
present rateapparently does not reflect this exclusion. Id Therefore, any fees awarded to
BRI in this case will be in addition to the amounts included in BRI's tuition rate for the same

purpose.
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CONCLUSION

For all of the above reasons, this Court should reverse the contempt

judgment and vacate the relief granted by the trial court. Pending this Court's

decision in this appeal, the Court should stay the trial court's receivership and

injunctive orders.
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ADDENDUM



G.L. c. 19B, § 1
(1994 ed.)

19B:I.
and commissioner.

Section 1. There shah be a department of mental retardation, in this 1
chapter called the department, and a commissioner of mental retardation 2
who shall have and shall exercise exclusive supervision and control of the 3
department. All action of said department shall be taken b v the 4
commissioner, or under the direction of said commissioner, by such 5
agents oz"subordinate officers as he shall determine. 6

The department shall take cognizance of all matters affecting the 7
welfare of the mentally retarded citizens of the commomveahh. The $
department shall have supervision and control of all public facilities for 9
mentally retarded persons and of all persons received into any of said 10
facilities, and shall have general superxision of all private facilities tbr 11
such persons: provided, however, that this sentence shall not be deemed 12

to interfere with or supersede any other provision of general or special 13
law which grants or confers supervision and control of certain public 14
facilities for mentally retarded persons and persons admitted to such 15
facilities or which grants or confers supewision over certain private 16
facilities for such persons, to any other department of the commonwealth 17
or to any political subdivision. The department shall have supervision 18
and control of all mental retardation facilities established within the 19

department and, subject to appropriation, may further develop additional 20
mental retardation facilities under commonwealth operation or. subject 21
to appropriation, may contract with any private agency furnishing corn- ">_2,
plementm_- or community mental retardation services to pay it the
ordinary and reasonable compensation for such services actually ren- 24

dered or furnished to persons in need thereof. The department may. 25
subject to appropriation, enter into agreements with nonprofit charitable 26
corporations, partnerships or conaboratives for the providing of mental 27
retardation sen'ices. Such agreements may provide for the retention of 28
all revenues resulting from all billings and third party reimbursements 29
by such organizations, provided, that the expenditure of such funds is 30
made in conformance with applicable state and federal law and subject to 31
the approval of the commissioner. 32

The department shall be a corporation for the purpose of taking. 33
holding and administering in trust for the commonwealth an)' grant. .",4
devise, gift or bequest made to the commonwealth, to it. or to any state 35
school or other mental retardation facility of the department for the use 36
of persons under its control in any such facility or for the use of such 37
school or facility, or. if the acceptance of such trust is approved by the 38
governor, for expenditure upon any work which the department is 39
authorized to undertake. 40

The department shall select the site of any new state mental retarda- 41
tion facility and any land to be taken or purchased by the commonwealth 42
for the purposes of any new or existing state mental retardation facility. 43

The department of highways shall construct and maintain roads on the 44
grounds of property of a state mental retardation facility; and expenses 45
so incurred shall be paid from appropriations for the maintenance of 46
such facility. 47

Department of mental retardation; creation; powers of department



104 CMR: DEPARTT,_E_T OF _,_N"rAL HEALTH

:0.I_: B_havlorModificar:on

(I) Authoritv. Aoolicabilit_ and P01icy.

(a) Authont'v. 104 CMR 20.15 is promulgated under authority of M.G.L.c. 9. M.G.L
€. 123 astd St. of 1986 €. 599. §§ 54 through 62.

(b) _. I04 CMR 20.15 appli_ to all mental rc_rdation programs which are

opertted, funded or licensed by the Depar_nent of Mental Health (hcrcth_tet ').he
Deptnmcnt") or by the Dcp_em of Menial Retardation.

In accordance with the requucmen_ of St. 1986, €. 599. § 60, 104 C,MR 20.IS shall
re,am m force and effect unul supe_eded, revised, resomded, or c_ccHed in a_ord_ce

with l_w. by the Depot of Mcnud Ressrd_oo.
(€) Poliov. h is the purpose of the Ocpmxmcn_. retlecu:d in 104 CMR 20.15. to zssure

diqrdty, health and szfcty of its cticnts. Behavior modificznon is a widely accepted
and utilized a'csm_t which ks maay cues Ms (msblcd clients to gow and reach their
_um poum_xL Behavior modification emphasizes me use of posiuvc approaches but
in some czs_ involve_ the use of negecivcproc_lur_. It is the Pepsramnt's €;_pccumon

that, in the vast majority of cas_ particular procedures used to modify the behavior of
€_CS w_ not posea si_atnt rL_ Of _trrr_ W cl_nIa &'id wiiJnot bc unduly rcs_clive
or intrusive, indeed, the Deptranent befieves thtt it is both sound law and policy _at in
thdividuai caz_ the o_y proeedtm_ which may be _ a_ thou: which have been
decex'mined to be the _ resmaive or least tnmmv¢ tlternanves,

As a germ"al mauz_, it is the Depm'n'ne-,t'ssQ'omgpercy that behavior modificauon
procedurm which pose a siltnificmt _ of physical or psychoingical harm to me ci_nu or
which are highly Lqlr_ve or n_r_e_'ve shou/d be rased ohiy as a last resort, subject m the
most extcn_e uffegua_ and monimrm$. Such inert-tendons, unda normal cLrcun_cmccs,
would be _ to be corporal punishment and _y would not be pcm_ued m
f_did_ ope_ lic_ or fundedby _ Sta_. Hewers, the Dcpsmm_mtrecognizcs that
dw_ uc exmloNinm_ cm_ in which dw_ is a need to uc_ the most _t or d,_mge_'ous
behsvim_ problimu (which often kwolv¢ serious setf-mud/,stion or odor seif-dcsu'ucuve
actl). In such cases it may _ neceeaary to use _ behavior modifica_on
pto(zdun_ which would othawias involve too much tL_,kor potc_d hmn to t/_ dismP/,
hcl/th _r safety of tho €lkat to be i)(=adm:d.

It is the Depmlmcm's policy that the use of such ptec_un_ i_ such cxccpdomd
ci_"anma._ m_ m_t _ bmwiuaxbe_d_ of review _unons all m_aunt_m. The use of

such procedures for a paracular individual will be tllowcd for a pmiculac €liem only tf_r
t i_ormt* review Itud approYId by _ hl_talcl l_tu _t$1_ _ the Dc_€)acalt(_t.
TI_ pro_:as wiU tasm¢, before the €tiem ¢_m be _ to u_s type of _
pre¢¢du_ U_x ctini¢itm have cxlma._d ou_" less inuru_ve, resmc_vc or risky procedures
and fureu_, u_txthe likely beemStof dw pmccdm_ to t_ i_dividud out-w_ its appuent

i_u'usiveness, or r_i_

In eddidon, it is the Dq)sran_t's policy dm such procedunn are o_dy m be used in
programs which are specially quaiifi_ and cer_ed to use such proccdmcs with approprizte

h is fuxd_ the po/icy of tho Depm'uncm d_ the spplic_on of a pmccdccrc for clicau

evea tfm" it has been approved frmst be s_ctly monitored by the prognm_ as well ts by the
Depm_n_t its_. In sunmuuT, it is _he pmpou: of 104 CM_ 20.00 to _ O_ behavior
mod_fic_tuonpmcedt_ m usedto enhance the dignity, health, mid safety of cli_nu and that
cxazordi_y pmccdorcs which pose a risk to such heal_ safay _, dig.,_ty may onJy be
used as a last resort, by certified p_gr_ns, subject to the slrictesl satcguaz_ mid mon_tm_ng.

B_svior Modification rncsus tream_nt using l_m'vemions designed to in,ease the
frequencyof _ bel_viors and m decn:azc the f_quency of or _ oc_r behaviors
which behaviors have,as a n_mit of a behavior anaJysisby personsexperienced in such

aa_ysis,bee_iden_qedasneedingtobe changed inorder toenable the individualto atmn
the most self-fulfdii_$, age _ and indepen_nt style of living possible for the
individual,
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[nt_rvenuon or Lntervenqons means one or more of the following Behavior Modificauon
pro¢_ur_s:

Avet_iveSumuli means proccclu_esinvolvingthingsor eventsthat,when prcsem_

€onongcnt upon some specked cargtt brhavior(s), have a dccok_"aling ¢ffec_ upon mat
behJIYior.

m¢_ns proccd_,'es which withdr_w o, _e_y m deUver/goods or
s_'vices or Icnownrein,forcers to which the individtm/norm_y has ac._e._ or which the

/ndividu_ owns or has aire,ady earned by performing or not p_on'nmg specified
behavior.

Posiuve Reinforcemem P_L, rams roans procedures in wlfich a positive rm/ar¢_ (i ,'.

_y €oasequ_t l_on which _ the R_cod of the in'mlodmtedyptecedem
I_hlvior) is connngem on a _rd behavior.

rne,t_ socially isoladns an individual by removing the individual to a room or an
physicatly s_ratc from, or by limidng the individual's pmicipao.on in, onsomg

l_vid ,'_ and pommi_l som'_.sof reinforcement,as a _t_pl_rv,ssiv©consequence of an

in_F:olmam bel_vior.

(3) " " " " . Im=ven,_nns uso_ for BehaviorModiOcanon pm20ose_

sh_ b= €_ by Lev_lptmmant mth= ptovisinasof 104 CMR 20.15(3).

(&) Adv/sovv Panel for Oassification o{ [_{_haviorModificauon [ntcrrventigp_. The
Comn'A_ of Mmml Rgm_,1_on _all joindywith thn Cornmi._ion_" of Mental

Health shall _ • joint Advisc_ Pmel for the Claa_mon of Behavior
Modiflc_ion In_om f_ the _ of €:_zing that all Behavior Modif_on
lam'vm_ _ur= prop_ly _ by Icve..L

I. TI_ Advi._ pane.l shall b_ _sed of no f_r than five individuals, a
rrmjotiry of whom _ p_.u_ _ lc'w.l dcSZC_ in psycholosy, with fill_r_nt

m_ial *ad ccpmen_ in appU=d behavi_ anaiyas and be.havior_ _c Such
individuals sMll b_ _ for _ _ as _ Commission=s stud/joindy

2. TIm Advise_ Faad slmLlmint _sofm_ u nmy _ aecorsm'_m casm_ th=ptop_
€/mif-ma_m of Inm_mtio_.

3. Tim Advimw Pane/sl_J[ a,cd$1_ Colm_sionor or dc_ilp_eein re:q_dmg to
mqu==m for _ opi_om punuam m 104 _ 20.15(3Xe) _ in ensm'ingtha:

Co) Level I l.nmvention_. Thc follow'in s shall bc danncd Lc.v_l I Im_vemions for
pmrlx_ ot U_== _ 10,1CbW 20.1_, pnn_l=d th_ mm of sach /,.-ve_ I

_ €onfmTn to the a_licablc smtdaids sp_¢d in |04 _ 20.15(4)(b):
1. Posiave P._o:_mmt Pn_*'_m u_li,_n s pra_m, es which We no d/._muble
ave_Pceinxq_¢s_k pore mininad risk of phys_,',dor ps?chOlOl|icalhaxm,and that do

not involve significam phTsic_ oaa'€_ or physical cn.fom_m'_ w ovaconz the
k_livid_'s _n'_ n_is_mce. _g t_t m _ to th_ foUowing:

a. Posid_ _mm,r,m,- pn_d_ wl_cin s posi_'_ rrinfor_ is Fovided
foJ_win$ • panic,_ t_._vior.
b. Diffmmmd nd_forcmmm of oth_ Ixtha_on. proc=d_'_ whemn a positive
n'_M_ is Siam _i_ a spe_ac behavior h_s not occm_d fcm a €otton pmod

€, D_I ma_o_ea_at of in_xm_/blc beluwion pnx_dm'_ whe.,_ a

n_or¢_ is pro_d_ foUowmg a I_ behavior which L_phy_Uy
L_m_F.._bk _th dm occm_ce of on= or nmm inappropm_ b_havior_.
cL Diffc_ma_l rcin_o:_.n_at of alam_dvc behavior, prtx:_lu_s wherein a

positive mnf_ is pmvid_ _ a &iwn h_havior which is d_ignecl to replace
one or morn inappropria= behaviors.
_. Saximion: €on_nuod or rcpcamd prmenmdon of I positive mnfoxce_ that poses
no risk m he.._thand is rn_e available unW it no inng_ is €ffecdvc u a positive
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f, Token/pointgain:proced_¢s whel_in a symbol or physi¢_oh)color o_cr

Iokensorposts _ provided_ter a givenbehaviorand a givennumber ofthese

toi:ensorpomts can bcexchangedfora positivereinforcer.

2. AversiveSnmuiiorDeprivation_ocedorcs thatrevolveno more Man a mmirnal

degree of ruk. M_on. resmcnon on movement, or possibility,oi physicalor

psychologicalharm.and thatdo notinvolvesignifxeantphysicalexeretseor physical

enloreemen_toovercome themdividual'sacuve resistance,includingbutnotlimited
tothefoEowing:

"a. Con'e_ve feedbackand socialdisapproval:the use of disapprovingfacial

expre.s_onsand verbalstttementssuchas "no","wrong"or"stopthat"followmg
theo¢_r_enceof an ur_t3mble behavior,

b. Relation: procedm'es wh=min, following the ecror_ncc of unaccc,pzable
behaviorwithtnd agitated component,the individualisrequestedto assumeand

mamutm a relaxed posuue in a qmet location, with slMf present.
€. Ke._,_on: procedures wherein,followmg the occur_nceof unacceptsblc

behavior that clisntrbs the environment, the individmd is requested to restore the
erv,'imnmemtoitsoriginalcondition(ortoa cleanerand/ormore orderlystate)

by, forexample,picking-upfallenobjects,clea.ning,spoiogb£ng,or oMerwme

providingrestitution.

d. lg.noRng: phy'lir_ _ social th_amUen during the occm",'enccof an
tmaca:eptable behavior.
o. Exlin_on: failing to stlpply (or otherwise trigging the tbsenc¢ of) Me

_'esunned comcq_s) atm" a given inappropmze behavior_tLn.

f. Token fin_: pmc_m_s _ poin_ or mkLms (which were previously
e_.medor o_m_visc Sul_lied ) ire ren'crce,d or lost,€on6ngem upon me oc_srren¢¢
of m mappmprmm be._vior.

11- RJi_fm_n_ Rm_._o,_" u_ wi_olding or _ in the availability of
po=idve mnfor_re_m mr._ m m. _fe_ desmm m edible _uts _a_ _ cL_cian
w_uid find to be nom_d_l, m t nulxid_u _ or spoiled l,'d_tm_ an_ivi_ies thst
_umnot part of foe f_ilir/' s or pro_nun "s daftlyliving
h. Positive PreciS: pm_d_ win'in sn individual is I_luh'_l to und=uke
repcmca pcrlmmm¢_ of m appmlnmm _vim.
L Neg_ E1"4_: lm_:_d_ _ an individmd is required to unc_m_e

l_omm_m of an imppmpmm te.lmvim for a givm ume or rtl_i_ions
following the _ of _ _ be.l_vior,
j. Contingent exl_: _ whe_in It desilmtted exermse or physical
_viry is pe_on_ t_ s _m p=iod of _ or nmnlxcr of _,_ons following

occunenc= of an inaFl_m'=m bclmvior.
3. Tune Out wi_,_:

a. the individual is moved awly from the lac_ian where posi_vc rein/orcemcnt
is svailable,but m in the umm area and in view;, or

b. _ mmmiak zclivily or event providing positive reinforcement is removed for
, _ period: or
€. the individual is p/_d in a room _or_ for Ix_ periodsof dine. in no case

more _um 1# minmm, provided that tl_ door of the room is ol_ _nd th_ s_ff
are p'_mm it or near the door of d_ _m m mommr the individu.M's behavior
while in tim room: or

d. the individual is pis4_ in a wcm with the door closed, with s_f present in
the room, for brief periods of dine. in no _ morn than IS nurture,.

(€) L_el I] lnm_tmuons. The foUowmg shall be d_'erm:d Level IT [n_irvemions for
purposes of these reg_don_, 104 CMR 2U.15. provided din! no s_ch Level II

in_rventions may be us_ except in accordance with the applicable standards and
proocdur_ set forth in 104 CMR 20.15(4):

I. All Posilive I_"inl_t Programs, Aver,live Sdmuii and D_priva_ion
Proo_ure.,_ with _ =:_e!_on of those cL1,saifiedas I.,evcl I or Level I.II. including
but not limited tothe following:
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a. Any I_tervenoon otherv,'me cl_s_ed as level I where me procedure must be
physically e_orced to overCome the individual's active resistance.

b. Any intervenQon otherwise clzssu_ed as Level I where t_e procedure mvoives
sigmZ2cam physical ex=cise.
c. Con_ngent appl/caaon of unpleasantsensory somulJsuch as loud noises, bad
tastes, b_ odors, or other snmufi wiuch elicit a st_xle tenons=.
d. Short delay of meal for a period not exceeding 30 mmu_es, as a reset of
thappropnare n_d related behavior, de.signed specifically to )each appropnate
m(ml related behavior.

2. TL,r,e Out wher(nn an individuaJ is pla_ed in a room alone with the door closed

(but not locked) for brief periods of 6me, in no case more than IS minutes: provided
that staff are present •t or near the door of the room to momtor the individual's
behavsor in the room.

(d) Level HI Interventions. The following shall be deemed Level let Interventions for

p_poses of 104 CMR 20.15. provided ).hat no such Level III Inten_enU,on may be used
exc%'_,m a_cordance'with the slan6a._s az_[procedt_res set forth m 104 CMR 20.15(4),
including vnthoottimitaoon the slx:€/*l cezUfic_monrequirement of 104 CMR 20.15N)(0
a_ the general reqmze_ent of 104 C.MR 20.15(4)(b) that • dc_rion be made that
the predictable riska, as weighed agtu_t the benefi_ of the procedure, wouJd not pose an
',m."_sontbMdegree of in--on, rc.s_on of movement, physical harm or psychological
harm:

1. Any [nte_ention which involves the con_ngem application of physical contact

avorsive somul/such as span/o_g, sl•pping or hi_.ng.
I Tun= Out whe_.m an inctivi_,-I is plac_ in t room alone for a _n_ of _me
exc(axtmg 15 minu_-.
3. Any Intervention not lhted in 104 CMR 20.00 as • Level I or level rl

_tea_:nlion which is highly inm_ve and/or highly resmcuve of _T_dom of
mov_rl_lt.
4. Any lmerven|ion which alone, in comblnadon with othor Inv',,_endons, or as a

rean_ of mu_,_pl¢ tppticadon_ of the _une Inm'venuon poses a significant risk of
phy_ca.l or psycho|ogkaJ harm to the ir_viduaL

(e) Advisory Ooinions. Any penon may reque_ the Commi.s_onez or dasignee to
provide an advisory opinion regan:l_g the proper cla._,ific_on of pa,_cu/ar Intea'vendons
by Level for In-_endons not so* forth in 104 CMR 20.15, or for chriflcaaon of proper

cl,lmificamon by Level in • par_uhtz _ involving a _pechew thdividuai
I. Upo_ reo=_ptof any $och req_,t, the Comm/s_o_er or designee sha_ refer the
n:q_t to the Adrift/Panel
! TheConm'dss/onor or de._gnee shall fa¢_J.tate the Advisory Panel's review of the
n_lue_t and shall seek to oi3utmsuch additional i_onmmon regaxclmgthe r_uest as
the Advisory Panel shal_deem ne_.auav.
3. Upon comple_r_g i_ revtew of the reqtm_t, the Advisory Panel shall Wise the
CommL_on_ or d_gnee regarding the matter and the Conurussione_ or designee

sha,Uthereupon_ an advisoryopinion respondingtotherequestand cla._ffythg
the Inm'venrion as •plm)lmare.
4. The Conum.%_ionoror de_gnee, and the Advisory panei, shaU re_ond to each

requestas expedi_ou.qyts possible,and shallpnoridzethosen:quesutthata_ege
clthe_ that inapproprta_ u'_am_mt is re_al_g from an tmpmper class_u:adonor that
there is an t_|e_t need for u_.am_ent that may be jeopardized ff a prompt response is
not m_6.,_ed.

(4) Reautremem._for Behavior Modification.

(a) Scooe. 104 CMR 20.15(4). es_abUshesrequtremenu for lmorvendons mat ate used,
or that are _r_,_sed for use, for Behavior Mod_,caUon pm'poso,_.

I. Inte_enoons that Limitan individual's freedom of movement and that are

cormmte4 to, approved, and implementedfor _t pu,'Vosesas pan of a Behavior
Mudificadon plan for an individual in accordance with the requtrementaof 104 C_fR
20.15(4}. cons,./tute reasorabM Urra_d,orm on f't_om of movtmen_. Such

Inm'venhens are not subje_ 104 CMR 20.02(54) and 104 CMR 20.08.
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2. Procedurestha.tare used.or that=e proposedfor use.for the pt.t_oseof
prot_.:ct_ngan mdividuJdor o_-s from harm and not for BehaviorMod_cauon

pu_po_s may be usedsubjc¢¢€o104 Ck_R 20.02f54)and 104 C_ 20.08.anO arc

notsubjecttotheprovisionsof 104 CMR 20.15.

3. The prc.sc_pnonandadmimst_on ofpsychotropi¢medicn,non me not subjectto
104 CMR 20.15.

(b) Gener_dRe_u_ements,

I. No Bel_'.qorMod_€_on planmay providefora prognm of_tment which

dczdestheindividualadcquJu¢sleep,a nuciuonallysound diet,edcqu_,_tebedding,

ad_u_ ar.ccsstobathroomf_de._ and ad_,," ¢Io_€.

2. No Incrvenlions sh,tU be _:rcoved in the zb_cnc¢ of a dcu:munadon, acnvedat
in a,_ordance with a,Uapplicablerequir_ant.s of 104 CMR 20.00, that the behaviors
soughtto be eddcessedmay not be ¢ffccuv©lyncacd by any lessmu'usJve,less

rc;cictiv¢ lnue'vendon and _'_atthe predictable risks, as wei_he..dagainst the ben©fits
of the Froced_, would not pose an ume,a.sonabl¢delpee of inm._on, rcsu'ic_on of
movement, phy_ca/harm or ps'/cholow, xl hsm_

In the case of Love4 rt and LcveJ rrr i_tavcndons, such dcum'_nztion sha_/be

medc _ the I,na_,'_uuons sh,dl be al:_Fn_xl and con._cn_dto in a,ccoNzn_ with the
s3xxCd_ of 104 CMR 20.15(4Xd)and (=).
3. Only _ho,_ In--dons wh/_ _ of all availal_ Inu_'v_ons. lea._ resn'icuve
of {he ind/v/du_'s freedom of movement _ most approl_r_m giwm the u_/vidu_'s

needs._ lcss_ inc,usivc and mos_ zl_rOl_Utm, may be cmployaL
4. Any pmccdu_ de_,l_ todcCRcS¢ i_ beh_vio_such as Avecsive

SdmulL Delm,v_do_ Pm_dm, esand Tu_ Out may be used o_dyin conjunc_on wid_
Po_fiv_ _z Ptollnmu.
5. Leve.l IT_ l_m_'ent_ons may be _ only m _ _mmn_.ua_y difficult or
danlgC_s t_iotal problmu 0u_t Silpa_ndy _ with appm!ma¢ betmvio_
and o__k,,.ImE'n_g of R_hase *ha ua_'udsJdlis_und_,_ tun,e _¢iom_y h,m.nedor
• n_likely m s_iouily _ the indivtdu_ or othm.
6. No Inam'vendo_am_y be Idnduiswred to any ¢li_t in Ihe al:_¢m¢ of a w_i_e_t

Bchxvi_' Mocl_ac_on pl,sn.
In _e _.._ of Lave.l II m_l L.-veJ IZI _,_om. lhe pl_n slull €onfon_ m the

s'_ _q_tem_mu of 104 C2v'IR20.15(4)(€) and _ be _ubj¢ctt_ the s'_

o_at R_lu_m_ts of 104 _ _n.l';(4X¢).

7. P_ln,ns using Tm_ Ou_ _h_l €_fm'm _.h u_ m the foUo_n8 mm_arcLs_€l

a. Tbe he_d of the f_dliW er _l_r_m _r _ demlp,tee shaU a_rove the morn
_ _n'.a as s_f© and fi_ for _he V,n'pose_ of T'm_e Ore.
b. Behavior Modi_on pl_,_ etnploying fo_'as of Tun_ Ou_ that involve
pUl£ing an L_dlvidmdalone in a room with an ope_ or €loSed do_ shallcomply
with allsa,fi_, checking,and mon_$ _s _t forthat 104 CMR
3.12(6)and _.12_}.

€. An _ual m_y not be _ in Tu.€ Out alo_ it_ a r_om the door
of wh_h is €los_ and lor.k_ (/.,t., _ by a k_, bolz ot door s;op).

$. All B_aaviot Modi_a_on plan,s dud/be dcv_loped in _ with 104 CMR
20.15and in_ wi_hth_pol_¢/_Jofthef_€_l/_y or I_rulrmmwlt.hm which _e
pla_istobe in_pksn_asd,in._f_rasthos__i_ do notconflictwith 104 (:MR
20.15.

9. 1_ O_€event of a serious phyr,icxi injury to or death of a p_son who is the subjc,'x
of a _ n or _ • I.qm'vendon. w_ or not such injury or dc_ o¢cxus
dm_g the implu_mmuon of the Bchavlor Modifica.non pmll_U_ d_€ inju_ or death

sMll be Rporu:d imma_ucly to the Con'mxxssiona or designee who may thereupon
inifi,uc an thvesul_uon pursmmx to 104 _ 24.00.

(€) W_W._. All im_posedus_ of Level H andLevel m Inm'_-n_ions for n'eau_ent
purposes sha/l be _t forth in i writu_ pl,tn which shall €om,xi_ _x Icasx the follow'..ng:
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1. A €lear specificaaon of the behaviors w_ch the =cawnent program seeks to
d_,.lcraccor decease, a spcciEcataon of the methods by which the behaviors azc to
be me..zsurrd(using rncasures such as _equency, _vcn_, d'a_,r_on, ccc.) and the
available data €onccmmg the current seato of the behaviors with respect to these
methods of mcaaur_ment.

2. A clear spec-Lficat_on of the behaviors which the tream_ent program seeks to have
repl_.€ the behaviors targeted for de_edcmmon, the methods by which these behaviors
a_ to be mcasm'e_ a_f avsd/ablc dam €onccrmng the cummt st,_€ of the behaviors

with rcs'pect to these methods of ngasuzcngnt.
3. A description and €la.s_catinn by Level of each of the Interventionn to be used:

a mtionzk, basedon a comp_hcnsive func'_onal ana/ysis of the antoc_ems and

€onsc_cmc_s of the utrgc'_cd behavior, for why each l_m'venfion has been selected:
the conditions undo" which each Intt_ven_on will b¢ c.n_loyed; the d_a_.on of each
lnm'ventio_, per •pplication; the conditions or ¢ri_ m_dcr which an application of
each J.nmvention will be tcradmacd: in mcnstwablc _ms, the bc_vioral outcorr,"

expected from the use of _ propos_ Intcrventio,1; the cxitmrin for measuring
succnss of €_tch lntorvcntion and the Behavior Modific_mon plan m a whole and for

r_i_g and umr,ina_g the pls_ the tisks of harm to the i_vidua.I with each
_am_emion and tho pl,tn as a whole; the individual's wognos_ if the _t is not
p'n_ded: feasible m:awacnt _m: _ msrazemcnt indina:mg the nanm: of the
less nnuicdve or Ices incramve lnm_muons which have Toam employed and the
€lL_ca/rorulta thcrcof, or those wi_ch havc _ €onsklen_ and the reasons they have
nor ba:n u'ied.

4. The name of the amfin$ _ or clinicians who will ovasce implemcntabon
of tho pia_.
5. A lmX:_u_ for mmtimring, ewdua_¢ and doctm_n 8 the use of each
_, L_kziin| s pmvi_o_ duu the mean| ¢Li_cinn(s) who _ ovusc=
implemms_on of the plsn sha/l _ s daily rmont of the bequency of u_rSet
_uwin:-., lambency of _=rv_uor._ _y checks, mnfm'cem_t _a, and o_
snch docm_-auuion as is mT_d _ d_ plan. Such erects cLinicisn(s) shall
r=vi_w d_ pl.m fo_ cffa:_vmcm st kn_ w_kly md shaU n:cord histhcr m._ssrn¢_t

of the pLm's ¢ff_ctivc_nss in _chicving _ sms_l goals,
(d) R,_vjew and Aoorov_. In _dd,_on to coasentn:quinnmnu mud th 104 C_R

20.1_(4)(=) thofnllowinl_ renews ind _ I.,€ n==_t:d Wire to thc impicm_umon
of any Bchavi_ Modification pl_ invelvin| t_ tuz of _ H or Level IH Inm_mtiom:

1. M/such plae,s shaJJ be dewJoped by d_o4_€_ who pmvicie sc:Yinns to the
thdivk/nsl, mad such otha _ msthey rnsy desilp_ue (the auu_g cLinlcian(s)).

2. ALtsach pJ.a_ _.tU be €_ reviewed 4rodm;_rov,_:l p.'im m implm_enm,lon
by m clinician dcsilp_zd by tlz head of dz _roZrsa_ $och clinician shall have a
demons_z_ history of expe:_x_ and crm_ng in appiiaf behavior analy_ and
b_:aviorzl crm:menc Such clin_:inn mey be thc same €l.ini_an as the €linician who
dc._inps _e plan pmsnsnt to 104 _ 20.15(4Xd)l.

3. Etch suchpinn shtU bc gc-,'vicwtdby the prognm's human rights €omnutu:e (i.e.,
• €om_:_ e:;tablish_ in sccoNan_ with the provisions for human rights
commit_e_ set fo_ st 104 C2_ 2_.14). "1_ €onmducc's R'vicw shall occm no lau=

_Ma u'_ n_ n_nll fonowinll d_ m_-'ti_ll ar wkich the pisn is _ Weammcl to the
¢orn_m:e, provided _ the ¢onm_m'," _ _ cxpe_ such revi_v on rcqucs_
of the prol_ had or d_lmm for cas_ whac the prolp'mn had or de_ee
€lmmnin_ ttuu €lum_ is an ml_t need for _t _ r_y be je_i_ if
pt'oml_ .Immdon is nor iI_m to the i:nopo..',.edp_n. E.v.€_ptinanerm:rgency(i.e..th
_tances wi'_m_ the t_sling €linini,m. subject to the mppmvml of the prosrarn
head, d_ that the _ •pplic4tion of the Inm'vendons providcclfor by

the pn_os_ plan is na:=asar/to prevent sorinnsharm to the ind_viduaJor to other),
such review _ occ_ an_ the con'am_u (if any) of the human rights comnuuce

sh_ be addressedby the uea_ng clRdcian(s) I_or to in_len_-nta_on of the plan.
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z. The comn'_Ee sha,Ureview a plan to deu:rrmne_ tcconforms Io the
t_u_rementsforprotecuonofhuman nghcsestablishedby I04 CMR 20.15.

b. The commmee's revlewof a plan may be basedon suchrecordrevlews.

m_rviews, mspecuons,and ocherac_vityastheComnurceemay initsdis_teuon

deem necessaryand may mc|ude rE.qUests',hattheplanbc rESUbmittedforsuch
periodicrevlewastheCornmi_) may deem appropn-_.

c. IntheEventthatthehuman rightscommmee €onClUdesthattheplanorapan

of the plan violates the req_iremenus of 104 C'MR 20.15 the plan or part thereof
shall not be implemented urdess:

i. the problem is resolved i.nlormaUy with the Ires.ling clinician(s), or
ii. the client or his or her repreSenta_ve or guardian or the _Eam_g

clinician(s)in/ria,,'(s)anapl_aJund_ 104 CMR 21.40through21.90,and [he

plan or pan th_eof isdE_-n'_nedpursuant_osuch appea_¢o conform to
104 CMR 20.15.

4. Each such plansha.[Ibe reviewedby a physicianor by a qu_ed healthcare

profe.asi,onalworkingunder a phy_cian'ssupervisionwho sha_ dE_m_ne whether,

given d_e individual's medical chas'actcnsacs, the Incavenr/on is medically
conaamdicace, d. No Intervention that is medica.Uy concamdicase, d shall be

u_iemcated.
5. Each such plan shall, in addition to odler rcqu.u-erncnts SEt forth in 104 CMR
20.00. be reviewed by a Pe._r Review Cornn'a_ appoial._ by the proIpam head or
d,'_gn_. The PeerReview Commscu_ shallconduc_such renew ina timely manner

consisten€ with the individual's needs for a,cam'mnt as rt'T_slmzed by such plan. and
shall further expodimits review on request of the prognun head or designee in cases
wicz'€ the program head or desigr._ doom'tunas tha_ _h_ is an uzgEnt need for

u'_aunem thax may be jeopardized ff p_mpt ammUon is not given ro the proposed
plan. Except in_m _ea_'y (i,_.in cir_mm_ncr.swhe_ _ u_.a_ng€Im/cian.

subjec_m theapprovnlof_ p_gnun he_d.dc'mm_ tha__ _ appllcadon

of the _t_"veminn.s_ for by the plan is necessa_ to p_'vent sesious harm to
L,_vidu_i orm othm), such review sh_ occ_ and the commits (if any)of the

peer _ew Commitw.e _ be addres.s_by the _'_a_ng€_ucian(s)poor to

impl_mauon of the pla_
a. For e:.ch such re_ncw, the P¢_ Review Corru'm_._ shall be composed of three
or rno_ cliaicia_ with €oml_ed cxl_axi.se in the ca_ and u'caU_ent of
_u_ts with needs _ to _hose s_'ved by 01€ facility or px'ognu_ and in
behavior analy,eis and behaviora_ u'¢ammnt, ax lea.stone of whom shall be a

licensed psychologiu.
h. For rev_ws of t--,vel rn latm,eminns, the Cornn'atg'_ shall be specially

consc_atr.d so as to eaclude xny €lL,'fician sorvmg as a m_auag €linician within the
prognm proposing to use the la_cnfian.
€. The Conmav.e_ shall r_iew a plan to demwane if it conforms to the

for app'topnate trtaunent ,-aablished by 104 CI_ 20.15.
d. The Corn_i_,_'sreview of a pl_ may include such record reviews.
intm'view.s, ins'p_o_, and other aClivity as the Cern_n_ may in its dtsc_oon

deem n_:_ry a_l may ire ,1_1€r_qu_su that the phm be r_l_itxe.d for such
pmodio r_iew astheComrm_ may deem tl_opn_-

€. In the event that the P,,-- Review Cornnuuee concludes that the plan or a pan

of the plan violat,_, the rcq_nts for aP1_ _¢_'m cst.ablished by
104 CMR 20.15, the plan or pm thereof shall not I_ impiemeated unless:

i. the ptohl_n is r_nlved in/orm_y with the a'ea_ing dinicia.n(s), or
ii. the clicm or his or her repr_¢manve or gmsrdian or the _'eadng
clinician(s)im_(s) an appeal under 104 CMR 21.40oh.rough21.90,and the

plan or pan th_of is d_.-mxmed parsuan[ to such ap!_.al to conform to
104 CHR _.15.

6. The head of any propam using or proposing to us_ a Levi m Imcrvention shall
hoary the Cornn'dssioner of Menzal Retardauon or designee upon the filing of any

g_rdianship peridon, temporary or ig'Tmanent, seekangauthorization by subs,_oated
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judgment for such [mavenuon. The Comtmssiona may upon receipt of such nonce.
provideforan independentc_n.ica._n:viewby ohe or mo_ cliniciansdeslgnaledby

theComrrussloneror designeeof theproposed _e•m_ent and may advisetheco_u_

havingjurisdic_onof ).he rn_ttcrof said€linician'sn-eatmemrecornmendauons.Said

programshallcoopera_€fully with s_d cliniciansand shall•ffordfullaccessto each
individual, kislb.et reco_ and the s',a_ working with the individual

7. InLieuofhavingthehuman rightsand/orpea reviewfuncuonsspeci_,edabove

p_zYonncdby conu'm_as appommd by thesame program thatisproposingtouse

Level fl or_cvelrrl_ervenlions,thedirector of such a prognu'nmay requestthe

Cormmssioncrordasxgn_ toprovidefor_.epe.rfca'nmweofsuch_vlews by human

rightscommJm:e.sand/orpea reviewcornm_tmasestablishedby theComnussidneror

designee.T'_.eCotrm'ussionaordesigneemay provideforsuch reviewstoresponse

cos_ch a requastinu_e evem _h•t he or •no dete_nmas thatthepro_am isunable to

provideitselfforsuchrevlewsor tha__e purposesof 104 CMR 20,00willbe served

by theprovisionofsuchreviewsbycornn_t'm_esmbUshed by theCommJssioneror

d_ignee.

(e) ConsenL [_ a,_di_.on to consentrequirements gencraily •ppLic•bie to individu_

s_'vlce plzns, a Behavior Moclificanon plan employing L_vel rIor Level m I.ntavenuons

may natbeimplementedunlassit hasbeenconscnmd toin_co_ance withthefollow,rag

r_G:
1. Whe_ the individual is 18 years of age or olda, or is _ • m•m.r_ mmo_

und_ the •pplicable law, and is able to provide informed consent-to a plan of

_t. the plan may be implemenwd upon his/ha accopmnceof its provisions,
a. B_or¢ • plan involving the us_ of l._w_ WI !_o_u_s isbnpl_roented

pursuantto such consem, the head of the progrm'nshall notify the ConmusSioner
of Mental Reuu'mtdon or his/ha designee who s_zU be _fforded an opportonity

evttuam the iz_vidua,k In the _nt _ the Commisalonoror designee doub_

the individu,_*/'s abiliW to _ informed com¢_, • petition for_he appoinuncnt
of n u_0or'_y or p_nument _ stroll be fled by ).he Corrmis_ona or
des/l_ or by some ou_r stumble person.

2.. _ the individmd is a n'dn_ and is not deemed • rnam_ minor capable of

giving mfmmed.con._m_
*. _u_ pemon of the plan which does not involve the use of Level n_ Proceduros
_y beimplementedupon • p_.'_'_Csorlegal$,mtrdizn'sinfon.n_consentto its

1_isiuns.
b. in d_ event _ no pa_nt or legal guzrdi_m _ or is ava_tblc, then _t
poruen of the p_n which does not involve u'm u_ of Level rn Procedures may
be impiemenu_ upon i_ approve2 by the he_ of the progr_n, provided that
_aom toini_. Inuoc_$s for_ aupoinunens of son-_su/mbLe pason

or. wh_ •ppli_l_ _moas to providefor the av_biliry of a

t_y unzv_tble l_rem orlegal_ _ comn_nc_l by thehead of

0_€ FroZmm €o_,m're_dy with such •ppm, v_
€. dm poruon of the plan which involves the use of l.._vel [] Inm'venuons may
be implemenmd only upon anthmizauon of a com_ of competent jurisdiczion
uulizin_thesubs'ammd judg_nent ctimia.

3. Wbere the client is an adult but is un_le to F_vidc ix_ormccl consentto the

tmpl_umon ofthepLm.

a. th_ pcrmon of Ihe plim which does not involve the use of Level []
[n_en_ons may be implemented when infom'e_€o_,em is provided by the

mdividu_'s mmp<n-m'yo: permanent guardian.
b. is_ _ent _ no !_n_n_t or temporarY guzrdianhas been appointedor

is•v_l_ble._henthatpomon oftheplanwhichdoesnotrevolvetheuseofLevel

[] la_enuoas rosy be implcrnenucd upon i_ appmv_ by the he._ of the
prognm, provided th.az_'_ons to inidato proceedingsfor the •upoinu'nent of some
suitable pason as gum'dian or. wha¢ appli_bl¢, actions to provide for the
_v•ii_bilir/of • temporm'ilyunav_tlzblepatent or legal guardian are commenced
by theheadoftheprogram€oncun'endywithsuch approvaJ.
o. t_u pomon of the p_ which involves the use of L_el [] Inmwendons may
be m_plemented only upon authonzauon of • court of €ompe_e.ntjtuisdic_on
uuliz_g_ subsuuu,ed judge'mentcri_m.
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(f) Speci_dCcmfica_on Rcqui_ment forvro_TramsUElizinl_LevelIllIntcrvcnnons.No

BehaviorAfod_uon plansempJoymg Lavel rn Intcrvcnv,ons may be implemented

exceptina program ora d_nct pan ofa pro_a.mthatmccu thestandardses_bRshcd

by 104 C.MR 20,15{4)znd thzlisthereforespeciallycemficdby the Dep_a'n'nem

havingauthoritytoadministersuch =ean_cnL The follo_,g su_nd_s and proc_m'es
sh,_Jgovern allsuchcerdficauons:

i. Only thosepro_ or facilitieswhich meet thefollowingstand_udshalibc

cc_tificd und_ 104 CI_Q_.20.15(4): the prolp'a.m or facility must demonstrate tha_ zt
has the _pacity to _ely implement such Behavior ModLfica_.on pla_ m accordance
with all apyficabl¢ reqm.-ements of 164 C2dR 20.15.
2. Any progntmseeking.suchc='1_calionshallsubrni_a wnRcn appEca_.ontothe

Commi_onc_ or design_
3. Such applicanonshiillincludez comFrchansivesm_'men_ of the program's

policiesand proccduxesforthedevelopmentand implernen_'ionofplansemploying

l..cvelIn l.nu_ventions,includinga descriptionof the pmgza.m'sac'maIuse.cr

propose_ use,.,of such procedm'=s,and of the pro_'_n'spollcitsand prelects

r_gL.dingthe ,'ainingand supcavisionof all staff involvedin the use of such

pmccduae.s,and fuxth_includingcm'mntns_ume.sof_ members ofthePc_ Review

Corramu_ _ by I04 CMR 20.15(4)(d)5.and a dcsmpuon of the review

proned_n'esfollowedby suchConumm_.

4. Such _p_n sh_ fur.h_in_lu_ z cu'd_c_non by the program ofiu zb/_ty
to €omply with the dcpanmcm's B_h_vior Moc:fi/"czuon n:gub.dons,
5. The Commissionero_d_s_gneeshallt'_ndewsuchzppl/cz_ionupon imreceiptand.

z d_on th,u the wfi_n app"c_uon is compleu_ and sads_es all
a.ppfk:ablcrcclu/rcn_u,, shzl/provide for an _on of the prognun by authonz4;d
Depsmnem rcpres_miv_.
6, In the €omlc of any L_pcc_on pm'su_¢ m 104 CMR 20.15(4)(f)5 or 104 C_R
20.15(4)(I}10,inRxc_n s_ff shall Mvc z_ss to the nsords of the prol_m's

€_im_ (hY..lud_g any wfinenphuu n:x_u/r_ by 104 CMR 20.15(4)(€)and d_m and

inf'oma_n developed I_.n,umt m such plan), _ phys_ plant of the facility, the
a'nploy_.s of th© Frolpzm, _ pz'of'e_md €_cde_dab of s.cb tmployte.s,uu:lshall

hoe the oRxm,,i_y to obs='ve fully dm eeamzm m_ploy_l by d_ program and to
nmew wid_ the pmlplm's ruff z_ _ forwhich cmLficaaon was grantedor
i.s mulht aad the man._ in which such procedun_ hzve b_n or axe to be
i._o]=n=a,,._
7. _ such _..view sad inspec_on, the Con_n/_om_r or designee shall approve,
approve with €ond_ons. or d_ the pml_u'n's app$/_ion and, i_ approved.
stmU _ the pro_ subJec_w any applicable conditionsba.sedupon hisor her

d_m_tin.mon oftheim'ol_rn's€omgILan_ _ zU zppLicabler_q_t.s.

The Consmssiona or d_gnee may, _ a condizion of zl_ruwd, require
appomu-_ne[of one or mo_ penmns _pp'toved by the Comndss/oncxor de_gnec to

u_ Inup'am's _ review €on-amm:eor human fi_ c_n_ram_ m the event that he
or she dcm_ttos that such aR_ointmcaz or aFDomtmtn,,, zx'¢ neccss_ m ensure

pa'Io_rnence by such commi,,,'_ of th=r review respons/bR/d=s €onsss_cm with the
r=qu_m_u esu_Lished by 104 _ 20.I_.
g. U clis_up_._, or if c=dfica_on is revoked in zccordanne with 104 CMR

20.15(4)(t_I0..._I_'_IS not operated by the D_zrm_zlt shallhavethefight of appeal
emabli,d_d by tl_ a.l_lk:_ddeprovi_ons of M.GJ, €. 19 _1 M.GJ. c. 30A.
9. Any such €='_ficanon of a l_Ulplm sludl be e.ffccdvc for a maximum of two

and may be _ th_v.M_'upon the Comnussinn_r or designee's approvz/
of a nmewal zpplic_ion pursuant to the standards and procedtucs set forth in
104 CMR 20.I$(4)(f),
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IO. The pc'ffoITn_mcc of a progr'am pLu'sua.qt £o any such ce.ntt]ca,on sh_OJ be
tevaewedas pan of the periodicinspectionsof licensedfacilitiesrequited by

104 C_,IR23.2.5.and shallfurtherbe subjectto such acid_dona.iinspecuonsasthe

Con'mussionermay inhisotherdiscrenondeem appropriate.Such cen_c_,_onmay

be z_.vokcd,amcltheDepa..u'nentmay revoke.,suspend.LLm.it.t_fu._toissueorrefuse

torenew a program'slicensepm'suamtto 104 CMR 23.2.5,upon a fmdthgthatthe
conditionsforccz_fica_onaxeno ionge:moi-

lI. A ProipamshaLlbeeligiblefor€ons_cn0on forcc_J_canonforuse ofLave/

IZILqum,entionsonly if.priortotheeffectivedateof 104 _ 203,5,theprop--am
had been using one or more I_el I_ [nm'venuons pm'suantto a Behavior

Mod_cauon plan for one or mote clientsof the prolp'am.Th_ rcsu'icdonon

eLigibLLi_shallcond.nucin effectinclefutimlyand shaJJbe mnd_ed only by

amendment of thisregulation,I04 CIvIR 20.15. Such asnendmentshallonly be

proposedoradoptedby theConuuis._oncrintheeventd_t he orshefindsthatthee

cxtstst com_g need forIrcamtentwithsuch [nte_vennonschatcannotbe met

withinexLsdngprolp'_morthroughaJm'na,_veprogr_ns.

17, Wh_ oeccssa:ytoIn_'vemtdLsconnn_tyinexisangprog_nunmg ortoprovide

for _ em_'l_rncy, the Conmussion_ mzy in his m h_ dl.scz_on provide for the

thte_um_ct_on ofI program,providedthattheapp/icaaonand review process

forcemfi_on by I04 _ 20.15shaIJbcinidau:dandcompletedassoon

aspos.._blethezeafu_r.

(_) _e_a_onshinto I_ Pro_. Behavior Mod/fic_on rre_m_cmplansaresubjecttothe

ISP p_mmg requ_emcntsof 104 _ 21.0Otothefo_ow_g extentonly:

(t) Beb_vim Mod_caZlon m:_mneetpbutsemployingl.,cvelH and m Inu:_endons

s_ec% to theF_ccdtoIJ _'_'me_ e_conceding the cie_elopm_t znd implcrnenc_oon
of individual s_v/ce pIa._ as_'t fm'thin104 _ 21.40_htough21.49, the rnod_canon
of such plans as se_ fo_h in 104 (::MR 21.60 through 21.62 and the roqun'cn_nts
_g periodic rcviow as Set fc_ st 104 C3VIR2h?0 through 21,74. Fm'th_nor=,
su_ pbu_ _ _ubj_ m ISP _ _ lnuvid_ fo_ m I04 CIvlg2I.$5through21.90.

(b) Bch,lvior Mod_c_ian crcaanc_t plans employin| Leve! I Inm'ventions are subjec_

m the r_ts concerning pe:iodic review as set forth st 10,4 _ 21,70 through

21.74and _ subjectto L_P |ppe.a/zs prov/ded fm in 104 CMR 21.gJthrough21.90.

2 •

(t) Scoee. 104 C2,,fR20.20throu_;i_20.24appliesto:
(a) Peasonswithin the Con'm_nwe_lih who m rnenudly retardedand who the

Deperunent has deam't_ m be in need of _ €_u'e,u'e_m_t, _.m.mg, or

s'mevmm_
('0) _ Dcp_mtent of Menr_) HeuJO_with _ to its obl;gsfior, s to pmYicle,

amm_, monitor, and ¢oorclinamservice_ for me_y rmrdnd pe_or_: and
(€) P'roviden of men_d rClm'da_onservice, includin$ the Depanrn_t of Mental Health
andpri_ ._"/_ that zr'€under conalct v_th, _ subject to licc=Iszrcznd Reguhvlon

by the D_znm_ to pn_de s_ c_, m_mea_ m_ning, or su1_'vision to
mem_dJy_mzd_d pe_son_

(2) Pm_o_e. The I_:_se of 104 _ 20.20 t2u'ough 20.24 b Io _1:_ the teJadol_hJps

• r_mg me_mlly _ ]_o/_ in n_d of see'vices,the De'p_m_mt of Men_d Health as the
te_daSencyfor pmvic_g, pro'chasing,an'znzing,monitoring,u_d coordinso.ngsuchservices.
a_d public and private age_c/es which prov)dc menud _on se_c_s on a day-to-day

20.21: R3_,htsand ResgonsibLlide_of Oients

In _diuon to other rights and respensibi_ues setforth€Isewhee in 104 CMR 20.00

_roush 23._) o_tmd_ other applicable State or Fedcrz.I laws or judic_l decrees, €lients sh_
have thefoUowingrights_nd besubjecxtothe followinllrcsponsibil/d_,:

12/I/93 104 C'MR • 227
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BRENDON SOUCY; PETER BISCARDI,
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Preamble

On September 26, 1985, the Massachusetts Office for Children

("O.F.C.") issued an order to show cause why the license of the

Behavior Research Institute ("B.R;I_") should not be suspended,

revoked or otherwise sanctioned for various violations of O.F.C.'s

regulations. Since that time, the parties, O._.C., B.R.I. and

parents of the clients attending B.R.I., have been engaged in a

multitude Of lawsuits and administrative proceedings. The

parties, for the benefit of the clients attending B.R.I., now

intend to resol?e their differences and end the litigation;



administrative and judicial, between them. For that reason, the

parties enter into the following agreement, which is made for this

case only. By entering into this agreement, none of the parties

admit liability or concede the truth of the allegations made by

the other party. The sole intent of each party is simply to

resolve this case and the other administrative and judicial cases

which are now pending between O.F.C., B.R.I. and the parents.

A. Substituted Judgment for Aversive Procedures

i. Aversive procedures are permitted for use at B.R.F. oniy

when authorized as part of a court-ordered "substituted judgment"

treatment plan for an individual client, when such client is

either a minor or is not able to provide informed consent thereto.

As used herein, the term "aversive procedures" shall include all

aversive procedures which are presently used or which may be

proposed for use at B.R.I. with the exception of the following:

a) "no";

b) ignore;

c) token fines; and

d) any other procedure found by the court after hearing not

to require substituted judgment.

2. Nothing in this agreement shall preclude B.R.I. from

developing new reward and aversive procedures. --

3. For all clients, B.R.I. shall propos_ those treatments

which are the least intrusive, least restrictive modalities appro-

priate to each client's needs. For purposes of this section,

physical aversive procedures, such as spanks, pinches and muscle
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squeezes, and the restrained time-out shall be considered the most

intrusive, most restrictive forms of treatment.

4. Prior to intake, B.R.I. shall formulate an interim

treatment plan based upon clinical information received from the

referring agency. The following procedure shall be followed upon

the client's arrival at B.R.I.:

a) Where the client is an adult and able to provide

informed consent to such interim treatment plan, the

plan may be implemented upon his/her acceptance of its

provisions; provided, however, that before said plan is

implemented D.M.H. shall be notified and shall be _

afforded the opportunity to evaluate the student. In

the event that the student's ability to provide such

informed consent is doubted, a petition for the appoint-

ment of a temporary guardian shall be filed;

b) Where the client is a minor,

(i) that portion of the interim treatment plan which

does not involve the use of avers ire procedures

or extraordinary procedures determined to require

substituted judgment by the Court may be imple-

mented upon the parents' acceptance of its

provisions.

(ii) that portion of the interim treatment plan which

involves the use of aversive or extraordinary

procedures may be implemented only upon authori-

zation of the court in a temporary guardianship

proceeding (or, upon motion, to modify an

existing guardianship order) utilizing the

"substituted judgment" criteria.

c) Where the client is an @dult but is.unable to provide

informed consent to the implementation of the interim

treatment plan,

(i) that portion of the plan whic_ does not involve

the use of aversive or extraordinary procedures

may be implemented upon its acceptance by a

temporary guardian appointed by the court;

(ii) that portion of the plan which involves the use

of aversive or extraordinary procedures may be

implemented only upon authorization of the court

in a temporary guardianship proceeding (or, upon

motion, to modify an existing g_ardianship order)

utilizing the "substituted judgment" criteria.
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5. B.R.I. shall formulate a treatment plan within 45 days

of a client's arrival at B.R.I. Upon formulation of such a plan

for a new client and regarding the treatment plan of a client

presently at B.R.I., the following procedure shall be followed:

a)

h)

Where the client is an adult and is capable of providing

informed consent thereto, the treatment plan may be

implemented upon his/her acceptance of its provisions;

provided, however, that before said plan is implemented

D.M.H. shall be notified and shall be afforded the

opportunity to evaluate the student. In the event that

the student's ability to provide such informed consent

is doubted, a petition for the appointment of a perma-

nent guardian shall be filed; -" "

,o -w

Where the client is a minor,

(i) that portion of the treatment plan which does not

involve the use of aversive or extraordinary

procedures may be implemented upon the parents'

acceptance of its provisions;

(Li) that portion of the treatment alan which involves

the use of aversive or extraordinary procedures

may be implemented only upon authorization by the

court in a permanent guardianship proceeding (or,

upon motion, to modify an existing guardianship

order) utilizing the "substituted judgment"
criteria.

c) Where the client is an adult but is incapable of provid-

ing informed consent to implementation of the treatment

plan,

(i) that portion of the plan which does not involve

the use of aversive or extraordinary procedures

may be implemented upon its acceptance by a

guardian;

(ii) that portion of the plan which involves the use

of aversive or extraordinary _xocedures may be
implemented only upon authorization of the court

in a permanent guardianship proceeding (or, uDon

motion, to modify an existing guardianship order)

utilizing the "substituted judgment" criteria.

6. In any "substituted judgment" proceeding in which.autho-

rization to implement aversive or extraordinary procedures is
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sought, the petitioner shall present, in addition to evidence

concerning the client's inability to provide informed consent to

:uch procedures and the client's present and past psychological

Jnd medical circumstances, evidence of the following:

a) the "target behaviors" to be treated by means of such

aversive or extraordinary procedures and the clinical

reasons why nonave_sive or less intrusive aversive

procedures are inappropriate;

b) a full description of the procedures to be followed in

treating such target behaviors at the B.R.I. School

facility, at the child's residence, in transit and on -

field trips, the process and period of time by which the

implementation of such procedures is to he monitored,

and the method by which the effectiveness of such proce-

dures is to be determined;

c) the reasonably foreseeable adverse side-effects, if any,

associated with the use of such aversive or extraordi-

nary procedures, the likelihood that such side-effects

will occur and the likely severity of such side-effects

were they to occur;

d) the professional disciplines of the staff members who

will implement such aversive or extraordinary proce-

dures, as well as the supervision and training such

staff members have had and will receive;

e) the client's prognosis should such aversive or extra-

ordinary procedures be implemented;

f) the client's prognosis should such procedures not be

implemented;

g) the opinions and concerns of the client's family and the

impact uponthe _amily were the aversive or extraordi-

nary procedures not to be implemented;

h) the treatment previously provided the client at B.R.I.

and elsewhere and a clinical assessment of its results;

i) a description of the client's appropriate behaviors, if

any, and the procedures to be implemented to reinforce

them, which description shall include appropriate func-

tional communication behaviors and behaviors incom-

patible with the targeted inappropriate behaviors;
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J)

k)

7.

the client's current I.E.P. or I.S.P.;

any other information requested by the court.

The Department of Mental Health ("D.M.H.") shall be

notified of the referral to and acceptance by B.R.I. of any client

as soon as is practicable. Where appropriate, clinicians of

D.M.H. shall review the information received from the referring

lgency and may advise the court of their treatment recommendations

in the temporary guardianship proceedings called for in section 4,

above. Prior to the hearing on a treatment plan for a new or. .-

current student called for in section 5, above, D.M.H. clinicians

shall evaluate the client's clinical circumstances and shall

provide the court with their recommendations on the issues noted

in section 6, above, as well as their assessment as to the

client's ability to provide informed consent to treatment. D.M.H.

clinicians shall submit their report to the Court within i0 days,

if practicable, but in no event more than 20 days following

receipt of B.R.I.'s treatment plan. Such clinicians shall also be

available for consultation with the guardian ad l[tem, court-

appointed monitor and court-appointed counsel. B.R.I. shall

cooperate fully with the D.M.B. clinicians and shall afford them

full access to each client, his/her

working with the client.

Be

.

judgment treatment plan,

record and'the B.R.I. staff

Monito_,a of Substituted Judqment Treatment Plans

and B.R.I.'s Treatment Proaram

On each occasion when the Court issues a substituted

the Court shall also appoint a monitor
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who will report to the Court as to the effectiveness of the treat-

ment plan, adherence to orders by B.R.I., and any proposed modifi-

cations to the treatment plan.

2. The Court shall also appoint Dr. John Daignault (or some

other suitable person) who shall undertake general monitoring of

B.R.I.'s treatment and educational program. Dr. Daignault shall

be responsible for overseeing B.R.I.'s compliance with all appli-

cable state regulations, except to the extt_ that those regula-

tions involve treatment procedures authorized by the Court tn

accordance with Paragraph A. The relevant state agencies shall,

if appropriate, afford Dr. Daignault, at his request, technical

assistance necessary to perform his duties. Dr. Daignault shall

report to the Court concerning any issues he deems necessary

relating to the health, safety or well-being of any B.R.I. client.

Dr. Daignault shall arbitrate any disputes between the parties,

and in the event that any party disagrees with any decision or

recommendation of Dr. Daignault, the matter shall be submitted to

the Court for resolution.

3. The fees and expenses of Dr. Daignault shall be assumed

by the Trial Court of the Commonwealth.

• i

4. The term of Dr. Daig_ault shall be for a period of six

months unless extended by the Court in accordance with the provf-

sions of Paragraph K.

C. Ligensinq Qf B.R.I. and Reopening of Zntake

I. Upon the execution of this agreement, the outstanding

O.F.C. licenses for the operation of the B.R.I.'s residential
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facilities shall be restored. These licenses shall not be revoked

without the approval of the Court or until such time as D.M.H.

licenses H.K.I.

2. On or before July i, 1987, the licensing responsibility

for B.R.I. shall be transferred from O.F.C. to D.M.H in accordance

with an interagency agreement as authorized by G.L.c. 28A _3 and

c. 19 §I. The terms Of the interagency agreement shall be

enforceable by any party to this litigation.

3. Upon the execution of this agreement, intake at B:_.I.-

for new clients shall be reopened and shall not be impermissibly

obstructed during the pendency of this agreement. The Court may

limit intake for good cause shown.

D. Proqrammatic Standards for B.R.I.

In delineating the following programmatic standards, the

parties neither allege nor concede that such standards have been

deficient in the 8.R.I. program.

i. 8.R.I. will retain at least one additional doctoral

level psychologist (preferably an individual with behavior modifi-

cation experience), and it shall continue to make a good faith

effort to that end. That individual will assist Dr. Israel, and

the duties shall include the design, implementation and modifica-

tion o£ treatment plans for individual students, upon demonstra-

tion to Dr. Israel of sufficient competence ao_ experience.

2. Ongoing training and supervision of staff will be super-

vised by a doctoral level psychologist. Training will be

conducted by staff who.have actual experience in behavior modifi-

cation techniques. The qualifications and training of staff
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having principal treatment responsibilities for each client

requiring substituted judgment shall be submitted to the Court as

part of the treatment plan described in Paragraph A.

3. B.R.I. will continue to comply with all applicable

Department of Education standards regarding certification of

staff.

4. B.R.I. will assign clients to staff, classrooms and

residences subject to availability, in a good faith effort to

assure consistency and continuity of care to clients.

5. B.R.I. will continue to employ the following treatment

approaches as a method of minimizing the use of restrictive

procedures:

l)

2)

3)

4)

passive behavio£ management;

functional communication;

analysis of stimulus control;

analysis Of consequence control.

6. B.R.I. will comply with all D.M.H. regulations concern-

ing restraint (104 C.M.R. $20.08).

7. B.R.I. will comply with D.M.H. regulations concerning

human rights committees (104 C.M.R. 520.14 and _24.11) and will

contact parents of present and former clients to ascertain their

willingness to serve on the human rights committee.

8. B.R.I. agrees to continue its use of a developmental

disabilities review committee whose members shall include recog-

nized experts in the field of autism and retardation.
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9. 8.R.I. will continue to follow all applicable regula-

tions concerning periodic review of individualized educational

plans and individual service plans.

Notification by O.F.C. to School Districts,.

Approval Agencies, Placement Agencies and

Licensing Authorities

I. Upon execution of this agreement, O.F.C. shall send a

letter (in a form approved by the parties) concerning the resolu-

tion of this controversy to the following: _..

The special education directors of all Massachusetts

public schools districts;

b) All committees on the handicapped in the state of New
York;

c) The Massachusetts Department of Education;

d) The Rhode Island Department of Mental Health and Mental

Retardation;

e)

f)

g)

The Rhode Island Department of Education;

The Rhode Island Department of Children and Families;

Any out-of-state agency which approves the placement

any client at B.R.I.;

of

h) Any public school district or placement agency which

funds any part of the tuition of any B.R.I. client;

i)

J)

The Massachusetts Department of Menfal Health;

A reasonable number of additional individuals or enti-

ties whose name and address is provided to O.F.C by

B.R.I. within I0 days of the date of_execution of this

agreement.

2. The Defendant shall send a letter to all B.R.[. parents

in the form attached hereto.
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F. Notification to M@ssachusett$

Parents and Placement Agencies

i. O.F.C. will undertake appropriate action to make the

parents of severely handicapped clients, as well as the Department

oE Public Health, Department of Social Services, Department of

Mental Health, Department of Youth Services, Department O_Educa -

tion, Department of Public Welfare, Massachusetts Rehabilitation

Commission, Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, and the Massa-

chusetts Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, aware 9f the

B.R.I. program and the population of severely handicapped clients

which B.R.[. serves.

2. The Department of Mental Health, the Office for Children

and all state placement and funding agencies shall give B.R.I.

equal consideration with all other private providers for new

clients referred for private placement by state agencies.

G. New B.R.I. Program

Nothing in this agreement shall prevent B.R.I. from develop-

ing a new, separate program, licensed according to applicable law,

for clients who are not as severely behaviorally handicapped as

clients in the existing population. This new program will serve a

client population, whose needs are hot so sevfre that the use of

restrictive procedures is clinically indicated. The relevant

state agencies will agree to provide B.R.I. wi_n the level of

technical assistance accorded providers in general in the

establishment of this new program.
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H. Agreement Concerninq Attorneys' Fees

Upon execution of this agreement, the parties shall enter

into an agreed judgment for attorneys' fees in the amount of,

five hundred eighty thousand six hundred and five dollars and

twenty-five cents ($580,605.25) payment of which shall be full

satisfaction of all monetary claims in this action. The Defendant

agrees that, through statutory procedures, she will request the

Legislature to appropriate the funds to satisfy the judgment

through an FY 1987 Supplemental Budget. The Defendant shall us_

her best efforts tO secure the appropriation. In the event that

the Legislature declines to appropriate the funds, nothing in this

agreement shall prevent the Plaintiffs from using whatever legal

remedies are available to enforce the judgment and, if necessary,

to modify its terms to include the personal liability of the

Defendant. By entering into this agreement, B.R.I. does not make

any acknowledgment as to the adequacy of attorneys' fees for [ate

setting purposes.

I. Withdrawal of All Litigation and Execution of Releases

Upon execution of this agreement, all pending administrative

and judicial actions (with the exception this action and the pend-

ing guardianship actions) shall be dismissed with prejudice. Upon

payment to the Plaintiffs of the attorneys' f_es referenced in

Paragraph H, the parties shall exchange mutual releases, in a form

to be negotiated by counsel, and all monetary obligations of the

Defendant to the Plaintiffs shall be discharged. Th_ parents and

guardiansagree to hold the Defendant harmless from any causes of
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action (including, without limitation, any action under G.L.

c. 258) which arise from this agreement, (excepting the breach of

this agreement), and hereby release and forever discharge subject

to the provisions of paragraph H, O.F.C. and the Defendant in her

official and individual capacity from any and all claims which

arise from the actions of September 26, 1985.

J. Form of the Agreement

This agreement shall constitute an Order of the Bristol

County Probate and Family Court in the case of Behavior Research

Institute, Inc., et al. v. Mary Kay Leonard, Civil Action No.

86E-0018-GI. The rights of all parties shall be limited to

enforcement of the terms of this ag_emen£. The _ourt will retain

continuing jurisdiction over this action until such jurisdiction

is terminated in accordance with the provisions of Paragraph K, at

which time an order of dismissal of this action shall enter.

During the pendency of this agreement, any dispute between the

parties that cannot be resolved by the general monitor shall be

submitted to the Court for resolution.

m ..

K. Per iodic Review

The Probate Court shall conduct a hearing at six-month

intervals in order to review the parties' adherence to the provi-

sions of this agreement. This agreement shall be automatically

extended at the first six month review unless the Court, upon

motion by any party, orders otherwise. This agreement shall auto-

matically terminate at the second review unless the Court, for
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good cause shown related to the terms or substance of this agree-

ment, orders otherwise. Upon termination of this agreement, BRI

shall continue to employ substituted judgment procedures as

ordered by the court.

L. Good Faith

The resolution Of this matter depends upon the good faith of

all parties and each party shall discharge its obligations under

__ good .- - .-

in faith.

Counsel for B.R.I.

i Students at BRI, Their/_arents Roderick Macueish, Jr.

and GuaT_ians //

Robert/A< Sherman / ./

beo _oucy _ Dr. Matth L. Ira
Class Repr_m=ntative

-4,
C6unsel for B.R.I. clients

Marc_. Perlin

Max Volterra

Peter Biscardi

Class Representative

o

b-...
counsel for the

Office for Children,
E._ichael SlomanW A.A.G.

/,('a,<
_y K_y.geo_)d, individually

and as|D1rec_r of the
_ssachusetts Office for

Children

o"
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